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Resumo 
 

A nuvem de pontos é das principais tecnologias no contexto de representação de informação visual 3D. 

A introdução desta tecnologia possibilitou o aparecimento de novas aplicações nos mais diversos 

campos: entretenimento, medicina, arquitetura, robótica, entre outros. Para a evolução e prática mais 

frequente deste novo tipo de representação visual, é necessário disponibilizar novos métodos de 

codificação. Estes devem permitir a redução da quantidade considerável de informação associada à 

representação 3D, tal como as nuvens de pontos. 

Neste contexto, existem na literatura soluções que procuram codificar nuvens de pontos. O estado 

da arte quanto a este tema encontra-se em fase inicial devido à novidade deste tipo de tecnologias. No 

entanto, já estão em desenvolvimento codecs padrão, nomeadamente o codec V-PCC, desenvolvido 

pela MPEG, o qual codifica nuvens de pontos dinâmicas. Esta dissertação visa apresentar novas 

soluções para o módulo de patch packing do codec V-PCC de modo a melhorar o desempenho em 

matéria do rácio RD. Neste contexto de patch packing, várias soluções são apresentadas, incluindo 

novos algoritmos e métricas baseados no estado da arte. A maior inovação introduzida é a possibilidade 

de fazer patch packing relativo. Nas soluções propostas com patch packing relativo, o algoritmo 

proposto testa várias posições possíveis e determina a melhor segundo as métricas propostas. Estas 

têm dois objectivos: reduzir a dimensão do mapa final; e suavizar as transições de cor.  

Os resultados mostram um aumento de desempenho a nível de BD-Rate (em comparação com o 

codec V-PCC) de cerca de 0.8% em cor e geometria com a melhor solução. No que toca ao 

desempenho de compacidade, os resultados atingem os 12% para a redução da dimensão final do 

mapa. 
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nuvem de pontos, patch packing, vídeo based point cloud compression, posicionamento, tamanho do 

mapa, cor 
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Abstract 
 

Point cloud is a key representation technology in the 3D experiences paradigm. With the introduction of 

this type of representation, new applications have emerged in the fields of entertainment, medicine, 

architecture, robotics, etc. This new type of visual representation urgently needs efficient coding 

techniques in order the enormous amount of information necessary to store and transmit a point cloud 

can be reduced. 

With that in mind, several coding solutions have been recently proposed in the literature. The current 

point cloud coding state-of-the-art is still rather immature since these technologies are recent but there 

are already some standard solutions under development, notably the MPEG V-PCC standard, aimed at 

coding dynamic point clouds. Thus, this thesis proposes to increase the efficiency of the V-PCC standard 

by improving the patch packing module with the aim of increasing the overall RD performance. In this 

context, several patch packing solutions are proposed, including new algorithms and associated metrics 

based on state-of-the-art in the subject of patch packing. The main novelty regarding the current V-PCC 

patch packing solution is the adoption of relative packing. In the proposed relative packing solutions, the 

algorithms test several available positions and decide which one is the best according to some proposed 

metric(s). These metrics aim at increasing the packing map compactness and color map smoothness.  

The performance results show BD-Rate improvements of around 0.8% for the best packing solution 

regarding the V-PCC benchmark. Moreover, the packing map size reductions can go up to 12%, on 

average. 
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Chapter 1 

1. Introduction 

1.1. Context and Motivation 
Multimedia is certainly one of the most impactful technological areas in present days and it is also 

one that humans strongly relate to. The evolution on this field has led to an explosion in terms of the 

number and quality of communication, entertainment, gaming, and educational systems with major 

impacts also in other economy sectors.  

In practice, multimedia technology tries to replicate our world in the most suitable way for the human 

sensory systems. In this context, this Thesis is focused on the efficient representation of visual 

information, particularly three dimensions (3D) visual representation, as it offers more realistic and 

immersive experiences than two dimensions (2D) visual representation. For this reason, 3D visual 

representation is one of the hottest multimedia research topics nowadays.  

Several 3D visual representation models have been studied in the literature and one of the most 

promising is the so-called Point Cloud (PC) representation. In this context, a PC is a collection of 3D 

points defined by its coordinates in the 3D space (x,y,z) and, optionally, attributes for each point 

conveying information about reflectance, color, orientation, scale, etc. Figure 1.1 shows some examples 

of PCs. 

 

Figure 1.1 – PC examples: (left) rabbit [1]; (center) colored face [2]; (right) colored boat [3]. 
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One of the most important cornerstone of the 3D end-to-end system is the capability of storing and 

transmitting 3D information. Since 3D visual representations are much richer than 2D visual 

representations, the amount of associated information and data is also highly superior to the nowadays 

commonly used 2D visual representations. Consequently, new efficient coding techniques are needed 

so that it is technically and financially viable to use the new 3D representation technologies, notably for 

transmission and storage of PCs. 3D PC information should be compact in a way that a user should not 

wait a long time to send/receive it with the storage space as low as possible. Furthermore, if this new 

representation is used in critical areas, like medicine or business, the transmission delays should be 

very low and the quality of the information at the receiver should be close to perfect (equal to the sent 

information). This challenge, this means the efficient coding of PCs, is precisely the focus of this Thesis. 

The impact of the coding advances is thus highly determinant on this technology viability. In that 

sense, several solutions have been presented in the last few years by the most acknowledged entities. 

It is thus important to study the recent developments and understand where the proposed solutions may 

be improved. 

The current PC coding state-of-the-art is still rather immature since these technologies are recent but 

there are already some standard solutions under development. As it happened for video coding in the 

past, the Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG) standardization group has decided to design efficient 

PC coding solutions to address the emerging needs from the industry. Within MPEG, two PC coding 

standard are currently under development: a standard addressing the efficient coding of static PCS, 

named as Geometry based-Point Cloud compression (G-PCC) and a standard addressing  the efficient 

coding of dynamic (time varying) PCs, named as Video based-Point Cloud Compression (V-PCC).  

The V-PCC standard is an important PC codec since it allows to efficiently represent PC video 

sequences, which are extremely heavy in terms of storage and transmission. In this context, this Thesis 

targets improving the V-PCC compression efficiency. This target should be achieved by developing 

more efficient tools for one or more of the V-PCC coding modules. In this context, each V-PCC module 

may be seen as a potential improvement target. As will be motivated later, the V-PCC module selected 

for improvement is the patch packing module. This is one of the modules currently employing a rather 

simple technique, which may be improved for better performance. 

1.2. Objectives 
In the context described above, the objectives of this Thesis are to propose novel technical solutions 

targeting improving the compression efficiency of state-of-the-art PCC technologies, notably the MPEG 

V-PCC coding standard. With this objective in mind, the key objectives may be identified as follows:  

 Review the state-of-the-art on PC coding, notably the recent MPEG PCC standards; 

 Identify the strengths and weaknesses of the most relevant PC coding solutions, with emphasis 

on the recent MPEG PCC standards; 

 Identify a technical module in a key PCC solution which needs more efficient solutions; in this 

case, the identified key PCC solution is the MPEG V-PCC standard and the specific technical 

module is the patch packing module.    
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 Design novel solutions for patch packing in the context of the MPEG V-PCC standard, notably 

their overall architecture and associated patch packing algorithms, targeting increasing the 

overall coding efficiency; 

 Integrate the novel patch packing solution in the V-PCC standard reference software; 

 Perform the assessment of the proposed novel patch packing solutions under meaningful test 

conditions and compare with appropriate benchmarks. 

1.3. Structure of Thesis 
The document is divided into four chapters beyond this first with the following structure: 

 Chapter 2 – Point Cloud Coding: Main Concepts and Solutions – presents the essential 

concepts on PCs and reviews the main PCC solutions in the literature, notably the MPEG 

PCC standards.  

 Chapter 3 – Proposing Novel Patch Packing Solutions – describes and motivates the 

proposed patch packing solutions to the integrated in the MPEG V-PCC reference software. 

 Chapter 4 – Performance Assessment – describes first the test material and coding 

conditions under which the performance should be evaluated and after the selected 

performance evaluation methods and metrics. Finally, the packing and Rate-Distortion (RD) 

performance results are presented together with some computational performance 

assessment. 

 Chapter 5 – Conclusions and Future Work – presents the conclusions of this Thesis and 

suggests possible future improvements. 
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Chapter 2 

2. Point Cloud Coding: Main Concepts 

and Solutions 
To better understand how an efficient coding of the visual information associated to a 3D scene can 

be achieved, it is necessary to review not only the most relevant coding solutions in the literature but 

also the main relevant concepts.   

2.1. 3D Representation Basic Concepts 
Describing and modeling the light in a scene is of most relevance to understand how it may be 

captured, represented and coded. One of the most popular ways to describe the luminous environment 

was proposed by Adelson and Bergen in [4] through the so-called plenoptic function. This function 

describes all the light information in a 3D space using a function with seven dimensions, notably: 

𝑃 = 𝑃(x, y, z, θ, ϕ, λ, t) 

where 

 Location (x,y,z) – The position in the 3D space where it is intended to describe the light 

information, see Figure 2.1. 

 Light (θ,ϕ) – Direction of a light ray striking the position (x,y,z). 

 Wavelength (λ) - Each wavelength of the signal. 

 Time (t) –The time instant the light is being described. 

 

Figure 2.1 - Plenoptic function representation, inspired from [5]. 

Although a very useful conceptual model to represent a 3D scene, this continuous 7 dimensions (7D) 

function has mostly a theoretical relevance, since it is not easy nowadays to acquire all the information 
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it involves. The human visual system response to the light spectrum is one of the factors to take into 

account when addressing the plenoptic function acquisition complexity. It is also impossible to have 

sensors in every point of a scene, thus being necessary to discretize the number of viewing positions. 

The captured directions of the light are also discrete in a real scenario. To address these issues, some 

simplifications have been made as described in [6]. 

The Red, Green and Blue (RGB) simplification is the first one and it relates to the fact that the 

human visual system is mainly sensitive to three wavelength ranges [4] as the human visual system 

samples the signal wavelengths with three types of cone cells present in the eye. These cone types 

have peak sensitivity to the red, green and blue colors, thus following a RGB color space representation. 

With this in mind, the full plenoptic function may be divided into three lower dimension plenoptic function 

components, notably 𝑃 , 𝑃  and 𝑃 , thus eliminating the wavelength dependency in the plenoptic 

function and ending up with three components of the form 𝑃 (x, y, z, θ, φ, t), where C can be R, G or B. 

Along the years, the light in the real world represented with the plenoptic function has been acquired 

in multiple ways, some of them rather simple. The very popular 2D representation model just measures 

the light with a 2D sensor at different positions (u,v) corresponding to the locations where the light strikes 

the sensor. In this case, the plenoptic RGB function components can be simplified to 𝑃 (u, v, t). 

To replicate the light in a scene, a very popular representation model is the light field model. This 

simplification model considers that the 7 original dimensions still have some redundancy and it is 

possible to reduce it to a six dimensions (6D) representation model in an occlusion free space as the 

light intensity is constant along each light ray [7]. With the light field model, the light in a scene is 

described with multiple 2D images corresponding to different perspectives of the scene and thus 

capturing the light. Ideally, a light field acquisition is dense and considers horizontal and vertical 

parallaxes. 

The so-called Multiview Video model, which is basically a light field model, corresponds to the case 

where a multi-camera structure, either one dimension (1D) or 2D, is used to acquire the light information; 

typically, the multi-views representations do not have a very high density and total number of views. For 

the 1D camera arrangement, the plenoptic function components become 𝑃 (k, u, v, t)  where k is the kth 

camera on the arrangement. For the 2D camera arrangement, the components can be described as 

𝑃 (k, l, u, v, t) where k and l represent the 2D position of the cameras in the arrangement. This model 

can also be associated with a single camera, with a single sensor, using an array of micro-lenses to 

measure the intensity of light for each lens position as function of its direction. 

To represent a scene, it may be advantageous to adopt the so-called 3D geometric models which 

try to model the geometry of the scene. In order to describe each point (x,y,z), the function components 

come as 𝑃 (x, y, z, t) or 𝐵(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧, 𝑡), where 𝐵(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧, 𝑡) is a binary function only indicating that a certain 

position is part of the object surface, thus not including color information. If also the light direction 

emanating from the object is considered, the model comes 𝑃 (x, y, z, θ, φ, t) which is very close to the 

plenoptic function itself.  

Point Cloud representation is one of the available geometric representation models as it explicitly 

considers geometry information regarding the position of the objects and attributes such as color, 

reflectance, etc. PCs can be converted to a polygon mesh by adding connectivity between the points. 
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Mesh patches can then be created, e.g. triangles, and the color of each patch can be inferred by 

interpolation from the color of the relevant points. 

An alternative way to capture 3D surfaces with a multicamera structure is by adding a depth sensor 

which explicitly acquires 3D geometry information. In this case, there are the usual plenoptic 

components and also an additional one associated to the depth information. This leads to the final 

representation defined by  𝑃 (k, l, u, v, t) and d(k, l, u, v, t). 

Smolic and Kauff [8] tried to classify the various types of 3D representation models as shown in 

Figure 2.2. On one side, there are the more geometry-based representation models, for example the 

graphics content generated by a computer in a mesh representation; however, computer generated 

graphics have the problem of being time consuming when creating the 3D scene. At the other extreme, 

there are the image-based representation models corresponding to the capture of a real scene with 

sensors allowing the synthesis of additional views by means of interpolation/warping. In this type of 

representation model, a large number of cameras/viewpoints are typically needed, and a high amount 

of information is captured from the 3D scene. In the middle, there are representation models associated 

to a trade-off between image and geometry-based representations. It is relevant to notice that PCs and 

meshes can conceptually have direction dependent texture for each point/vertex, but this rarely happens 

in practice at this stage. 

 

Figure 2.2 - Representation models organization, inspired from [8]. 

2.2. End-to-End 3D System Architecture 
The end-to-end architecture of a 3D system plays an important role on the study of the most 

appropriate representation model and thus coding solutions. This architecture is divided in several 

modules, all crucial for the overall system to work, see Figure 2.3. 

 

Figure 2.3 - 3D system end-to-end architecture. 

A. Acquisition/Creation 

To be able to recreate a 3D scene, the first step is naturally the acquisition of the light and eventually 

depth information from the scene. In [9], the acquisition methods are classified as passive and active. 

This division has to do with the acquisition mechanisms/sensors, since the passive methods are static 

in the sense that they do not interact with the scene, notably changing the luminous environment to get 

information from it while the active ones are provided with the capability of interacting/changing it, 

notably by emitting a specific signal to the scene, e.g. a laser.  
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With the passive methods, it is possible, for example, to acquire a light field representation of the 

scene using multiple traditional cameras to capture the light information from different viewpoints with 

different camera arrangements; this may also be performed with 360o cameras and micro-lenses 

cameras. If multiple views are available, it is possible to process this information not only to synthesize 

more texture views but also to extract depth information; an example is the so-called passive stereo 

approach [5] which makes use of epipolar geometry constraints. 

Active methods, on the other hand, exploit the possibility of directly capturing the depth of each 

object by taking advantage of the properties of a signal emitted into the scene and received back. For 

example, Time of Flight cameras calculate the distance of an object to the camera by measuring the 

time that the signal takes to be reflected back to the emitting sensor. Laser and infrared cameras are 

also available solutions in this context. 

B. Pre-Processing/Representation 

In certain application contexts, it may be advantageous to represent the data using a representation 

model different from the one used for acquisition. In this context, it may be necessary to convert the 

information acquired with a specific representation into another representation model before going into 

the coding module. This task is done by means of computer vision algorithms, for example estimating 

depth and texture. This information may be used to estimate virtual views, not really acquired from the 

scene, where these virtual estimations should be very close to the real scene [10]. 

In [6], the representation models are divided into regular and irregular sampling models. Regular 

sampling representation models are characterized by regular sampling grids/densities, for example 

structured multicamera views with horizontal or vertical parallax are used, with or without depth 

information. The micro-lenses based light field cameras also acquire a set of regular micro-images, each 

corresponding to a specific capturing position. 

In the case of irregular sampling representation models, an irregular sampling structure is used 

thus implying that the sample positions may have to be explicitly coded as not known in advance. In this 

context, the previous multicamera structure may be substituted by an irregular arrangement of cameras. 

While the light field representation model typically adopts regular sampling, the PC representation model 

adopts irregular sampling as it corresponds to a set of 3D points represented by their (x,y,z) coordinates 

without any regularity. If each point has associated a single color, a Lambertian approximation is 

adopted meaning that the surface appears uniformly bright from all directions of view and reflects the 

entire incident light. Light fields offer the possibility of direction dependent colors, dropping this 

constraint, which is an important difference regarding PCs as they keep more dimension from the 

plenoptic function. For PCs to partly enable this dependency, the so-called Bidirectional Reflectance 

Distribution Function may be used; this function models how the light is reflected at an opaque surface. 

The mesh representation model also considers irregular sampling since they are typically obtained from 

PCs. 

C. Coding/Compression 

The representation models for 3D real scenes generate a great amount of information that is 

impractical for efficient transmission. This is the reason why some efficient coding solutions are needed, 
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exploiting the spatial and temporal redundancies and irrelevancy. In a 2D context, standards exist to 

code the acquired data but, in 3D, there are no standards available for all types of representation models. 

For light field coding, there are already some coding standards that may be used. For the Multiview 

Video case, notably for images or video sequences taken following 1D, linear, regular camera 

arrangements, the multiview video coding (MVC), multiview high efficiency video coding MV-HEVC and 

3D-HEVC coding standards developed by MPEG may be used, although these standards only consider 

horizontal, linear camera arrangements. If depth is also considered, the 3D-HEVC standard is able to 

jointly code the texture and depth information for the same type of camera arrangements. In the case of 

micro-lenses/lenslet light field cameras, a standard is not yet specifically defined but some of the 

available coding solutions may be used even if not with high efficiency since the full available 

redundancy may not be exploited; meanwhile Joint Photographic Experts Group (JPEG) is developing 

the so-called JPEG Pleno standard which targets this type of data [11]. Dealing with irregular camera 

arrangements rises problems that are not yet totally addressed and, consequently, no coding standard 

is available. HEVC may be used to code this type of data by exploiting the spatial and temporal 

redundancy and irrelevancy inside the various camera views. 3D-HEVC can also be used in this context, 

although it might not be an efficient solution since it is optimized to regular camera arrays. 

For coding PCs, there is still no stable coding standard available. Naturally, some solutions exist in 

the literature, notably in the Point Cloud Library [12], which includes the most popular coding solutions. 

3D-Mesh coding tools [13] and the so-called Animation Framework eXtension (AFX) [14] are MPEG 

standards providing coding solutions for mesh representations. For both meshes and PCs, the direction 

dependent color factor introduces more variables to consider and there are currently no coding solutions 

able to address this case. 

D. Transmission and Decoding 

Transmission of data is done with the help of appropriate transmission protocols able to ensure some 

quality of service. At the receiver side, the decoding methods are directly related to the coding solutions 

used at the encoder.  

E. Rendering 

Rendering is the process of extracting the relevant information to display from the available 

information in a specific representation model, thus generating outputs adapted to each display 

mechanism. For example, if a regular 2D display is available and a PC has been decoded, it is necessary 

to render from the 3D PCs appropriate 2D views to show in a 2D display. This process may have a 

critical impact on the final quality of experience. Moreover, there is no ground truth to easily check how 

well this rendering is performed, which is strongly dependent on the target display. 

In general, the rendering process should reconstruct the plenoptic function; however, how faithfully 

this may be performed depends on the available display, see below. When the light field representation 

model is used, the rendering typically involves creating virtual views based on the decoded views, this 

means synthesizing views for positions where no cameras were available, by interpolating views from 

the adjacent acquired ones, eventually using depth information. For example, if only the light field texture 

is available and no depth information, artifacts may occur due to depth discontinuities. If the 
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representation also includes depth, then it is possible to consider some weighting factors in the synthesis 

to better take into account the scene geometry. 

On a PC and mesh representation context, a recreation of the 3D object geometry may be used to 

cast light to the object from the view point of the user to measure the color for that perspective. 

F. Display 

User experience is one of the most important targets to be taken into consideration and, for that, 

some display solutions are available, notably: 

 2D displays – regular, conventional display showing a single view; 

 Stereo displays – two views are available, one for each eye; 

 Autostereoscopic displays – offer the user with motion parallax. This effect is not achieved 

by multi-directional light but instead by blocking the visualization of some pixels from specific 

viewing positions or by redirecting the original light ray. In this way, it is possible to offer different 

views for each eye, at different viewing positions. Because the number of viewing positions is 

limited, the user must stand in specific positions to avoid major artifacts. 

 Light field displays – provide, for each pixel, different light colors on dense viewing positions. 

The display emits a light ray that passes through micro-lenses, dividing the light in different 

directions. This display provides an appearance of continuous motion parallax due to the large 

number of views available. 

 Head mounted displays – offer two separate image generators and give the user the sensation 

of immersiveness with a close-distance display mounted within few millimeters from the user’s 

eye. This type of display allows the users to move around, adjusting the 3D view, and reduce 

the impact of the accommodation–convergence mismatch [15], thus preventing major visual 

discomfort. 

 Multi-Projector displays – rely on multiple projectors in perfect alignment to reproduce the 

correct geometry and offer high resolution, flexibility, scalability and large images [16]. A specific 

case is the one where the projectors respond to the human motion. 

 Holographic and volumetric displays – based on illuminating a controlled environment; while 

the holographic display recreates the captured image by diffraction techniques, the volumetric 

one illuminates small voxels of the space; however, the later may have limitations in reproducing 

the entire range of colors and does not offer good perception on how each scene position is 

exposed to ambient lighting [16]. 

2.3. Point Cloud Basics 
Nowadays, new low-cost hardware, such as Kinect, is emerging, notably with the capability of 

capturing 3D content, notably adopting a PC representation. PC technology is then a major technological 

trend in 3D visual representation that should be studied and researched to enable higher efficiency on 

its applications and better experiences to the users. 
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2.3.1. Main Concepts 

Points, in geometry, are defined as a dimensionless primitive to define a location (see Section 2.1) 

in the sense that no volumetric dimensions are associated to them. Although a point is an abstract 

concept, it can be associated to a specific location in space in a (x,y,z) coordinate system.  

In this context, 3D point clouds are collections of 3D points defined by its position in space (x,y,z) 

and each of these points might have assigned attributes with information about reflectance, color, 

orientation, scale, etc. The main attributes that may be associated to a PC are: 

 Reflectance – ratio between the intensity of reflected and incident light; 

 Color or texture – normalized light intensity for one or more spectral ranges; however, each 

point in a PC may not be restricted to have a single color attribute as the reflected light at each 

point can be direction dependent implying that points might contain orientation-dependent color 

attributes; 

 Normal vectors – vector perpendicular to the tangent plane to surface estimated for each point, 

typically considering some neighborhood, see Figure 2.4 (left); 

 Transparency – property of a point measuring how well this point enables the light to pass 

through it. 

 

For compression efficiency reasons, the RGB color space is converted into the YUV color space. As 

the Y (luminance) component relates to brightness, thus representing the grey level intensity, and the U 

and V (chrominances) represent the color, it is more easily possible to take into account the 

characteristics of the human perception, notably the fact that it is more sensitive to luminance and thus, 

more resolution should be allocated to it. Errors and artifacts may be also more easily masked with this 

type of color space representation. 

PCs lack connectivity since they correspond to a group of points with no explicit connection between 

them. For this reason, extracting information like object surfaces and normals from a PC may involve a 

great deal of processing, although some local information, like attributes for each point, may be directly 

available. The density of the PC will be related to its rendered quality and it depends on the performance 

of the acquisition devices/mechanisms. Figure 2.4 (center) shows an example of a rendered static PC. 

With the appropriate software, it is possible to display it for different viewpoints since it is a 3D model. 

PC attributes can be classified as global, like material properties, or local, associated to each 3D 

position. These can also be view-dependent meaning that the attribute takes different values for different 

orientations and thus, for different viewing positions.  

In many applications, the concept of points in a 3D space is closely related to the concepts of voxels. 

Voxels are a subdivision of the space with predefined volumetric dimensions. This organization of the 

3D space can be very useful for the coding and rendering processes. Using this concept, it is possible 

to classify PCs as non-voxelized and voxelized. The non-voxelized ones correspond to PCs with no 

specific organization. A PC is said to be voxelized if the 3D positions are quantized to a regular grid, 

meaning that the space is divided in volumetric sub-spaces, not necessarily all of the same size, in the 

same way as pixels in an image. Different organizations exist to model a voxelized PC: 
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 Gridded voxel model – every location of the scene/object has a voxel associated with it. With 

this representation, even parts of the scene with no points will have assigned a voxel. The voxels 

are all of the same size.  

 Sparse voxel model – only the voxels containing points from the PC are represented. 

 Octree voxel model – data structure where each voxel, can be divided into 8 sub-voxels, thus 

allowing to combine identical adjacent voxels and thus reducing the redundant information in the 

PC representation. In this case, all the space is voxelized, see Figure 2.4 (right). 

 

Figure 2.4 –  (left) PC with surface normals example [17]; (center) PC representation example [18]; (right) 
Octree voxelization example [19]. 

Finally, PCs can be static or dynamic. Static PCs correspond to a single time acquisition (1 frame) 

and thus, there is no temporal evolution while dynamic PCs correspond to a sequence of PCs (frames), 

thus showing the temporal variation associated to the scene changes. 

2.3.2. Main Applications 

PC technology can be useful in a large variety of applications. In recent years, this technology and 

its associated concepts have gained popularity and many systems have been developed making use of 

this technology. To better understand the potential impact of PCs in terms of market and users, the main 

applications are listed below. 

A. Broadcasting 

In television broadcasting, some content, that is traditionally only available in one view, can be 

transmitted as free viewpoint content in a PC representation. For example, in sports broadcasting, a 

user has a better experience if many views are available instead of being only restricted to one view 

that might occlude some parts of the scene, see Figure 2.5 (top-left). This capability is way more 

expensive in terms of amount of information to transmit thus compression solutions should be used to 

code this type of 3D content. 

B. Telepresence 

Advances in terms of immersion have been considered for telepresence due to the possibility of 

creating the illusion of being in a remote location. The PC representation technology offers the users 

the sensation of interacting with the remote environment by local sensing, see Figure 2.5 (bottom-left). 

This capability is usually applied in a two-way context, where subjects at one location can interact with 

subjects at the other location and vice versa. The virtualization of the remote environment is suitable to 

be represented with PCs since its generation and reconstruction are simpler than with a mesh 
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representation. In this case, all processes from capturing to rendering the PC are done in real-time to 

provide a continuous conversation/interaction environment/experience. 

C. Virtual Reality 

Virtual reality (VR) is a technology able to provide users the sensation of being part of a scene rather 

than just observing it. The displays used to enable this immersion are the so-called head-mounted 

displays (HMD) since they offer high immersiveness, as no part of the real world is seen, and respond 

to user motion by providing him/her the appropriate 3D view for each (varying) user position. VR is 

mainly used for didactic purposes, but it can also be used for professional training, healthcare, sports, 

etc. For example, astronauts lack on training due to the impossibility of field training; however, with the 

help of VR, a realistic simulation ambient may be created giving the astronauts the possibility to gain 

practice on some important tasks. 

D. Gaming 

PC technology is also being referenced in a gaming context [20]. Since gaming involves a lot of 

processing at the user side, and users tend to have better and better devices, the exploitation of PCs in 

this domain is under major consideration. Improving the experience in a gaming environment is a main 

objective for the next decades. In this context, more realistic scenarios are at the top of needs to 

accomplish the target of improving the user experience.  

For example, Euclideon’s Unlimited Detail technology [21] drops the concept of polygons for gaming 

purposes and works with 3D PCs, suggesting that this representation is more accurate on real-world 

objects since it represents every pixel for any view with the desired resolution. 

E. Robotics 

The increasing integration of vision in robots has raised the need for powerful and manageable 3D 

representation models. In this context, PCs are the main 3D representation, notably because the 

acquired scene will not typically be rendered for a human user. Instead, the data acquired by the vision 

components on robots is used to create 3D object models in order to apply decision algorithms on top 

of those models. 

For example, the registration of multiple 3D PCs to represent objects with a high accuracy is a very 

popular research area; in [22], the authors describe a process to achieve this functionality from PCs 

capture to object identification. 

F. Medical domain 

Reconstructing a real object from a PC is also important in medical applications. Surface 

reconstruction from a PC is the process of creating a surface approximating a given set of points, lying 

on or near the unknown surface. 

For example, 3D Bio-CAD model reconstruction is a very useful tool used in the medical domain [23]. 

This model uses PCs as 3D representation technology and, by making use of additional technologies 

intended for medical imaging, like Reverse Engineering and Rapid Prototyping [23], provides valuable 

value in diagnostic, therapeutic and rehabilitation applications, see Figure 2.5 (right) for the Bio-Cad 

reconstruction process workflow. 
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G. Architectural design 

3D model rendering may also be very useful in an architectural context since this is a field where 3D 

solid structures are very relevant. PCs can be used not only to model specific pieces of a structure, but 

even to recreate an entire building. With this capacity, it is possible to achieve automated processes on 

components identification and to evaluate a specific structure.  

For example, the Durable Architectural Knowledge (DURAARK) research group exploits the 

automated retrieval of architectural information from PCs. By using Building Information Modelling (BIM), 

concrete models can be created, and both physical and functional characteristics can be extracted from 

these models [24], see Figure 2.5 (middle-left). However, this solution does not reconstruct the model 

components independently since it needs some architectural knowledge to create the 3D model and to 

extract information from it. 

 

Figure 2.5 - (top-left) Free viewpoint sports broadcast [25]; (middle-left) From PC to BIM model [26]; (bottom-
left) Telepresence example [27];(right) Bio-cad modeling [28]. 

2.3.3. Acquisition and Rendering 

The acquisition/creation of PCs is a hot area nowadays, notably due to the new available techniques 

in the fields of radiometry and depth acquisition. As defined in Section 2.2, the acquisition techniques 

may be classified as passive and active and, in PC generation, the data may effectively be acquired by 

both active and passive techniques.  

The main strategies for acquiring and generating PCs using a passive approach are multi-view stereo 

and structure-from-motion techniques [29]. The first approach relies on different images captured in 

different viewing positions. On the other hand, the structure-from-motion approach generates PCs from 

multiple images acquired by a single camera moving in from or around of a static scene using some 

appropriate device. 

The multi-view stereo solution establishes correspondences between positions in different images 

representing the same 3D world position. To obtain these correspondences, it is necessary to select 
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appropriate matching features and two main approaches can be used to perform these matchings: area-

based matching and feature-based matching [30]. Area-based matching techniques find matching 

intensity patterns/patches between the local neighborhoods of points in the first and second images. 

Instead, feature-based techniques match features, such as edge points or edge segments, between 

the two images. Area-based techniques are more sensitive to distortion since they apply a local 

evaluation regardless of the context. Once the correspondences are complete, the 3D position (x,y,z) 

can be extracted by triangulation, see Figure 2.6. Triangulation estimates 3D position exploiting the 

translation of a specific point between the images, taking into consideration the known camera 

geometry. 

 

Figure 2.6 – Triangulation to obtain 3D world positions from multiple 2D views [31]. 

After pose estimation, texture mapping techniques are applied to extract color information for each 

point using manually or automatically selected images.  

Structure-from-motion techniques provide also a valuable approach to generate PCs from multiple 

capturing positions. This approach autonomously reconstructs the camera pose and scene geometry, 

in opposition to traditional techniques where specific sensors or control markers are needed to estimate 

the camera pose. Structure–from-motion solutions are based on feature identification and the creation 

of a new representation based on the extracted features [32]. Finally, bundle adjustment is applied to 

extract the camera pose and PC representation. This is achieved by the reprojection of each estimated 

point to each view plane and minimizing the error between this projection and the observed projection 

[33]. 

Regarding the active acquisition techniques, various solutions have emerged with the task of 

capturing and generating PCs. These solutions can capture directly the depth of scene points, avoiding 

the processing load associated to the passive techniques. One of the most common active acquisition 

mechanisms employs a Time-of-Flight measurement where the depth of a point is determined by 

measuring the time that an emitted signal takes to reflect to the sensor coming from the scene or by 

phase unwrapping procedures. Some solutions might also measure the signal intensity and extract the 

color associated [34]. 

Structured light projectors are another type of PC active acquisition. This type of technique is 

based on projecting a structured light pattern into the scene and manipulating it in a way that feature 

correspondences can be easily applied when capturing the radiometric information from the scene itself. 

Different strategies exist to generate PCs from structured light patterns, notably [35]: 
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 Time-multiplexing – consists in projecting a set of patterns at different time instants onto the 

scene; a codeword is associated with each pixel by multiplexing the illumination value across the 

patterns. 

 Spatial neighborhood – here only one pattern is projected to the scene; in this case, the 

codeword for a specific point consists on information about the light intensity or color of adjacent 

points; decoding the point codeword may be difficult because the spatial neighborhood pattern 

is not always identified. 

 Direct codification – a codeword is assigned to each point associated to the information on the 

light emitted to that specific point; for this to be achievable, a wide variety of projection colors 

must be available; also, due to the potential low difference between colors, initial images must 

be available to avoid high sensitivity to noise.  

One of the most popular solutions using structured light projectors is Microsoft Kinect. This camera 

jointly captures depth and color using an infrared camera, an infrared emitter and an RGB camera [36]. 

On the other end of the 3D system architecture, PCs must be rendered in order to display the 

reconstructed scene while providing the user the best experience. When taking the 3D points as 

primitives, point-based rendering techniques may be used. Most of the rendering techniques use 

meshes as primitives but computing the meshes themselves, this means adding connectivity to the PCs, 

is a process that may involve a lot of processing. Another reason for using point-based rendering are its 

advantages on rendering objects with high complexity. 

When 2D, stereo and autostereoscopic displays are used, the rendering process consists on 

reconstructing 2D scene views from the PC. Different approaches exist in the literature to achieve this 

functionality which may be categorized as follows [37]: 

 Hole detection and filling in view-space – point samples are projected onto the viewing plane 

taking into consideration the point geometry, viewing position and plane properties; some pixels 

on the view plane might have no projected point and thus, interpolation with adjacent pixels is 

performed. 

 Hole detection and filling in point-space – interpolation is performed in the PC space to 

generate additional points to cover the pixels on the viewer space that do not have any projected 

point associated. 

 Splatting - Points are projected into the viewing plane and the effect of its attributes is spread 

along a predefined radius to the nearest neighbors of the plane pixel to reduce the impact of 

discrete sampling; each pixel on the projected view averages its attributes considering the 

splatting method that combines every contributing texture to each pixel. 

 Meshing - the PC is converted into a polygon mesh for an efficient interpolation on the mesh 

surfaces; if a dense PC is to be rendered by mesh conversion, the efficiency gain on the 

interpolation process might not be enough to compensate the increase on computational 

complexity associated to the mesh creation process. 

The computational processing necessary to render a PC can be reduced by structuring the PC as 

octrees and kd-trees [38] [39]. 
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2.3.4. Quality Assessment: Objective and Subjective 

Coding is an operation made to the original cloud targeting to represent it in an efficient way, this 

means using the smallest rate for a target quality. In this perspective, the quality of the decoded PC 

must be evaluated in a reliable way; naturally, quality assessment relates to lossy coding as in lossless 

coding the decoded quality is the same as the original one. There are two main approaches to quality 

assessment, objective and subjective, both relevant in different conditions and often also used 

simultaneously, e.g. in the PCC developments under way in MPEG [40]. The quality assessment is done 

for the degraded PC, which was obtained after some operation over the original PC. 

A. Objective Quality Assessment 

Considering that a PC is a 3D representation that is changed in the context of lossy coding, eventually 

both in terms of number of points and their positions, the quality of the decoded PC may be objectively 

assessed, this means using some mathematical formula, since this process provides precise measures 

on the PC degradation. The design of reliable and effective objective quality metrics for PC quality 

assessment is then a relevant target. 

Since MPEG is currently developing a PCC standard, it is especially relevant to study the objective 

quality metrics used in that context to select the best coding technologies [40].  

In the definitions below, the geometry is represented by a set of (x,y,z) coordinates while the color is 

represented by YUV triplets for each point. The other M attributes can have values determined by the 

space under which they operate, 𝑨𝒊. 

In this context, a point in a PC may be formally expressed as: 

(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧), [𝑐], [𝑎 . . 𝑎 ] : 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧 ∈ 𝑹, [𝑐 ∈ (𝑦, 𝑢, 𝑣)|𝑦, 𝑢, 𝑣 ∈ 𝑁], [𝑎 ∈ 𝑨𝒊] (1) 

Moreover, for the definitions below, some variables are needed, notably: 

 𝑉 , 𝑉  – original and degraded PCs; 

 𝑣  – point in the original PC; 

 𝑣  – point in a certain PC 𝑉 ; 

 𝑣  – nearest neighbour to 𝑣  in a certain PC 𝑉 ; 

 𝑣  – nearest neighbour to 𝑣  in the original PC. 

 

Geometry Quality Assessment 

For geometry quality assessment, two main types of metrics may be considered, notably point-to-

point (D1), which measure a distance between the two PCs point by point, and point-to-plane (D2), 

which measure a distance between points in a PC and a plane representing a relevant surface in the 

other PC. 

To obtain the error characterizing the degradation of an original PC with 𝐾 points, it is necessary to 

define distance measures in a 3D space. In the literature, and also in MPEG, the common error distance 

is the point to point (D1) distance in the form of mean squared error (MSE) defined as follows: 

𝑑 (𝑉 , 𝑉 ) =
1

𝐾
‖𝑣 − 𝑣 ‖

∈

 (2) 

where ‖… ‖ is the Euclidean norm. 
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The root mean squared error (RMSE) and Haussdorf distances are also state of the art solutions 

referred by MPEG [41]. RMSE is the square root of (2) and the Haussdorf distance can be computed 

as: 

𝑑ℎ𝑎𝑢𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑜𝑟𝑓(𝑉 , 𝑉 ) = 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑣𝑎 ∈𝑉𝐴,
( ‖𝑣𝑎 − 𝑣𝑑𝑛𝑛‖) (3) 

As the two PCs under comparison may have a different number of points,  the worst case should be 

considered in terms of pair comparison, notably in the sense of measuring both the forward distance 

(𝑉 → 𝑉 ) as well as the backward distance (𝑉 → 𝑉 ) [41]. In this context, the most popular metric 

for geometry objective quality assessment is: 

𝑑 𝑉 , 𝑉 = max 𝑑 𝑉 , 𝑉 , 𝑑 𝑉 , 𝑉  (4) 

Regarding the point-to-plane metrics, the most common and adopted by MPEG measures the error 

distance by projecting the previous point to point error vector onto a plane perpendicular to the normal 

at the point in the reference PC which becomes a simple estimation of the real surface [16], see Figure 

2.7. It is claimed that this error distance represents better the subjective impact of the errors and thus, 

should have a better correlation with the final user assessment. 

 

Figure 2.7 - Point-to-plane distance [42]. 

In more detail, let 𝑏   be a point on the degraded PC and 𝑎  its nearest neighboring point on the 

reference PC; in this case, the vector 𝐸(𝑖, 𝑗) corresponds to the error associated to the point-to-point 

metric. Assuming that normal vectors are available at points 𝑎 , the internal product between the normal 

vector (𝑁 ) at this point and the point-to-point error vector results into a projected vector which is much 

smaller than 𝐸(𝑖, 𝑗) for the degraded points close to the plane perpendicular to the normal under 

consideration. The final metric comes as: 

𝑑 (𝑉 , 𝑉 ) =
1

𝐾
(𝑣 − 𝑣 ). 𝑁

∈

 (5) 

For the point to plane metrics, the symmetric distance is also considered for the same reason 

described above, thus obtaining: 

𝑑 𝑉 , 𝑉 = max 𝑑 𝑉 , 𝑉 , 𝑑 𝑉 , 𝑉  (6) 

This point-to-plane approach is expected to provide a more reliable quality metric for PCs with 

multiple well defined surfaces since it takes into consideration the surface normals for the error 

calculation [42]. This approach can thus increase the correlation between the objective metrics and the 

subjective assessment scores, which is a desired feature. 

Another metric for assessing PC geometry (quantized with 𝑛𝑏 bits) quality is the peak signal to noise 

ratio (PSNR) applied to the point to point or to the point to plane distance, notably: 
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𝑃𝑆𝑁𝑅 = 10𝑙𝑜𝑔
3𝑝

𝑀𝑆𝐸
 (7) 

where 

𝑝 = 2 − 1 (8) 

and 

𝑀𝑆𝐸 =  𝑑 𝑉 , 𝑉 ∨ 𝑀𝑆𝐸 = 𝑑 𝑉 , 𝑉  (9) 

 

Color Quality Assessment 

For color attributes, the most common metric is the PSNR values for the three color components 

taken on the symmetric difference of colors from points on the original and degraded PCs, here 

exemplified for the luminance, Y: 

𝑑 𝑉 , 𝑉 =
1

𝐾
𝑦(𝑣 ) − 𝑦(𝑣 )

∈

 (10) 

 

𝑝𝑠𝑛𝑟 = 10𝑙𝑜𝑔

⎝

⎜
⎛

max 𝑉

𝑑 𝑉 , 𝑉

⎠

⎟
⎞

 (11) 

Some additional assessment metrics that may also be taken beyond the quality metrics in order to 

make a more complete evaluation of a coding solution are: 

 Compressed size corresponding to the size of the coded degraded PC; 

 Number of points on the original PC vs the degraded PC. 

 Average number of bytes needed to encode each point in terms of geometry and attributes. 

 Complexity measured through the time it takes to encode and decode a PC in a specific 

implementation platform. 

B. Subjective Quality Assessment 

Although objective quality assessment provides a measure of the PC degradation, it has some 

limitations, notably they do not explicitly consider the characteristics of the human visual system when 

perceiving the PCs in a certain display. The target of a subjective assessment test is to register the 

viewer’s opinion on the visual experience, image/video quality, visual comfort, etc. 

To address this important component, subjective quality assessment should be performed to 

complement and confirm the objective quality metrics results. In its recommendation P.915, ITU-T 

provides guidelines for the assessment of 3D video quality [43]. 

Subjective quality assessment must be performed under clear, specific and appropriate conditions. 

Such conditions have to do with the content to be processed, the environment characteristics, the 

screening of the scoring subjects, the test protocol and the statistical processing of the obtained scores.  

In principle, the test content should respect some guidelines, notably the range of stimuli, the number 

of different scenes presented, the number of subjects and the display conditions. 

For the point quality to be subjectively evaluated in the currently available 2D displays, it is necessary 

to render it into multiple 2D views. For the users to assess these views in a meaningful way the views 
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are created by following a selected viewpoint path around the object, thus creating a video sequence 

which may be subjectively evaluated using the already available assessment protocols.      

Along the environment and content specifications, naturally also the assessment protocols must be 

appropriately selected. In order to evaluate dynamic PCs, some protocols are relevant, notably: 

 Absolute category rating (ACR) - test sequences are presented to the subjects sequentially 

who independently rate the quality of each test sequence. The absolute ratings in a 5-scale would 

be: excellent, good, fair, poor and bad.  

 Double stimulus impairment scale (DSIS) – the subjects see the original and degraded 

rendered PCs in randomly ordered pairs. Subjects should rate the impairment between the two 

rendered PCs in a relative way. Color impairments and skipping errors will be easier to recognize 

with this type of test protocol. The relative ratings in a 5-scale would be: imperceptible, perceptible 

but not annoying, slightly annoying, annoying and very annoying. 

 Two Alternative Forced Choice Pair Comparison (2AFC-PC) - enables the comparison 

between two different degraded PCs as subjects are presented with two test sequences from 

each of the PCs and should choose between one of those. Two approaches exist to put this in 

practice: playing the test sequences one after the other in a balanced order along time, meaning 

that the PCs coded with one codec should be the first in the sequence 50% of the time, or using 

two screens to display the sequences at the same time. Ratings come as “the first sequence” 

and “the second sequence” or the “left sequence” and “the right sequence” depending on which 

is better. 

 Subjective Assessment of Multimedia Video Quality (SAMVIQ) – it is focused on giving the 

subjects freedom on the sequences to compare and even correct the scores. Subjects are able 

to compare between the various degraded PCs and the original one at any time. The rates are 

the same as in ACR but now those are distributed along three categories: visual experience, 

image quality and visual comfort. This is the recommended test protocol for subjects with short 

experience on viewing 3D content [43]. 

2.4. Main Point Cloud Coding Solutions 
In this section, a selected set of state-of-the-art solutions for PCC following different technical 

approaches are presented. The main solutions can be divided in octree-based, graph-based and 

projection-based. Octree-based methods represent the 3D positions by exploiting a tree structure with 

8 children for each node where the points are assigned to leaf nodes. In graph-based methods, the 

relationship between neighboring points is exploited by connecting them with a graph. However, 

considering the objectives of this Thesis, the coding solutions making use of 3D to 2D transformations 

or projections to enable 2D coding are described with more detail. The projection of 3D points to a 2D 

planar representation brings a significant advantage: it enables the use of 2D image/video codecs (and 

their powerful tools) to code 3D data. Most of the projection-based coding solutions found in the literature 

target the coding of static PCs. Thus, three  static PCC solutions have been selected for presentation, 

which mainly differ on the way the 3D point projection is made as well as on the visual data (and 

associated information) that is necessary to code and transmit. The only projection-based solution found 
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for dynamic PC coding is the Video based-Point Cloud Compression (V-PCC) [44], currently under 

development, which is described in Section 2.4.4. 

2.4.1. Point cloud coding based on 2D patches projections 

 In [45], Golla and Klein present a solution for PCC involving the definition of 2D patches 

corresponding to specific parts of the entire PC. 

A. Objective 

The main objective of this coding solution is to achieve a high compression performance with a lower 

computational cost, i.e. to be able to compress and decompress PC data in real-time. Moreover, this 

solution can support the coding of incrementally acquired data, i.e. it can continuously encode the data 

acquired in different moments of time, which is suitable for streaming applications, e.g. autonomous 

vehicles.  

B. Architecture 

The architecture of this coding solution is presented in Figure 2.8. This coding solution is lossy and 

exploits the spatial correlation, for both the geometry and color PC components. Also, subsets of the 

entire PC can be easily decoded, which means that when only some regions of the PC are needed (for 

a specific application context) it is not necessary to decode the full PC. 

The input of the proposed coding solution are unorganized PCs and the output is naturally the 

compressed bitstream. The coding process consists in dividing the 3D space into voxels and, for each 

voxel, creating patches by using projections. Each patch contains information related to color, height 

and occupancy and is a 2D representation (image) of a specific part of the PC. All the 2D visual data 

types are then compressed using state-of-the-art 2D coding solutions. 

 

Figure 2.8 - PC based on 2D patches projections architecture, where rectangles correspond to processing 
modules and ovals correspond to input and output data. 

C. Tools 

To better understand the complete workflow, the tools associated to the modules in the architecture 

are described next: 

 Coarse Decomposition: The first step is the division of the 3D space into voxels that are 

independently encoded (and thus decoded), called compression chunks. The voxel size is predefined 

by the user and is application dependent. This division allows for continuous coding and transmission 

of partial data, i.e. incoming data is buffered for a voxel until no new data is available for that voxel. 

As this division may affect the compression ratio, the choice of the chunk size results from a trade-
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off between compression efficiency and other application requirements such as computational 

resources available for decoding, random access, maximum delay, etc.; 

 Fine Decomposition:  In this step, each compression chunk is further divided into voxels with an 

octree decomposition or with a simple voxelization (regular division of the 3D space) technique. The 

octree decomposition divides the space iteratively such that the number of points in each leaf voxel 

is never above a certain value. If a voxel contains more points than this value, then it is further 

divided; 

 Patch Creation: Each voxel of the octree/grid originates a patch, i.e. a cropped plane with specific 

size, orientation and position. The position of the patch is defined by the center of mass 

𝒎(𝑚 , 𝑚 , 𝑚 ) of the voxel, considering all 𝑛 points 𝒑𝒊(𝑝 , 𝑝 , 𝑝 ) inside it: 

𝒎(𝑚 , 𝑚 , 𝑚 )  =
1

𝑛
𝒑𝒊(𝑝 , 𝑝 , 𝑝 ) (12) 

The patch size is derived by computing the bounding box of the points inside a specific voxel. 

This strategy of taking as patch size a reduced space than the original voxel associated to an octree 

voxel takes into account the points inside the voxel and is especially efficient as it avoids empty 

spaces and reduces the impact of high frequencies. The orientation of the patch is defined by a 

vector normal to the patch (𝑛), estimated by a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) of the points 

inside the voxel. The first step of the PCA method is to calculate the covariance matrix of the 3D 

points. The normal vector is then computed as the eigenvector of the smallest eigenvalue of the 

covariance matrix [46]. 

Since the transforms used for 2D coding should be aligned with the global coordinate system’s 

axes, the local coordinate system (𝑥 , 𝑦 , 𝑧 ) is aligned with the global coordinate system to optimize 

the projection into the patch: 

𝑥 = 𝑛 × (1,0,0), 𝑦 = 𝑛 × 𝑥 , 𝑧 = 𝑛 (13) 

 Patch projection: With the defined local coordinate system, the points inside each voxel are 

projected onto the corresponding patch (plane), creating height, occupancy and color maps. Height 

maps store the information relative to the offsets (elevation) of the points regarding the patch (plane) 

and correspond to the z coordinate on the local coordinate system. If more than one point is projected 

to the same pixel, an average value of the heights is computed. Occupancy maps account for holes 

in the geometry and are created to indicate if a projected point exists in the corresponding location. 

Color maps are created in the same way as height maps but storing the color components data. All 

the maps belonging to a chunk corresponding to each data type (height, occupancy or color) are 

merged into three larger maps for compression; 

 Quantization: Since PC precision is usually higher and in floating point, compared to the pixel 

resolution in 2D coding, quantization must be applied to the maps before any typical 2D coding 

solutions are applied. Quantizing the patch characteristics (orientation, position and size) is also 

necessary. The quantization specifications used for this solution are predefined, see Table 2.1; 

 Compression: Different techniques and codecs are used to code each data type produced in the 

previous steps as explained in the following (see also Table 2.1): 
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o Occupancy map bi-level coding: Coding of the occupancy maps is performed with the lossless 

Joint Bi-level Image Experts Group (JBIG)2 coding standard [47] since these maps only contain 

binary information. This standard uses a matching pattern technique based on a dictionary. If 

the pattern is not presented in the dictionary, it is compressed using standard bitmap coding 

techniques like JBIG [48]. On the other hand, if an acceptable match is found, only the pointer 

to the dictionary entry and the corresponding position are coded. In order to provide lossless 

compression, refinement data is also encoded using a 2-level context template [47]; 

o Height and color map coding: Since the height and color maps to be compressed are similar to 

images (due to its planar representation), the image coding standards JPEG [49] and JPEG 

2000 [50] were selected for coding. While JPEG outperforms in terms of encoding speed, JPEG 

2000 achieves higher compression ratios. JPEG is a lossy 2D coding solution and its coding 

engine divides the maps into 8×8 blocks to apply a discrete cosine transform (DCT) to each 

block. Huffman coding is employed to remove statistical redundancy (entropy coding). JPEG 

2000 uses a wavelet Cohen-Daubechies-Feauveau 9/7 transform [50] instead of DCT. 

Embedded Block Coding with Optimized Truncation (EBCOT) [50] is adopted for entropy coding; 

o Patches characteristics coding: Efficient coding of the patches normals, positions and sizes is 

achieved by the Lempel-Ziv-Markov chain algorithm (LZMA) [51]. This algorithm is dictionary-

based since it reads input data and searches for a match on a dictionary. This match can 

correspond to one or more consecutive symbols. LZMA creates a dynamic dictionary with 

previously coded data and uses a range coder to take into consideration the symbol probabilities 

for binary representation. The input data is pre-processed and represented differentially by delta 

coding;  

 Multiplexer: after data compression, all the data is merged by multiplexing all streams (maps and 

patch characteristics). 

At the receiver side, the first step is to decode the data using the JPEG/JPEG 2000/JBIG2/LZMA 

decoding tools to reconstruct the 3D structure. 

This is achieved by searching in the occupancy maps, and for each pixel marked as occupied, the 

corresponding 3D point which is reconstructed with the associated height and color values, taking into 

consideration the patch characteristics for the correct absolute 3D position. 

Table 2.1 – Visual data types: number of representation bits and coding solutions. 

Visual data type 
Number of bits for representation 

before compression 
Coding solution 

Height and color maps 8 JPEG/JPEG2000 
Occupancy maps 1 JBIG2 

Patch normal (x,y,z) 3×8 LZMA 
Patch position (x,y,z) 3×16 LZMA 

Patch size 8 LZMA 

D. Performance 

To evaluate the performance of this PCC, the PSNR metric for geometry as defined in (7) was used, 

see Section 2.3.4. In this case, a bounding box including all the PC points is defined and the peak value 

for PSNR computation is the bounding box diagonal, i.e. the distance between the most far away 

bounding box corners.  
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In terms of geometry quality assessment, a comparison between the proposed solution and relevant 

state-of-the-art solutions [52], [53], [54], [55] was made. The proposed solution achieves better geometry 

objective quality for the David statue PC (28.2 million points) [56] as shown in Figure 2.9. Compression 

gains can be observed for all bitrate ranges.  

 

Figure 2.9 - Geometry objective quality comparison for David statue [45] 

The presented solution was also applied to the fr1/room dataset (315.5 million points with 2.7 GB 

total size) [57] to compare the performance of two variants of this solution, notably regular division in 

voxels and 2D coding with JPEG versus octree division and 2D coding with JPEG 2000. For these tests, 

the RMSE was used as the objective quality metric for both geometry (D) and color (RGB). The 

described solution achieves a lower bitrate (𝑠 ) for similar output objective quality when compared to 

other solutions (OctoMap [58], SCSM [59], and HSCSM [60]), notably when using JPEG 2000 based 

variant, as shown in Table 2.2. However, the best results for the encoding and decoding times (𝑡  and 

𝑡 ) are achieved using the JPEG based variant. All the tests were performed on a standard desktop 

personal computer with an Intel Core i7-4930K. 

Table 2.2 - Compression performance comparison (geometry and color) for the fr1/room dataset [45] 

 

2.4.2.  Best-Effort Projection Based Attribute Compression for 3D Point 

Cloud 

In [61], Lanyi He et. al. present a PCC solution to compress both the color and geometry data based 

on the creation and coding of 2D maps which are obtained by the projection of the 3D points onto a set 

of planes. 

A. Objective 

To code the PC data, this solution exploits already available 2D coding solutions by projecting entire 

PCs into 2D planes defined by the faces of a cubic bounding box, see Figure 2.10 (left), with each point 

being projected only to a single plane. This coding solution targets both geometry and color attributes, 

both in lossless and lossy modes. To exploit the correlation between different projection planes, 

prediction between the planes of opposite faces of the cube is performed. 

B. Architecture 
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The architecture of this coding solution is presented in Figure 2.11. The first step is to find the best 

transformation for the PC coordinate system, so that the planes defined by the new coordinate system 

axes are those with higher projection efficiency; after, this transformation is applied to each point in the 

cloud. Next, to ease the projection of the points into the planes, some regularization of the PC is 

performed by an octree division and, for each leaf node, its position and color are computed. As color 

maps (three component matrices) and depth maps (one matrix) need to be generated for each plane 

projection, the coordinates of each octree leaf node have to be quantized to enable the projection to 

specific map positions, see Figure 2.10 (right). After, the quantized points are projected onto the six 

planes defined by the cubic bounding box using the transformed coordinate system axes, thus creating 

color and height matrices. These maps are finally coded with 2D coding solutions and inter-view 

prediction is applied to code only the residuals between each projection and the appropriate reference. 

 

Figure 2.10 - (left) Projection planes [61]; (right) Correspondence between voxels and 2D map pixels [61]. 

 

Figure 2.11 – Best-effort projection based attribute compression for 3D PC architecture [61]. 

C. Main Tools 

A more detailed description of the several modules in the coding architecture is presented next:  

 Coordinate Transformation: The first step is to transform the PC coordinate system into a more 

suitable coordinate system for projection. To do so, PCA is used to extract the three (since the input 

is a 3D PC) eigenvalues and eigenvectors from the points covariance matrix. The obtained 

eigenvectors are the new coordinate system axes and each original 3D point is rotated to the new 

coordinate system. This allows obtaining a PC well aligned with the coordinate system what will be 

useful later for the efficient projection of the 3D points into 2D planes.  
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 Regularization with Different Resolution: 2D coding techniques take as input images organized 

in a regular grid of pixels. However, PCs are non-uniformly sampled in the 3D space. For that reason, 

it is necessary to regularize the PC into a 3D grid. The type of structure selected to represent the 

entire PC is an octree with its root at the bounding box of the previously rotated PC. The bounding 

box is defined by its corners, notably (𝑚𝑎𝑥 , 𝑚𝑎𝑥 , 𝑚𝑎𝑥 );(𝑚𝑖𝑛 , 𝑚𝑖𝑛 , 𝑚𝑖𝑛 ), where 𝑚𝑎𝑥 and 𝑚𝑖𝑛 

are the maximum and minimum values, respectively, of the (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) coordinates of the points. Then, 

depending on the operation mode, the following steps are performed: 

o Lossy compression: The bounding box is decomposed into voxels until a specified resolution is 

achieved. After the entire decomposition, the geometric center (location setting) of each voxel is 

computed and the RGB values (color averaging) are averaged over the points in each voxel.  

o Lossless compression: The octree is divided until no node has more than one point and thus no 

averaging is performed for the RGB values. In the paper [61], it is assumed that the error 

introduced by taking the geometric center of the octree node as the point position (location 

setting) is small enough to consider this procedure lossless in geometry. 

The coordinates of each point associated to the voxel center have to be projected onto a 2D depth 

map with a regular grid. This requires for each coordinate to be quantized to integer indexes.  

 Project the Points onto the Best-Effort Planes based on PCA: In this step, the 3D points are 

projected onto the projection planes, according to the quantized coordinates. The planes selected 

for the projection are those defined by the bounding box including all the PC points and that are 

parallel to the coordinate system axes. The total number of projection planes is 6 since the bounding 

box is a cube (6 surfaces).  

For example, the two projection planes parallel to the transformed  𝑋𝑌 axes are the planes fulfilling  

𝑧 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥 + 1 and 𝑧 = 𝑚𝑖𝑛 − 1, where z is the transformed coordinate and max and min are the 

maximum and minimum values of that z coordinate, respectively, taken where there is a point in the 

3D space. Points are only projected once and thus, when a point is projected, it is removed from the 

3D space. For the first two planes, overlapping projected points, i.e. points with the same 𝑥 and 𝑦 

coordinates, are sorted in ascending order of its z coordinates. The first point of each ordered list is 

projected onto the 𝑧 = 𝑚𝑖𝑛 − 1 plane. The last one is projected onto 𝑧 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥 + 1. The projection of 

the points originates four maps for each plane: 𝐷 , 𝑅 , 𝐺 , 𝐵 , where 𝑘 is the index of the plane. The 

projection onto the bounding box faces parallel to 𝑋𝑍 and 𝑌𝑍 axes is done following the same 

procedure. At the end of plane projection, there are 4 maps for each of the 6 projection planes, 

originating 24 maps in total. The pixels with no projected points will have assigned a ‘0’ to its value 

both in the depth and color matrices. Since depth values are always different from ‘0’ due to the 

planes used for projection, the reconstruction is only performed for pixels with values different from 

‘0’ in the depth map. In a lossless mode, if there are remaining points to be projected, these points 

are projected into a so-called best-effort projection plane until no point is left. 

 Inter-View Prediction: To exploit redundant information among different planes, an inter-view 

prediction technique is applied between two opposite planes [62]. For this, the color image is divided 

into 8×8 blocks, and a search for the best matching block is performed between the map being coded 

and a previously coded one (corresponding to the opposite face of the cube). The residual and the 
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reference vectors are then coded, thus eliminating the need to code both color maps with an intra 

mode as this would lead to lower compression efficiency. 

 2D Compression: For the compression of the 2D depth and color maps, several modes and plans 

may be applied: 

o Lossless Mode: Coding solution is Portable Network Graphics (PNG) [63], since it is a lossless 

coding solution; PNG is able to code true color, greyscale and pallete-based images and makes 

use of the DEFLATE algorithm [64] for compression, after a filtering process by delta coding [65]; 

this 2D compression mode is used for the maps generated with lossless regularization, i.e. the 

decomposition of the octree is performed until no leaf node has more than one point; 

o Lossy Mode Plan A: Coding solution is PNG, which is used for the maps generated with lossy 

regularization, i.e. each leaf node of the octree may contain more than one point and thus, 

location setting approximation and color averaging take place. 

o Lossy Mode Plan B: Coding solution is JPEG for a more efficient 2D compression; JPEG is a 

lossy solution and is only used for the maps created with lossless regularization (same as 

lossless mode). JPEG is described in Section 2.4.1. 

D. Performance Evaluation 

The quality assessment experiments were performed for the lossless and the two lossy modes. For 

the lossless mode (no quality degradation), the only evaluation criteria was the bits per point (bpp) for 

the color data corresponding to the ratio between the compressed bitrate for color and the number of 

points in the original PC; in this case, only the luminance (8-bit) has been considered. In the lossy mode, 

the color quality was evaluated by using the PSNR for Y component as defined in equation (11), see 

Section 2.3.4. The RGB color attributes are converted to YUV to perform this evaluation. The PCs used 

in the performance evaluation are Red and Black, Loot, Longdress and Soldier [66], which are made 

available by MPEG. 

The experimental results for the lossless mode are shown in Table 2.3. It can be noticed that for the 

8-bit luminance attribute, only approximately 6 bits, on average, are needed for each point in its 

compressed representation. These high bitrates are expected since corresponding to lossless 

compression. As the total number of points increases, the compression efficiency decreases, suggesting 

that the projection-based compression efficiency decreases with the increase of the PC size. 

Table 2.3 - bpp for the lossless 6 planes projection solution [61]. 

 

For the lossy mode evaluation, the quality and bitrate were controlled in different ways (see Figure 

2.11): 

 Lossy Mode Plan A – The bitrate was controlled by varying the resolution of the octree 

decomposition, this means the lossy representation of the geometry information; the 2D 

compression of the maps was done with PNG.  
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 Lossy Mode Plan B – The maximum resolution of the octree is used, i.e. the decomposition of 

the octree is performed until no leaf voxel contains more than one point (assumed in the paper 

as lossless). To code the 2D maps, the JPEG standard is applied and the bitrate is controlled by 

varying the JPEG compression level. 

The compression results for Red and Black show that, for the same bitrate, lossy mode plan A 

outperforms plan B in terms of PSNR quality, see Figure 2.12. These experiments were also important 

to understand the range of bitrates that can be achieved with this solution, which can go from 

approximately 0.5 to 6 bits per point. The results for other datasets allow similar conclusions [61]. 

 

Figure 2.12 –- RD performance comparison for lossy mode plan A and plan B for Red and Black [61]. 

2.4.3. Clustering and DCT Based Color Point Cloud Compression 

In [67], Zhang et. al. present a static PCC solution to code both geometry and color data where the 

points are projected onto planes without the need to perform any reprojection at the decoder. 

A. Objective 

This solution aims to code PC data by grouping points into a set of sufficiently small clusters such 

that each point in a cluster may be well represented by its projection in a plane. As other solutions based 

on plane projections, this solution exploits the long-term developments of 2D coding solutions. 

B. Architecture 

The architecture for this solution is presented in Figure 2.13. To code the PC, the proposed solution 

takes the acquired PC data and groups the points into small clusters. After the PC is clustered, a plane 

is fitted to the points in each cluster and these points are projected onto the corresponding plane. For 

each cluster, a 2D bounding box containing all the projected points is then estimated. To enable 2D 

coding, the rectangular bounding box is divided into a uniform grid to create a color map. Each division 

of the grid corresponds to a pixel and each pixel is associated to a projected point or to a group of 

projected points. 2D coding can then be used for each generated color map. In this case, no depth map 

coding is performed and thus the geometry is only defined by the rectangular bounding box 

characteristics in space (left-top corner, width, length and normal vector to the projection plane). 

 

Figure 2.13 – Clustering and DCT based solution architecture. 
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C. Main Tools 

The main modules in the architecture are described next: 

 Mean Shift Clustering: A clustering algorithm is applied to segment the full PC into clusters by 

considering the probabilistic density distribution of the points in the 3D space. The clustering is 

performed with a mean shift segmentation algorithm, which divides the PC into clusters with no pre-

defined size. The number of clusters is determined by the algorithm (each PC will originate a different 

number of clusters) and not taken as input. 

Mean shift segmentation performs clustering by applying the gradient ascend technique to find local 

maxima of density functions defined by the PC geometry around selected initial points. This 

clustering algorithm considers some randomly selected initial points {𝑥} and applies to their 

neighborhood a probability density function, defined by a kernel 𝑘(𝑥) (e.g. Gaussian) that weights 

the neighboring points (𝑥 ) of 𝑥 to perform a re-estimation of the mean. The purpose is then to 

iteratively find the local maximum of each probability density function. For each randomly selected 

initial point, and at every iteration, the kernel is shifted to the centroid of the points belonging to it. 

This algorithm is defined by the following steps, for each 𝑥 initial point: 

1. Computation of the mean shift vector: 

𝑚 (𝑥) =
∑ 𝑥 𝑔

𝑥 − 𝑥
ℎ

∑ 𝑔
𝑥 − 𝑥

ℎ

 (14) 

where 𝑔(𝑥) = −𝑘′(𝑥) and ℎ is the kernel bandwidth. The mean shift vector always points 

towards the direction of the maximum increase in the density of points on the 3D space. 

2. If the distance between 𝑥 and 𝑚 (𝑥) is larger than a specified error threshold, then another 

iteration is performed by going to step 1; else, the estimated 𝑚  corresponds to the estimated 

local maximum. 

After finding all the local maxima (final values of 𝑚 (𝑥)), it is possible to group points into clusters 

based on the distance of each point to the local maxima and thus each cluster is uniquely defined 

by the estimated local maximum. If a cluster is close to another cluster, they are merged into a single 

cluster. The number of clusters is determined by the algorithm and not an input parameter. However, 

the cluster size can be regulated by the error threshold used in step 2. This is an important 

parameter that allows defining the final PC quality since each cluster will be represented by a single 

plane. 

 RANSAC Plane Fitting: Unlike the previously described coding solutions, this method is lossy at 

the projection level, since it projects the points into a plane and the projected points will be the new 

points in the decoded PC. This means that the original elevation to the plane is never perfectly 

recovered, although it is expected to keep this error to a minimum. To fit the points in each cluster to 

a 2D plane, the Random Sample Consensus (RANSAC) algorithm is used. This algorithm divides 

the cluster points into two types: points whose distance is small with respect to the plane, called inner 

points, and points whose distance is high, called exception points; a threshold will be used to 

discriminate between these two classes of points. The process of defining the plane for each cluster 

can then be described by the following steps: 
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1. If the number of points contained in a cluster is bigger than five, three points are randomly 

selected and the normalized parameters (𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐, 𝑑) defining the plane in the 3D space formed 

by these points are calculated; otherwise, the plane fitting is not executed for these points. 

2. The distance between each point and the plane is computed as: 

                                     𝑑 = |𝑎𝑥 + 𝑏𝑦 + 𝑐𝑧 + 𝑑| 
                       

(15) 

3. Each point in the cluster is classified as inner or exception point. 

4. Steps 1, 2 and 3 are repeated 𝑘 times to finally select the plane defined in step 1, which has 

more inner points associated to it; this is the best approximation plane to the cluster points. 

5. The points belonging to the cluster are projected onto the best approximation plane. 

 Bounding Box Creation: To use conventional 2D coding techniques, the points projected to each 

plane should be included in a 2D rectangular bounding box. The bounding box shall contain all the 

projected points and have the smallest area. The bounding box can be calculated by the analysis of 

the covariance matrix of the projected points. The matrix eigenvectors corresponding to the highest 

and the lowest eigenvalues are associated to the directions of the longest and shortest bounding box 

edges, respectively. With these edges defined, it is possible to extract the left-top corner, width and 

length of the bounding box. To be able to reconstruct the PC, these characteristics, along with the 

plane normal vector, should be multiplexed into the bitstream.  

 Grid Points Generation: To be able to use 2D coding techniques, the 2D bounding box is divided 

into blocks using a uniform grid, just as pixels in regular images, since the projected points are not 

organized. The color of all points falling into the same block is averaged. An interpolation technique 

is used to obtain color values for pixels that have no points projected. 

 Color maps 2D Compression: The 2D color maps created in the previous module are compressed 

using existing coding techniques, e.g. DCT and run length coding. A DCT transform [68] is used to 

obtain a set of coefficients exploiting the spatial correlation in the color map, which are after scanned 

in a zigzag order and coded with run length coding.  

To reconstruct the PC, the decoder needs information about the bounding box location/orientation 

and color values for each 2D point (defined in the color maps). Regarding the planes, the decoder has 

information on the bounding box 3D position (left-top corner), dimensions (width, length) and its 

associated plane orientation (normal vector). With the rectangular bounding box completely defined in 

the 3D space, it is then possible to decode the 2D color map and reconstruct the PC including color. 

D. Performance Evaluation 

To evaluate the performance of the coding solution described here, the PCs used by the authors, 

which were captured using a Focus S 120 laser scanner, are shown in Figure 2.14. The Monkey PC 

contains 251,429 points and the Dog PC includes 127,246 points, both represented with 4 bytes for 

each coordinate (x,y,z) and one byte for each color channel (Red, Green, Blue). The developed 

implementation was run on an Intel(R) Core™ i3 M 370 @ 3.20 GHz CPU. 

In terms of compression efficiency, the coding solution presented in this section was compared with 

the octree coding solution, part of the popular Point Cloud Library [69]. Both the Dog and Monkey PCs 

were used for this comparison. As shown in Table 2.4, for geometry compression (planes 
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characteristics), the proposed method outperforms the octree coding solution [69] (labelled JK) for the 

Monkey PC but underperforms for the Dog PC. This is explained by the fact that these two PCs have 

very different densities (points per unit of volume) and, since this solution requires to code, for every 

cluster, 4 parameter values (left-top, width, length and normal vector), it requires a significant amount 

of bitrate to represent clusters with few points. On the other hand, if the PC is dense, a higher 

compression factor can be achieved since a significant amount of points can be represented with a few 

plane parameters. The octree-based solution performs a spatial decomposition to code the geometry 

and is not independent of the number of points in the PC; thus, a greater octree depth is required to 

achieve an acceptable resolution for dense PCs and more information is generated in the coding 

process. 

 

Figure 2.14 – Test PCs: Monkey and Dog [67]. 

Table 2.4 – Compression efficiency comparison for color and geometry between the presented and the octree 
based coding solutions (taken from [67]). 

 

With respect to color compression, this solution achieves higher compression efficiency when 

compared to the octree solution (again labelled JK) for both PCs due to the projection into planes and 

the division into uniform grids. The compression and decompression times are also lower in comparison 

with the octree solution. 

To further assess the geometry objective quality of the decoded PCs for the proposed solution, a 

comparison was performed with the octree solution [69] using the CloudCompare v2.6.0 software [70]. 

CloudCompare shows some relevant statistics such as a cloud-to-cloud (C2C) absolute distance 

histogram which is obtained by measuring a distance between each point of the decoded PC and its 

corresponding nearest neighbor in the original PC. The results for the Monkey PC show that the 

proposed solution obtains 99% of the distances below 0.0564, see Figure 2.15 (top left) [67], while the 

same metric is 0.1083 for the octree solution, see Figure 2.15 (top right). For the Dog PC, the values of 

0.001367 and 0.006276 were obtained for the solution under evaluation and the octree benchmark (JK), 

respectively, see Figure 2.15 (bottom left and bottom right, respectively). Results show that the new 

solution obtains better objective quality with the used quality metric. 
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Figure 2.15 – Geometry quality evaluation using C2C absolute distance histogram measured with 
CloudCompare [67] for: (top-left) Monkey with proposed solution; (top-right) Monkey with octree  solution; 

(bottom-left) Dog with proposed solution; (bottom-right) Dog with octree solution. 

2.4.4. MPEG Video-Point Cloud Compression (V-PCC) 

MPEG is currently developing a dynamic PCC standard, called Video-Point Cloud Compression (V-

PCC) [44]. This solution comes as a result of the Call for Proposals launched in 2017 by MPEG [71]. 

A. Objective 

The purpose of this solution is to offer efficient PCC based on the exploitation of state-of-the-art video 

codecs such as the High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) standard. For that purpose, the points in every 

acquired PC frame are projected into planes, generating 2D maps, which may be coded by 2D video 

codecs. Since both the geometry and color are encoded with a 2-layer projection, four 2D maps video 

are needed to represent the PC, along with some additional information. 

B. Architecture 

The architecture of the MPEG V-PCC encoder is shown in Figure 2.16. Initially, patches are extracted 

from the PC by extraction and exploiting the normal vectors to each point. The patches are after 

projected into 2D maps corresponding to the color and geometry. As every patch is included in the same 

map, this map will naturally contain many empty spaces. These empty spaces are filled through padding 

by taking into consideration the patches around them. The obtained maps can then be encoded by a 

video coding solution and after encoding the geometry map, smoothing is applied to enable a better 

texture map generation. Occupancy maps and patch characteristics are also coded and multiplexed into 

the final coded video stream. 

 

Figure 2.16 – V-PCC architecture. 
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C. Main Tools 

To improve the understanding of the V-PCC solution, the main modules of the architecture are now 

described one by one: 

 Patch Generation: This module determines the suited patches for efficient projection. The patch 

generation module firstly groups the points into clusters according to the normal at each point which 

is estimated by an appropriate extraction algorithm [72]. Clusters are defined by the fundamental 

planes, corresponding to its normal vectors: (1,0,0), (-1,0,0), (0,1,0), (0,-1,0), (0,0,1), (0,0,-1), and 

each point is associated to the cluster maximizing the dot product between the point normal and the 

plane normal. The clustering may be optimized by taking into consideration the clusters to which 

nearest neighbors belong. 3D patches are then extracted from each cluster by a connected 

component analysis. 

 Patch Packing: To prepare the patches for video coding, their color and geometry are inserted into 

2D maps. This packing process determines the best position for patch insertion by minimizing the 

empty space and ensuring that each T×T block in the so-called occupancy map has only one patch 

associated with it. To achieve these features, the patches are inserted individually, sorted by their 

height, by searching an empty space in the grid that can fit the patch. The search is done in raster 

scan order; after insertion, the blocks used by the patch are marked as non-empty. If no space is 

found for insertion, the map height is doubled. After all the patches are inserted, the map height is 

cropped to fit exactly the utilized space. 

 Image Generation: Each of the acquired point cloud frames is transformed into 2D maps that contain 

the texture and geometry of the extracted patches, thus generating images. Thus, to enable 2D 

coding, the patches are projected into images, notably geometry and color images, that naturally 

have the same dimensions. However, it is possible that several 3D points may be projected to the 

same pixel in the image. In this context, the point with the lowest depth for each pixel are projected 

to the so-called near layer image. A second layer (far layer) projection is performed for the points 

with the highest depth in the interval [D0, D0+Δ], where D0 is the depth of the point projected into 

the near layer image and Δ is user-defined and represents the surface thickness. 

 Image Padding: To enable a more efficient video compression, the images must be smooth, i.e. the 

differences between image pixels should not be very high. To achieve such goal, the empty pixels in 

the images are filled/padded in order to be consistent with pixel/block neighbors. The padding 

strategy is adaptive according to the block characteristics: 

o Block with no empty pixels: nothing is done. 

o Empty block: pixels in the block are filled with the values of the last block row/column. 

o Partially filled block: empty pixels are iteratively filled with averaged values of 

neighbors. 

 Smoothing: To avoid discontinuities in the reconstructed PC due to compression, the boundary 

points of each patch are moved to the centroid of nearest neighbors.  

 Video Compression: To code the successive images, thus generating a video coded stream, a 

video coded must be used; typically, the HEVC lossy codec [73] is used due to its high efficiency. In 
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the literature, this codec has been compared to other video codecs in terms of compression efficiency 

and the results have shown its added value [74]. 

 Auxiliary Patch-Info Compression: For a correct reconstruction of the PC, it is necessary to 

encode auxiliary information about the geometry and patch projection characteristics. To identify 

which plane is used for each patch projection, the planes are indexed such that the planes (1,0,0) 

and (-1,0,0) correspond to index 0, planes (0,1,0) and (0,-1,0) correspond to index 1 and planes 

(0,0,1) and (0,0,-1) correspond to index 2. The projected patch position in the map/image is defined 

by a patch bounding box and the bounding box is represented by its corner positions in the map 

(𝑢0, 𝑣0, 𝑢1, 𝑣1). The 3D location (x0, y0, z0) of each patch is represented by 3 values (δ0, s0, r0) 

depending on the indexes of the associated projection planes as described below: 

o Index 0: δ0 = x0; s0 = z0; r0 = y0; 

o Index 1: δ0 = y0; s0 = z0; r0 = x0; 

o Index 2: δ0 = z0; s0 = x0; r0 = y0; 

Since the patch bounding box may include blocks that belong to other patches, it is necessary to 

code information about each map block, notably to which patch the block belongs to. Each block has 

this information associated to it in the form of a list of patches whose bounding box contains that 

block.  Instead of coding the index of the patch over all the patches, the position of the patch in each 

block’s list is encoded arithmetically. This procedure is possible since each list can be reconstructed 

at the decoder. 

 Occupancy Map Compression: As described above, each pixel can correspond to a projected point 

or to a padded position on the map. To provide this information to the decoder, occupancy maps of 

the images are encoded. The auxiliary patch information generated allows to label each block as 

empty (binary value 0) or non-empty (binary value 0). Pixels corresponding to non-empty blocks are 

encoded as follows: 

o The block is divided in sub-blocks with a user-defined dimension (B0); for lossless 

purposes, the sub-block corresponds to a pixel. 

o The traversal type of the sub-blocks inside the block is chosen between the available 

ones, ex. raster, zig-zag.  

o Each sub-block is signaled as 1 if at least one of its pixels is a projected point and 0 

otherwise. 

o Run-length coding is applied to the block by traversing its sub-blocks according to 

the chosen traversal type. This process determines the length of each sequence of 

consecutive ones or zeros, how many sequences exist and the binary value of the 

first sub-block. 

 Multiplexer: All the information generated by the occupancy map compression, auxiliary patch-info 

compression and video compression is merged to create the final coding bitstream. 

 

In order to reconstruct the 3D point cloud, the decoder only decodes points corresponding to occupied 

positions in the occupancy map. For each occupied pixel (𝑢, 𝑣), its 3D coordinates 

𝛿(𝑢, 𝑣), 𝑠(𝑢, 𝑣), 𝑟(𝑢, 𝑣)  can be determined by considering the patch to which that pixel belongs to 
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(𝛿0, 𝑠0, 𝑟0), the corresponding bounding box on the map (𝑢0, 𝑣0, 𝑢1, 𝑣1) and the geometry value stored 

for that pixel 𝑔(𝑢, 𝑣)  with the following procedure: 

 𝛿(𝑢, 𝑣) =  𝛿0 + 𝑔(𝑢, 𝑣) 

 𝑠(𝑢, 𝑣) = 𝑠0 − 𝑢0 + 𝑢 

 𝑟(𝑢, 𝑣) = 𝑟0 − 𝑣0 + 𝑣 

D. Performance 

To enable the comparison of new PCC solutions to V-PCC, MPEG provides anchor performance 

results for some dynamic PCs [75]. The V-PCC tests were made with the following PCs: Queen 

(250602891 points), Loot (238146391 points), Red and Black (218121242 points), Soldier (322589704 

points) and Longdress (250294582 input points) [76]. The Queen PC has 250 frames and the frame rate 

is 50 frames/s. For the remaining PCs, the total number of frames is 300 and the frame rate is 30 

frames/s. Two types of coding conditions, so-called modes, were adopted: All Intra (AI) and Random 

Access (RA). AI corresponds to the case where the PCs frames can be independently coded, this means 

without exploiting any temporal redundancy; on the contrary, RA exploits the temporal dependency 

between the successive frames beyond the redundancy within a specific frame. 

For geometry, the adopted quality metrics are the PSNR over the D1 and D2 distances defined in 

[71] and explained in Section 2.3.4. To objectively evaluate color quality, the PSNR is applied to Y, U 

and V as described in [71] and detailed in Section 2.3.4. In the following, only the Y component PSNR 

is considered for the color evaluation of the V-PCC solution. 

The V-PCC codec was applied to each PC targeting five different bitrates. Naturally, these bitrates 

are different between PCs and V-PCC modes. The geometry RD performance is presented in Figure 

2.17. First, the results show that the RA mode has higher compression efficiency for similar output 

geometry objective quality. This is expected since this mode exploits both the spatial and temporal 

redundancies. Moreover, for similar geometry objective quality, the Loot PC achieves lower bitrates than 

those obtained for Red and Black, although the number of points of the later is smaller. The most critical 

case happens for Longdress since it requires the highest bitrates for a target quality, thus suggesting 

that the level of detail on the woman’s dress has a direct impact on the compression efficiency. Although 

this is the worst case in terms of bitrate, this is not the PC with more points. The color PSNR (Y 

component) was also computed for the same total bitrates used to measure the geometry PSNR, see 

Figure 2.18. As for the geometry, the bitrates required by the RA mode for the same target quality are 

higher, as expected. In terms of color performance, the Loot PC requires lower bitrates for higher PSNR 

values (increase of 1 dB), compared to the Red and Black PC. For Loot, the results also show that V-

PCC has even better color RD performance behavior than for geometry, both for the RA and AI modes. 

Longdress is the PC achieving the worst RD performance. 
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Figure 2.17 - Geometry distortion PSNR for: (top-left) Queen; (top-right) Loot; (middle-left) Red and Black; 
(middle-right) Soldier; (bottom) Longdress. 

 

Figure 2.18 – Color (Y) distortion PSNR for: (top-left) Queen; (top-right) Loot; (middle-left) Red and Black; 
(middle-right) Soldier; (bottom) Longdress. 
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Chapter 3 

3. Proposing Novel Patch Packing 

Solutions 
The V-PCC PC coding algorithm developed by MPEG represents the state-of-the-art on PC coding 

and, for that reason, it is the most interesting and also challenging one if an improvement performance 

perspective is taken. A detailed analysis of the V-PCC coding algorithm has allowed to identify one of 

the core modules where improvements would be welcomed: the patch packing module.  

As already described in Section 2.4.4, the V-PCC patch packing module uses a rather simple 

algorithm to pack the generated patches: the patches are ordered by their height and after simply placed 

in the most top-left available position in a pre-defined, limited area that can grow only vertically. This 

approach does not fully take into consideration the need to minimize the overall packing space, nor the 

resemblances between neighboring patches what could make sense considering that they will be later 

HEVC coded (after some padding between them).  

In this Thesis, novel patch packing solutions are proposed and assessed, notably to take into account 

the patches characteristics in order to improve the final HEVC RD performance for the texture and 

depths maps. The addition of novel tools to a specific codec must take into consideration both the 

encoding and decoding processes while reminding that standard encoders are typically non-normative 

and decoders normative.  

In this context, there are two possible domains to improve a standard codec like V-PCC: the 

normative and the non-normative domains. A non-normative update only changes the encoding 

process by preserving the bitstream syntax and semantics and by enabling the already designed 

standard decoder to work effectively with the updated streams. A normative update changes not only 

the encoder but also the bitstream and decoder, as the bitstream would carry different information from 

the one in the starting coding solution. Non-normative updates have the great advantage that the current 

decoder can be used to decode the content from the updated encoder, thus increasing the performance 

without impacting the interoperability. On the contrary, normative updates may be more profound, 

notably because both encoder and decoder vulnerabilities may be exploited, taking an overall 

perspective over the codec, at the (large) price of losing the interoperability with the initial codec.  
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Because keeping the compatibility/interoperability with V-PCC is critical, this Thesis will only propose 

non-normative updates to V-PCC, meaning that the proposed improvements on the patch packing 

module will not alter the bitstream syntax and semantics as well as the decoder behavior. This means 

that the gains associated with the proposed tools may happen for any V-PCC encoder that simply uses 

these tools in the encoding process, while totally integrated in the V-PCC compatible ecosystem in the 

sense that any V-PCC compliant decoder may be used. 

3.1. Patch Packing Solutions: Sorting and Positioning 
The patch packing process may be divided into two main types: static and dynamic. Static packing 

refers to a single PC frame and, thus, uses the information of the current PC frame to pack the patches 

in an image. On the other hand, dynamic packing refers to multiple PC frames and, thus, exploits the 

characteristics not only from the current PC frame but also from past/future ones. The current V-PCC 

specification has both static and dynamic packing solutions, but the focus in this Thesis is on static 

packing which only takes into consideration the patches of a single PC frame. Thus, the packing 

solutions presented in this Thesis are static and try to improve the V-PCC static packing solution which 

does not exploit enough the characteristics of the static patches to be packed. It is also relevant to 

remind that V-PCC is very effective in coding static PCs due to the high performance of HEVC intra 

coding tools that will still be used with the novel packing solutions. 

To propose new static packing techniques, a literature research has been made on patch packing 

techniques. In the packing state-of-the-art, the static packing solutions are divided according to patch 

characteristics. Most solutions are used to pack patches that have no texture information, thus only 

geometry information is taken, e.g. bounding box area, perimeter, and convex-hull. Other solutions use 

the patch color characteristics to pack the patches; these solutions can be seen as puzzle solving 

techniques. In this context, an interesting path to explore are the packing solutions that exploit both the 

patches geometry and color attributes, although no solution of this kind is available in the literature. This 

Thesis exploits a novel patch packing approach by proposing several ways to consider the patches color 

and geometry characteristics, individually or together. To achieve this target, a puzzle solving state-of-

the-art packing algorithm was taken as starting point [77]. 

To design an entire patch packing solution, it is necessary to understand how the patch 

characteristics influence each decision to make (sorting/positioning metrics) and the mechanisms 

needed to exploit this influence (positioning algorithms). 

A packing solution, notably a static packing solution, may be decomposed in two main parts: patch 

sorting and patch positioning. Sorting regards the ordering of the patches to be packed according to 

some criterion/metric to create an ordered list of patches to be positioned in the packed maps. This first 

procedure is very important since it will largely influence the patches arrangement at each packing 

iteration. Positioning regards the placement of the patches in the packed maps according to some 

criterion/metric, notably to maximize the final RD performance. In V-PCC, the sorting algorithm uses 

only the patches height to order them and the positioning algorithm is just taking the left-top most 

available position. 
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3.2. Sorting Criteria 
Sorting criteria correspond to the patch characteristics or patch metrics used to order the patches in 

a list of patches before processing their positioning; simple examples are height, width, size, or the color 

dissimilarity between two patches. Patch sorting can be sub-divided into two classes: absolute sorting 

and relative sorting. Absolute sorting uses criteria/metrics computed independently for each patch 

without considering any information regarding the current arrangement of the already packed patches. 

On the opposite, relative sorting considers the way the already packed patches are organized, thus 

extracting information from the already packed maps, notably in comparison to each patch to be sorted, 

and using the measured dissimilarity to define the patch processing order; in this way, both the 

characteristics of the already packed and to be packed patches are considered. 

Dissimilarity metrics are typically used as relative sorting criteria and target evaluating the degree of 

dissimilarity between two patches (or one patch and a set of patches). In the state-of-the–art, two main 

types of patch characteristics are considered: 

 Color – the patches pixels colors are used to compute the dissimilarity; 

 Geometry – the patches shapes are used to compute the dissimilarity. 

For this Thesis, the most interesting metrics correspond to both color and irregular geometry based 

ones, since the patches generated by V-PCC are irregular in shape and have associated color 

information. The dissimilarity metrics may be used both as sorting and positioning criteria when a relative 

approach is adopted; this may happen only for sorting, only for positioning or for both together. 

3.2.1. Absolute Sorting Criteria 

The sorting of the patches in an absolute way implies that some individual patch characteristics are 

used as the sorting metric. For absolute sorting, only geometry metrics are proposed since the individual 

patch colors are not very relevant for sorting since no specific colors should get any privilege. Color 

metrics may be considered when a pair of patches is being considered since it is desirable for similar 

colors to be closer in the packed maps. 

The geometry characteristics proposed as sorting criteria/metrics are the following: 

1. Height – The height of the patches is used to sort the patches before positioning. V-PCC uses 

this sorting criterion which is very appropriate since the V-PCC PC dataset mostly includes 

standing people, thus implying that the tallest patches will be the first to be packed. In V-PCC, 

the height is more precisely measured as the number of blocks of size TxT from the bottom to 

the top of the patch. 

2. Bounding box area (BBAREA) – Since each patch has a certain width and height, the bounding 

box area corresponds to the multiplication of these two parameters, thus defining the area of the 

minimum rectangular box encompassing the patch in its orientation coordinate system. Ordering 

by bounding box area may be interesting since this metric represents the area occupied by the 

patch, notably including pixels that may have to be padded. 

3. Effective Area (EA) –The effective area represents the number of filled pixels inside the 

bounding box of a certain patch. The effective area is used to measure the real size of a patch 
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and is always smaller than the bounding box area. This may be an interesting sorting criterion 

since it guarantees that the first patches to position are those occupying more packing space. 

4. Wasted Space (WS) – This wasted space corresponds to the pixels that are not filled in the patch 

bounding box, thus computed as the bounding box area minus the effective area. This is a 

criterion in which the first patches to be packed are those leaving emptier area to be filled, allowing 

some following patches to be put in the empty areas. 

3.2.2. Relative Sorting Criteria 

For the relative sorting of patches, it is necessary to take into consideration the packing situation at 

a certain stage and the already packed patches characteristics as well as the characteristics of the 

patches yet to be sorted and packed. As it is necessary to extract features from the packing arrangement 

at a certain stage, relative sorting may only be performed as the positioning proceeds since the sorting 

is made by comparing the not yet packed patches with the already packed set of patches. These metrics 

are always computed for a pair of patches (in practice, one patch against a set of packed patches) and 

may depend on the geometry of the patch arrangement, the color dissimilarity between the patches or 

both. A dissimilarity metric is naturally related to the differences between the features of the two patches 

under comparison. In this specific case, the patches are composed by pixels and, thus, the proposed 

dissimilarity metrics should take their characteristics into consideration. 

In this context, the proposed dissimilarity metrics are based on the puzzle solving principle [77], 

implying that they shall mainly take into consideration the borders of the patches and not that much the 

interior pixels of the patches as these are the patch parts with higher impact in the following padding 

and HEVC coding processes. In fact, the interiors of the patches have to be coded anyway, 

independently of the packing process. 

A. Definitions 

Before presenting the proposed dissimilarity metrics, it is useful to define some main concepts, 

notably: 

 Boundary pixels - Pixels belonging to the edge of a patch, notably top, bottom, left and right 

boundary pixels depending on their position. In practice, a pixel is a boundary pixel if one of its 

neighbors is not part of the patch; 

 Common boundary (CB) – Set of pairs of boundary pixels in the two patches under processing 

that are neighbors along a certain direction, e.g. left/right or top/down, see Figure 3.1 where the red 

lines connect the common boundary pixel pairs. The examples on the left and right only have 

horizontal and vertical common boundaries, respectively, while the example in the middle has both 

vertical and horizontal common boundaries. 

 Horizontal common boundary (HCB) - If only the horizontal pairs in the common boundary are 

selected, the horizontal common boundary (HCB) is formed;  

 Common boundary unit (CBU) – Single pair of pixels belonging to a specific common boundary; 

in Figure 3.1, each red line corresponds to a common boundary unit; 
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 Common boundary length (CBL) – Number of common boundary units in the full common 

boundary; if only the horizontal common boundary is considered, the common boundary length only 

considers the horizontal common boundary and is referred as horizontal common boundary length 

(HCBL). 

 

Figure 3.1 - Common boundaries examples, notably only horizontal, both vertical and horizontal and only 
vertical. 

B. Impacting Patch Characteristics 

To design meaningful dissimilarity metrics for the V-PCC coding context, the relevant patch and patch 

pairs characteristics should be first identified, naturally considering that a patch is composed by pixels 

with specific positions, thus defining a shape, and some color values. As the patches may significantly 

vary in size and shape, the length of their common boundary and its color dissimilarity when the patches 

are positioned next to each other also play an important role. Thus, the most relevant patch 

characteristics to consider in a dissimilarity metric seem to be:  

 Color – It is desirable to position side by side patches that are similar in terms of boundary pixel 

colors and, thus, the color values of the boundary pixels are of most importance as this should 

positively impact the following padding and HEVC coding processes; 

 Common boundary length (CBL) – The length of the common boundary between a pair of patches 

is also a relevant factor for their positioning since it is desirable to positively discriminate longer 

common boundaries (thus attributing lower dissimilarity). The motivation for penalizing shorter 

common boundaries has to do with the fact that patch positions with a larger common boundary 

have higher probability of having a common boundary part that is similar in color. 

 Extension Size (ES) – The number of pixels or blocks corresponding to the extension of the packed 

map when two patches are put together is also an important factor to take into consideration since 

it may be desirable to give priority to lower ES values as the map size seems to have a significant 

impact in the final RD performance. However, for the sorting of the patches it makes to give more 

priority to higher ES values so that the first patches to be packed are the ones extending more the 

map size. This is appropriate since the patches extending more the map size are the biggest ones, 

thus more empty space will be created for smaller patches. When applied to sorting, patches with 

bigger ES will have attributed lower dissimilarity. 

In the following, some dissimilarity metrics are proposed while considering one or more of these 

impacting patch attributes. 

C. Accumulated Color based Dissimilarity Error Metric 

The literature already proposes a metric to measure the dissimilarity between two patches although 

only taking into consideration the color of the boundary pixels [77]. This metric compares the pixels in 
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every common boundary unit in the common boundary between the two patches to compute the sum of 

their squared Euclidean distances/differences considering the three color components. The so-called 

Accumulated Color Dissimilarity Error is defined as: 

𝐴𝐶𝐷𝐸 𝑝 , 𝑝 =  𝐼 𝑥 , 𝑦 − 𝐼 𝑥 , 𝑦  (16) 

where: 

 𝐶𝐵𝐿 is the common boundary length; 

 𝐼  is the intensity for the (c) color component/channel; 

 𝑥  and 𝑥  are the x coordinates of the mth common boundary unit pixels in patch 𝑝  and 

𝑝 , respectively; 

 𝑦  and 𝑦  are the y coordinates of the mth common boundary unit pixels in patch 𝑝  and 

𝑝 , respectively. 

This dissimilarity metric has been proposed in the context of image puzzle solving [77]. In that 

particular case, the patches are all squares and also all of the same size. The resulting packed map is 

an actual 2D image that was previously decomposed in squares. For V-PCC patches, this is not the 

case since the shape of each patch may largely and arbitrarily vary and, thus, the resulting packed map 

will be the result of some kind of optimization, thus not a reconstructed, real 2D image. 

It is proposed in [77] that the dissimilarity metric is computed in a linear and normalized color space 

and it is explicitly proposed to use the normalized LAB color space.  In a linear color space, the numerical 

intensity values are proportional to their perceived intensity; this also means that the colors can be 

added and multiplied with a perceptual meaning. A linear color space is appropriate in this context since 

the Euclidean distance in the metric above shall be measured with a linear color space. Also, the LAB 

is strongly related to the YUV color space since L and Y are both luminance values. This characteristic 

is very important since the HEVC codec uses YUV values to code the color maps. 

D. RGB to LAB Color Space Conversion 

Since the MPEG PC dataset uses the RGB color space for color representation, it is necessary to 

convert the color values from this color space to the normalized LAB to follow the recommendation in 

[77]. The LAB color space aims at making the color changes perceptually uniform meaning that the 

change on a color value should be perceptually the same for all the value range.  

To convert from RGB to the normalized LAB color space, it is necessary to perform some intermediate 

transformations. The overall conversion process can be divided in 5 steps, notably: 

RGB → Normalized RGB (sRGB) → linear RGB → CIEXYZ → LAB → normalized LAB 

The five transformations can be described as follows: 

1. RGB to Normalized RGB (sRGB) – The normalization of each RGB value is performed by 

dividing each value by the maximum representation value, in this case 255 as a 8-bit 

representation is being used: 

𝑅 =
𝑅

255
; 𝐺 =

𝐺

255
; 𝐵 =

𝐵

255
; 
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2. Normalized RGB (sRGB) to linear RGB – Linear RGB intends to enable the perceptually 

meaningful sum and multiplication of different colors. Without this linearization, the result of such 

operations would result into ‘incorrect values’ for light intensity. The linear RGB values can be 

computed as: 

𝐶 =

⎩
⎨

⎧
𝐶

12.92
, 𝐶 ≤ 0.04045

𝐶 + 𝑎

1 + 𝑎

.

, 𝐶 > 0.04045

 (17) 

where: 

 𝑎 = 0.055; 

 𝐶 is R, G or B. 

3. Linear RGB to CIEXYZ – This transformation intends to linearize the color space with a certain 

white point, which represents the “white” color for certain acquisition conditions. In this case, the 

white point is used to define the transformation matrix. The chosen white point is D65 since this 

is the standard when the acquisition conditions are unknown. The transformation is achieved by 

the following operation [78]:  

𝑋
𝑌
𝑍

=
0.412453 0.357580 0.180423
0.212671 0.715160 0.072169
0.019334 0.119193 0.950227

𝑅
𝐺
𝐵

 (18) 

4. CIEXYZ to LAB – The conversion between CIEXYZ and LAB is also dependent on the white 

point and, naturally, the one used is the same as before. The following equations define the 

transformation: 

𝐿 = 116𝑓
𝑌

𝑌
− 16 (19) 

𝑎 = 500 𝑓
𝑋

𝑋
− 𝑓

𝑌

𝑌
 (20) 

𝑏 = 200 𝑓
𝑌

𝑌
− 𝑓

𝑍

𝑍
 (21) 

where: 

 𝑋 = 0.95047; 𝑌 = 100; 𝑍 = 0.10883 according to the D65 white point; 

 𝑓(𝑞) =
𝑞, 𝑞 > 0.008856

7.787𝑞 + , 𝑞 ≤ 0.008856
. 

5. LAB to normalized LAB – To normalize the LAB color space values, the procedure is almost 

the same as for the RGB normalization. For the L component, the normalization value is 100. For 

a and b, the procedure is quite different since a and b can be negative and so the normalization 

comes as: 

𝑐 =
𝑐 − min(𝑐)

max(𝑐) − min(𝑐)
 (22) 

where 𝑐 is the component (𝑎 or 𝑏). 
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In this case, the normalization is: 

𝐿 =
𝐿

100
; 𝑎 =

𝑎 − (−86.1827)

98.2343 − (−86.1827)
; 𝑏 =

𝑏 − (−107.86)

94.478 − (−107.86)
 (23) 

 

Every patch pixel should be processed over these five steps in order to obtain the color values in the 

normalized LAB color space, thus replacing the previous RGB values. 

E. Color Only based Dissimilarity Error Metric 

To obtain some improvements, a variation of the ACDE dissimilarity error metric above is here 

proposed, while still only considering the color differences on the patches common boundaries.  

The first improvement regards the normalization of the squared Euclidean distances for the three 

color channels as this is convenient to better understand if a computed (accumulated) error correspond 

to a large or small effective dissimilarity, in this case confined to the range 0-1. This is essential to enable 

an easier assessment of the proposed dissimilarity metric values. This implies the division by 3 in 

Equation (24).  

The second improvement regards averaging the accumulated distances over the number of 

comparisons made, this means the CBL, to express how intense are the patches differences, 

independently of their length.  

Since the V-PCC solution only performs padding along the horizontal direction in the packed maps, 

only the left and right common boundary units are taken into consideration in the proposed dissimilarity 

metric to better assess the various positions in a V-PCC padding scenario.  

In this context, the so-called Color Only Dissimilarity Error (CODE) (only considering the horizontal 

common boundary units) is computed as follows, see also Figure 3.2: 

𝐶𝑂𝐷𝐸 𝑝 , 𝑝 =
1

𝐻𝐶𝐵𝐿

1

3
𝐼 𝑥 , 𝑦 − 𝐼 𝑥 , 𝑦  =

1

𝐻𝐶𝐵𝐿

1

3
𝐴𝐶𝐷𝐸 (24) 

 

Figure 3.2 - Common boundaries examples. 

F. Color and Length based Dissimilarity Error Metric 

The second impacting characteristic on the dissimilarity metric is related to the length of the common 

boundary (CBL) defined by the two patches under comparison when positioned side by side. In the 

patch dataset used to validate the ACDE metric, only squared patches were considered and, thus, the 

various patches all have the same size. In the CODE metric, the error is averaged per common boundary 

unit and, thus, a longer boundary may provide the same CODE score as a shorter boundary since the 

average per CBU is measured; however, this may not be appropriate as longer common boundary 

lengths should be positively discriminated for the reasons mentioned above.  
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In this context, another dissimilarity metric is proposed, so-called Color and Length based 

Dissimilarity Error (CLDE) which also considers the impact of the horizontal common boundary length, 

HCBL. Since the dissimilarity metric is an error, the proper way to penalize the metric for shorter lengths 

(thus making the error smaller for larger HCBL) is by dividing the CODE metric above by the horizontal 

common boundary length (HCBL) as follows: 

𝐶𝐿𝐷𝐸 𝑝 , 𝑝 =
𝐶𝑂𝐷𝐸 𝑝 , 𝑝

𝐻𝐶𝐵𝐿
 (25) 

G. Mixed Color and Geometry Metrics 

The previously presented dissimilarity metrics may be used in combination with geometry 

characteristics, although not necessarily all with the same priority. In this sense, there are three metrics 

that may be used together to generate a more reliable one, based on priorities: HCBL, ES and CLDE. 

The sorting order is defined by using one of the metrics as the main criterion and the other metrics for 

tie breaking. As an example, the sorting process may happen as follows: 

1. Order the patches using ES as first metric; 

2. If an ES tie happens, break the tie using HCBL as second metric; 

3. If a HCBL tie happens, break the tie using CLDE as third metric. 

This approach may be used with any combination of metrics at the various layers.   

3.3. Positioning Criteria 
After the sorting is made, the patches have to be positioned in the packing map using a packing 

algorithm that may use or not a positioning metric. If a positioning metric is used to position one more 

patch, the metric is relative since the new patch has to be somehow compared with the already packed 

patches. Thus, for relative positioning, the selected patch position results from the consideration of both 

the characteristics of the patch under packing and the already packed map. With this purpose in mind, 

the relative sorting metrics proposed above for patch sorting may also be used for positioning. For patch 

positioning, the selected dissimilarity metric is assessed over multiple relevant positions within defined 

boundaries and the position offering the lowest dissimilarity should be selected for packing. 

3.4. Patch Packing Algorithms 
This section presents the three patch packing solutions that will be used in this Thesis. These patch 

packing solutions involve using some of the previously presented criteria for sorting and/or positioning.  

3.4.1. Top-Left Packing 

The static packing process employed in MPEG V-PCC is a rather simple algorithm, so-called Top-

Left packing, which has been summarized in Section 2.4.4. Since the patch packing module is the target 

of this Thesis, this section will further detail the Top-Left packing algorithm in order to better understand 

some concepts and processes that will be of major importance for the algorithms to be proposed in the 

following. MPEG V-PCC adopts the Top-Left packing algorithm while using height for absolute sorting 

metric but, naturally, other absolute sorting metrics may be used with the Top-Left packing solution. The 
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MPEG V-PCC algorithm using the Top-Left packing and the height as sorting metric is the obvious 

benchmark for the novel packing algorithms.  

The Top-Left packing algorithm starts by defining the order by which the patches should be packed 

in the image; this is the sorting component of the packing algorithm. After, to restrict the size of the area 

where the patches are to be packed, the vertical and horizontal resolutions of the packing area are set 

with user-defined parameters. The packing of the patches can then take place following an iterative 

process that involves searching for an available position for the next patch to be packed according to 

the previous sorting; this is the positioning component of the packing algorithm. The architecture of the 

Top-Left packing algorithm is presented in Figure 3.3. Since the V-PCC packing algorithms has evolved 

along the specification process, it is important to highlight that the version used in this Thesis 

corresponds to version v0 [44].  

 

Figure 3.3 – Top-Left packing algorithm architecture. 

The Top-Left packing steps are as follows: 

 Patch Sorting – The set of patches are sorted according to two metrics, one playing the role of 

main sorting metric, the patch height, and another playing the role of tie breaker for the first metric, 

the patch width. If two patches have the same height and width, the one with the lower patch 

identifier number is chosen. 

 Initial Packing Grid Size Definition – The initial size of the packing map depends on the height 

and width of the set of patches and on two user defined parameters, one related to the height and 

another to the width. The initial packing map width corresponds to the maximum between the 

maximum patch width and the user-defined width; a similar procedure is adopted for the initial 

packing map height. 

 Top-Left Patch Positioning – The search for the patch position in the packing map is done in raster 

scan order, meaning that the first position to be tested is the one on the top left corner. The next 

positions to search are those to the right until the end of the map is reached. At this moment, the 

next position to search is the left-most position in the line below the current one, see Figure 3.4.  

 

Figure 3.4 – Top-Left positioning algorithm. 

This searching order is known as top-left as the first free position most to the top and to left is 

selected. This search is performed at T×T block level where T is a user defined parameter to define 

a square composed of T×T pixels. Naturally, this search is guided by the occupancy map which 
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stores the pixel occupancy in the packing map at block level resolution. If a block has at least a filled 

pixel, it is considered occupied. For the search, the occupancy map of the patch being packed is 

used to determine the first available position in the current occupancy map. For that purpose, the 

patch occupancy map is positioned over the overall occupancy map to check if the position is free 

or not. 

 Packing Grid Height Duplication – If the current patch being packed cannot find a suitable position 

in the packing map, then the packing map height is duplicated to make space. 

The V-PCC packing algorithm may work with any absolute sorting metric, but it is currently designed 

using the height as absolute sorting metric. In terms of positioning, no positioning metric is employed 

since the packing algorithm just finds the most top-left position available without considering any feature 

of the patch to pack or already packed patches. 

3.4.2. Bounding Box Close Space Packing 

The Bounding Box Close Space Positioning (BBCSP) packing algorithm follows a similar architecture 

to the V-PCC algorithm. The major difference to the Top-Left solution is that the positioning search is 

performed in the space close to the bounding box of the current packing map instead of searching in 

the all packing map. For example, the Top-Left positioning algorithm searches the full first line of the 

packing map until the map width is covered while BBCSP only searches the first line until the bounding 

box width is reached. 

The BBCSP positioning algorithm may be divided in two parts: 

 Inside bounding box search – To find the most suitable position, only the positions inside the 

bounding box created by all the patches already packed are tested. This procedure allows the 

patches to be positioned closer to the already packed ones, thus enabling the packing map to not 

extend at each patch insertion as this may negatively impact the final RD performance. The search 

inside the bounding box is done in raster-scan mode at the T×T block resolution. 

 Outside bounding box search – If the patch to be packed does not fit inside the bounding box, 

then available positions around the bounding box, and at least partly outside the bounding box, are 

tested; since the first patch is always inserted in the top-left most position, the outside bounding box 

positions are only to the right and to the bottom. To test the remaining positions, the first positions 

to be tested are those including the line and column closer to the bounding box, see Figure 3.5.  

 

Figure 3.5 - Bounding Box Close Space search algorithm. 

The search is done starting from the top-most position and ending at the left-most position, following 

first the column and then the row. The next positions to be tested are those N blocks away from the 
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bounding box, with all N=1,2,3…,L, in this order. L may be defined by the current width of the map 

or by the height, measured in number of blocks. If both the map height and width are reached, it 

means the patch cannot fit in the current packing map. 

If a patch does not fit in the current packing map, the same procedure as for Top-Left applies meaning 

that the map height is duplicated, and the new available positions are tested in the same way. 

The Bounding Box Close Space Positioning packing algorithm may adopt any absolute sorting metric 

and, as the Top-Left packing algorithm, does not need any positioning metric.  

3.4.3. Super-Patch based Packing 

This section presents the so-called Super-Patch (SP) based packing algorithm. This algorithm is 

inspired by the Best Buddies (BB) packing algorithm which is a puzzle solving technique proposed in 

[77]. The BB algorithm has been designed to form an image from small squared pieces and takes into 

consideration this property to achieve its goals. However, in the context of this Thesis, the small pieces 

correspond to irregular (non-square) patches and, thus, the final image is not a 2D captured image. It 

should be noted that the BB algorithm is rather different from the SP algorithm proposed in this section 

but it was taken as a starting point and inspiration to design it. 

The BB packing algorithm is based on the idea of grouping similar patches. The algorithm starts by 

defining, for each reference patch, the best patches to be placed around it, the so-called best buddies. 

With that purpose in mind, an exhaustive search is applied over all the other patches in order to assess 

every position around the reference patch and find the best one. After defining the best buddies for each 

patch, the first patch to be packed is selected as the one with largest height. A pool is then created to 

store the set of candidate patches to be packed, which are the patches that are best buddies of already 

packed patches. The final step consists on packing the remaining N-1 patches, iteratively, by selecting 

the patch with the next highest similarity in the pool, at each iteration. 

Since the best buddies puzzle solving technique is designed to form an image from squared pieces, 

this algorithm has critical limitations when adapted for the packing of irregular patches. The main 

limitation is that the relative positions of the patches are defined at an initial stage and are never 

refined/updated after each positioning cycle, which implicitly changes the reference. This has a direct 

effect in the final packing map size since the packing map at each iteration is not taken into 

consideration. 

Figure 3.6 illustrates a BB packing example result, highlighting the problems described above. It is 

evident that the packing map size could be reduced a lot since there is a lot of empty space. For 

example, the arms could be positioned side by side; however, due to the problems described above, 

the selected positions are not the best. The limitations identified for the BB packing algorithm have 

helped to design the packing algorithm proposed in this section, the super-patch based packing 

algorithm. 
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Figure 3.6 - Packing example for the Best Buddies packing algorithm. 

Due to the BB packing algorithm weaknesses highlighted above, a new packing algorithm has been 

designed, called Super-Patch (SP) based packing algorithm. This new packing algorithm is based on 

the main ideas behind the BB packing algorithm but considers  the current packing situation at each 

iteration. 

In summary, the main objective of this section is to propose a novel packing algorithm for the set of 

patches associated to a PC based on the concept of super-patch. The SP algorithm is built upon the 

idea of successively grouping patches to create the so-called super-patches. These super-patches are 

patches composed by two or more elementary patches that are grouped together and have associated 

a color map and information about the relative position of each elementary patch within the super-patch, 

see Figure 3.7. The final super-patch should include all the elementary patches positioned in relation to 

each other and ready to be packed in a map to be after coded. 

 

Figure 3.7 - Super-patch examples. 

The SP algorithm starts by choosing a starting patch for the successive and iterative positioning of 

the remaining patches. At each iteration, a new elementary patch is positioned, thus generating a new 

super-patch with increased size and complexity. In this iterative process, the first step is to choose the 

next best patch to be packed into the current super-patch. The chosen patch is included in the current 

super-patch and the remaining elementary patches are again processed to identify their best position 

around the resulting super-patch. When all the elementary patches are packed, a map is defined to hold 

the final super-patch and proceed to coding. The proposed SP algorithm may be organized in six main 

modules and its architecture is presented in Figure 3.8. 
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Figure 3.8 – Super-patch based packing algorithm architecture. 

The proposed SP algorithm proceeds as follows: 

 First Patch Selection and Super-Patch Initialization module selects the first patch to be packed 

and performs the necessary initializations to enable the beginning of the positioning cycle.  

 Best Super-Patch Relative Positions Selection module identifies the best position for the 

remaining elementary patches around the current super-patch. This is the first step of each new 

cycle in the iterative packing process. It is also the second module of the architecture to enable the 

beginning of the iterative cycle. 

 Next Highest Similarity Patch Selection module selects from the remaining elementary patches 

the best one to be positioned around the current super-patch, using some appropriate metric. 

 Updated Super-Patch Generation module updates the super-patch by including the just selected 

patch.  

 Grid Size Definition module takes the final super-patch including all the patches already packed 

and creates a packing map with a size that fits all the patches. 

In the following, the various modules will be presented in detail. 

A. First Patch Selection and Super-Patch Initialization 

To start packing the patches, it is necessary to select a starting patch. The selection of the first patch 

is critical as it will serve as reference for all the remaining patches to be relatively positioned. The 

remaining patches will be successively positioned relatively to this one, directly or indirectly, meaning 

that the next patches may be positioned directly next to the initial patch or next to a patch that is 

positioned next to it. The choice for the first patch is, thus, a crucial task since it will dictate the rest of 

the packing process.  

The first patch is chosen according to a chosen absolute sorting metric. It must be stressed that this 

may not be a good criterion in general and other criteria may be selected for the first patch. 

After the initial patch is selected, it becomes the initial super-patch to which all other patches will be 

successively joined. In general, a super-patch is defined by three main components: 

 List of included elementary patches and side information - Each elementary patch in the super-

patch is characterized by its patch information (as for V-PCC, see Section 2.4.4) and its relative 

position to the initial patch; 

 Occupancy map – A 2D binary map where an occupied block of T×T pixels is represented with a 

‘1’ and the empty blocks are represented with a ‘0’. This occupancy map is a rectangular map 
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containing all the occupancy maps of the patches contained in the super-patch, in the respective 

relative positions. 

 Color map – RGB 2D color map containing all the patches color maps in the respective relative 

positions. 

At the initialization phase, the various fields of the super-patch are initialized as follows: i) the list of 

contained patches is initialized with the first patch selected since this is the only patch packed at this 

stage; in this case, there is no need to store position information since there is only a single patch 

included in the super-patch; ii) the occupancy and color maps correspond to exact copies of the first 

patch occupancy and color maps, respectively.  

B. Best Super-Patch Relative Patch Positions Selection 

In this module, taken the current super-patch as reference, an exhaustive search is performed to 

assess every positioning of the other patches around it and identify the best one using a certain 

dissimilarity metric. This module includes two sub-modules, see Figure 3.9. 

The Best Relative Patch Positions Selection sub-module can be understood as a search process 

performed around patch 𝑝𝑖, followed by a decision module where the best patch relative position for 

patch 𝑝  around the super-patch is selected, see Figure 3.9. 

 The search module find suitable positions to fit patch 𝑝  under analysis around the super-patch, and 

compute the dissimilarity metric for each tested position. The Relative Patch Position Decision sub-

module selects the best position for each patch 𝑝 , according to the dissimilarity metric adopted.  

 

Figure 3.9 - Best relative patch positions selection module architecture. 

In more detail, the SP Best Super-Patch Positions Selection modules work as follows: 

 Patch Position Search – To find the best position for patch 𝑝  around the super-patch, a search 

must take place at every suitable position, taking only into consideration the closest position to the 

super-patch in every direction. For each position, it is tested if the position is suitable (if it fits) and a 

dissimilarity score is computed. This dissimilarity metric may be defined independently of the 

positioning algorithm since it may take several forms. 

 Relative Patch Position Decision – Since every position for 𝑝  around the super-patch has been 

tested and the corresponding dissimilarity score computed, a final position should be selected as 

the best position for that specific patch. In this case, the position corresponding to the lowest  

dissimilarity score is selected. 

 

To complete the initialization phase, the best positions and correspondent dissimilarity metrics values 

of the remaining, non-packed patches around the current super patch are stored in a list of candidate 

patches. Each list element has the following fields: 
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 Patch information (V-PCC like); 

 Relative position; 

 Dissimilarity error. 

C. Next Highest Similarity Patch Selection 

After the initialization procedures, an iterative cycle takes place to position the remaining N-1 patches 

around the initially selected patch and successively added ones. This first module of the cycle is 

responsible to choose, from the list of remaining candidate patches, the patch that should be positioned 

in the next iteration. It is here proposed that the patch to add to the current super-patch at each iteration 

is the one with the lowest dissimilarity score regarding the current super-patch. 

D. Updated Super-Patch Generation 

In this module, an updated super-patch is generated, notably including the recently positioned patch. 

As input, this module receives the additional patch and its position relatively to the previous super-patch. 

It is then necessary to update all the fields of the updated super-patch. The list of contained patches 

and side information should now include a new patch element containing all the information of the added 

patch and its relative position. For the occupancy and color maps updating, one of the following cases 

may happen: 

 The new patch is fully included inside the bounding box of the previous super-patch, meaning that 

no patch pixel is positioned outside this bounding box - in this case, there is no need to extend the 

size of the occupancy/depth/texture maps and the maps have only to be updated with the just added 

patch maps in the appropriate positions; 

 At least one patch pixel of the added patch is positioned outside the bounding box of the previous 

super-patch – In this case, the occupancy map is extended by the number of blocks that do not fit 

inside the super-patch bounding box and the color map by the corresponding number of pixels. 

E. Map Size Definition 

After packing all patches, a rectangular map with an appropriate size has to be defined to contain all 

the patches in the selected relative positions. The occupancy map should be aligned with the final super-

patch bounding box orientations and should be as small as possible to reduce the coding rate. This is 

achieved by creating a bounding box around the final super-patch (with all the packed patches) by taking 

the top most, bottom most, left most and right most blocks on the packing map of the final super-patch. 

 

The SP algorithm may be used with absolute and relative sorting metrics. For the positioning, only 

relative metrics are relevant. 
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Chapter 4 

4. Performance Assessment 
Since the proposed packing solutions and metrics target improving the MPEG V-PCC packing 

solution, this later algorithm will take the role of benchmarking as the performance assessment will be 

done always in comparison with it. In order a solid performance assessment is made, it is necessary to 

define relevant and meaningful test conditions as well as performance metrics. 

The V-PCC reference software version used for benchmarking and also to integrate the proposed 

packing algorithms is version v0 [44]. The HEVC and HDRTools software versions used are also those 

suggested in [44]. The HDRTools software allows the conversion between different color systems and 

it is used to convert from the RGB color space to the YUV color space. 

4.1. Test Material and Conditions 
In order the performance assessment follows appropriate conditions, and since V-PCC plays here 

the role of reference solution, it is most appropriate to adopt the test conditions defined by MPEG for 

the V-PCC development process.  

4.1.1. Test Dataset 

The V-PCC dataset defined by MPEG includes four dynamic PCs, notably Loot, Red and Black, 

Soldier and Longdress, all representing people, see Figure 4.1. The PCs in Figure 4.1 correspond to 

the specific PC frames used in the MPEG static dataset. The frames from the dynamic dataset used for 

testing are: 1200 for Loot; 1550 for Red and Black; 690 for Soldier and 1300 for Longdress. 

Since this Thesis focus on static packing, notably for static PCs, it makes sense to also include in the 

adopted test set some PCs from the MPEG static dataset. This has raised some issues since some of 

the static PCs create a lot of patches for the V-PCC algorithm, thus requiring a very large running time. 

For this reason, the PCs selected from the MPEG static dataset were Mask and Klimt Statue, see Figure 

4.2. In summary, the test dataset adopted in this Thesis includes six PCs, four representing people and 

two representing objects. All the PCs use a 10 bit voxelization. 
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Figure 4.1 – Loot, Red and Black, Soldier and Longdress people PC frames. 

 

Figure 4.2 - Mask; Klimt Statue object PCs. 

4.1.2. Coding Parameters 

Since the proposed packing solutions have been integrated in the V-PCC software, it is important to 

define the V-PCC coding parameters under which the V-PCC and alternative packing solutions will be 

compared. Thus, to have a fair comparison, the PCs in the dataset are always coded with the same 

coding parameters for all packing solutions, with the exception of the quantization parameters (QPs) 

that will be described in the next subsection. The adopted values for the coding parameters are those 

defined by MPEG in the so-called Common Test Conditions (CTC) document  [40]: 

 Minimum width for the texture and depth maps (minimumImageWidth) – 1280; 

 Minimum height for the texture and depth maps (minimumImageHeight) – 1280; 

 Normal estimation parameter (nnNormalEstimation) – 16; 

 Patch generation parameter (maxNNCountRefineSegmentation) – 256; 

 Patch generation parameter (iterationCountRefineSegmentation) – 100; 

 Resolution of the occupancy map (occupancyResolution or T) – 16; 

 Patch generation parameter (minPointCountPerCCPatchSegmentation) – 16; 

 Patch generation parameter (maxNNCountPatchSegmentation) – 16; 

 Patch generation parameter (surfaceThickness) – 4; 

 Patch generation parameter (maxAllowedDist2MissedPointsDetection) – 9; 

 Patch generation parameter (maxAllowedDist2MissedPointsSelection) – 1; 

 Patch generation parameter (lambdaRefineSegmentation) – 3; 

 Patch generation parameter (maxAllowedDepth) – 255; 

 Patch generation parameter (maxCandidateCount) – 4; 
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 Precision of the occupancy map (occupancyPrecision or B0) – 4; 

Five RD points are selected for assessment. The precise quantization parameter values used for 

performance assessment are those recommended by MPEG in the CTC, notably  [40]: 

 R1: Geometry QP - 32; Texture QP - 42; 

 R2: Geometry QP - 28; Texture QP - 37; 

 R3: Geometry QP - 24; Texture QP - 32; 

 R4: Geometry QP - 20; Texture QP - 27; 

 R5: Geometry QP - 16; Texture QP - 22; 

4.2. Performance Assessment Metrics Definition 
Naturally, for the performance assessment to be meaningful, appropriate metrics must be defined, 

both at packing algorithm level and overall coding algorithm level, since at the end the packing should 

serve to obtain a final better rate-distortion (RD) performance, both for geometry and texture. For the 

first type of assessment, it makes sense to define metrics evaluating on how well the packing algorithm 

performs, notably in terms of compactness and redundancy of the created texture, depth and occupancy 

maps, and thus packing performance metrics are defined. For the second type of assessment, it is 

essential to define metrics which evaluate the quality versus rate trade-off, and thus RD performance 

metrics are defined.  

4.2.1. Packing Performance Metrics 

For the packing performance assessment, it is essential to define metrics providing information on 

how well the final packing performs in terms of geometry and color. With this purpose in mind, two 

metrics have been defined, one more related to the geometry and another to the color: 

 Map size (MS) – This metric assesses how well the packing algorithms performs in terms of map 

compactness, ideally reducing the V-PCC maps size. This is the main packing criteria since the 

total number of pixels to be coded has a rather direct impact on the final compression 

performance. This metric is computed as the number of T×T blocks in each (texture or depth) 

map. 

 Average color difference over the padded discontinuities (ACDPD) – This metric intends to 

assess how the packing impacts the redundancy in the texture map (the most expensive in rate) 

obtained after padding as larger transitions and thus higher frequencies should cost more (rate) 

with HEVC coding. This metric is computed over all pairs of pixels in the padded discontinuities 

and averaged over the total number of padded discontinuities in the final texture map. These 

padded discontinuities are associated to the pairs of pixels at the end of each line that has been 

padded in the texture map. 

4.2.2. Rate-Distortion Performance Metrics 

For the rate-distortion performance assessment, the adopted objective quality metrics are those used 

by MPEG, already described in Section 2.3.4.  
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D1 and D2 are the geometry quality metrics adopted and PSNR over the Y, U and V components are 

those adopted for color. To better assess the RD performance, it is common to compute the so-called 

Bjontegaard Delta-Rate (BD-Rate) and Bjontegaard Delta-PSNR metrics [79] which allow comparing 

two coding solutions while considering several RD points; the BD-Rate and BD-PSNR metrics allow to 

directly compare the V-PCC packing solution with the alternative, proposed solutions, notably by 

assessing the rate (%) saved for a similar average quality (BD-Rate). The excel macros used to compute 

these metrics have been taken from the MPEG releases excels [75]. Since the aim of the proposed 

packing solutions is mostly to reduce the rate, the BD-Rate metric will be particularly useful. 

4.3. Packing Solutions Assessment Sequence 
As described in Chapter 3, the patch metrics have been divided into absolute and relative, and may 

be used for the sorting and positioning components of the packing solutions.  In the following, this 

different classification of the metrics will be used to structure the presentation of performance results. In 

this context, it is decided that the most natural way to order the assessment of the several proposed 

packing solutions was to create a flow where the solutions based on absolute metrics are assessed 

before those based on relative metrics since they are, in practice, simpler by not involving comparing 

patches. Moreover, also the initial V-PCC benchmarking solution uses an absolute metric (height for 

sorting) and thus it makes sense to start improving using the same type of metrics. Following this 

decision, the performance results will be presented in the following sequence: 

 Absolute sorting and no positioning metric solutions – First, only absolute sorting metrics 

are considered using the most suited packing algorithms. In this sub-section, the alternative 

packing solution will mainly correspond to solutions where different absolute metrics are adopted 

for sorting while using the V-PCC positioning algorithm, this means the top-left algorithm. The 

BBCSP algorithm results with the proposed absolute metrics are also presented at this stage. 

 Absolute sorting and relative positioning solutions – Next, relative positioning is exploited 

with different relative metrics with the SP algorithm while also considering different absolute 

metrics for the sorting.  

 Relative sorting and relative positioning solutions – Finally, packing solutions with both 

relative metrics for sorting and positioning are assessed.  

Naturally, the best solutions will be identified along the three phases above, targeting identifying the 

overall best solution to ‘win’ over the V-PCC benchmarking solution. 

4.4. Absolute Sorting – No Positioning Metric Packing 

Solutions Performance Assessment 
This section reports and analyses the results when using several absolute sorting metrics for the 

Top-Left and BBCSP packing algorithms, which do not use any explicit metric for positioning. These two 

packing algorithms have been incorporated in the V-PCC coding algorithm and compared with the V-

PCC benchmark packing.  
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4.4.1. Packing Results Visual Assessment 

For a first visual assessment of the final packing results, this section presents the visual results for 

top-left packing and BBCSP packing algorithms. 

A. Top-Left Packing Algorithm 

Although MPEG V-PCC uses the Top-Left packing algorithm while taking the patch height as the 

sorting metric, other sorting metrics may be used, notably absolute sorting metrics. This section presents 

visual packing results for the various absolute sorting metrics presented in Chapter 3.2.1, notably Height, 

BBAREA, EA and WS, when using the simple Top-Left packing algorithm used in MPEG V-PCC.  

Packing is described by showing images of the packing for the most relevant situations. The first results 

to be described are the results for the MPEG V-PCC benchmark that will be used for comparison with 

the following packing solutions and also to understand the weaknesses that could and should be 

exploited when designing novel solutions. 

Figure 4.3 visually presents the final packing maps with all the packed patches for the six selected 

test PCs when using V-PCC packing algorithm, this means when using the height as the absolute sorting 

criterion. These results are mostly important as they correspond to the solution to ‘beat’ in RD 

performance. From Figure 4.3, the following main conclusions may be derived: 

 Patches for Mask are packed in a very compact way; since the patches colors are very similar, it is 

very hard to tell if the packing is satisfactory in terms of putting similar colors together. 

 For Klimt Statue, the packing is less compact since the patches packed on the right could have been 

packed in empty spaces on the left, without extending the packing map. In terms of color analysis, 

it may be observed that the hair of the statue is relatively well aligned between the four main patches. 

It can also be noted that the first and fourth big patches should be side by side since the colors, by 

visual inspection, are rather similar. 

 For Loot, it can be noticed that the MPEG V-PCC algorithm performs rather well in terms of 

compactness, although some changes could have been put in practice to reduce the packing map 

size such as moving the legs up and left or packing the arms side by side. On the other hand, the 

color similarities between neighbor patches are not so satisfactory since light colors appear next to 

dark colors, for example the faces and part of the shirt next to the blue legs. 

 The compactness performance for Red and Black is also good although some of the rightmost 

patches could have been positioned on the empty space at the left side of the packing map, without 

increasing the map size. Concerning the color packing performance, it also presents positive results 

for the large patches; however, for the small patches, the apparent performance is not that favorable, 

namely some small light patches are positioned next to dark ones. 

 Soldier performs in a similar way as for Mask, both in terms of geometry and color. In terms of 

compactness, the packing is almost perfect since there is no evident repositioning that would reduce 

the map size. Since the color is also very uniform for almost all the patches, it is meaningless to 

evaluate it visually. 
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 For Longdress, it is clear that the packing map size could have been reduced by repositioning the 

rightmost patches to the left. It may also be noted that the dress patches are not aligned and thus it 

also performs poorly in terms of color. 

 

Figure 4.3 – Final V-PCC patch packing maps: (top-left) Mask; (top-right) Klimt Statue; (mid-left) Loot; (mid-
right) Red and Black; (bottom-left) Soldier; (bottom-right) Longdress. 

The results presented so far are those obtained with MPEG V-PCC packing (thus using height as the 

sorting metric) as implemented by the MPEG reference software. These packing results will be used as 

benchmark for comparison with further improvements by adopting other sorting/positioning metrics and 

other packing algorithms. For these improvements on the metrics and algorithms only the most relevant 

packing maps will be presented. 

Still in the context of the Top-left packing algorithm, other absolute sorting metrics have been tested 

to understand the packing differences by just changing the sorting metric in the algorithm. Since this is 

a very small change, the visual results are not relevant to extract any additional information and so those 

are not presented. 

B. Bounding Box Close Space Packing Algorithm 

At this stage, the most relevant packing results for the BBCSP packing algorithm are visually shown. 

The packing results which most changed in terms of packing map size reduction are those for Klimt 

Statue and Longdress, see Figure 4.4.  
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Figure 4.4 - (top-left) V-PCC Klimt Statue benchmark packing with Height sorting metric; (top-right) BBCSP 
Klimt Statue packing with EA sorting metric; (bottom-left) V-PCC Longdress benchmark packing with Height 

sorting metric; (bottom-right) BBCSP Longdress packing with BBAREA sorting metric. 

The following observations may be derived from Figure 4.4: 

 For Klimt Statue, the V-PCC benchmarking packing results places the small patches at the top of 

the map and this creates unnecessary map size growth. On the contrary, the BBCSP packing 

algorithm allows these patches to be positioned in parts of the packing map that do not imply 

extending the packing map size. This packing is the most effective for Klimt Statue in terms of map 

size reduction when using EA absolute sorting metric. 

 For Longdress, the packing map size reduction is also evident due to the positioning of the rightmost 

patches in the benchmark packing those in empty spaces that do not extend the map size. This 

packing corresponds to the BBAREA absolute sorting metric. 

4.4.2. Packing Performance Assessment 

In this section, packing performance results for the Top-Left and BBCSP packing algorithms are 

presented when using four sorting metrics presented in Section 3.2.1, notably Height, BBAREA, EA and 

WS. 

A. Top-Left Packing Algorithm 

The packing performance results for the Top-Left algorithm with the various absolute sorting metrics 

are presented in Table 4.1. The results are presented as variations regarding the V-PCC results, e.g. a 

reduction on the packing map size corresponds to a negative percentage variation, highlighted in green.  
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Table 4.1 - Packing performance results in terms of percentage variations for the Top-Left packing algorithm 
with different (from height) absolute sorting metrics. 

 Mask   Klimt Statue 
 BBAREA EA WS   BBAREA EA WS 

MS 11% 14% 9%  MS 0% 0% 0% 
ACDPD 48% -11% -15%  ACDPD 33% 14% -5% 
 Loot   Red and Black 

 BBAREA EA WS   BBAREA EA WS 
MS -3% -2% -3%  MS 11% 0% 15% 

ACDPD 21% 14% 1%  ACDPD -2% -2% -13% 
 Soldier   Longdress 

 BBAREA EA WS   BBAREA EA WS 
MS 6% 3% 2%  MS 0% 0% 0% 

ACDPD 12% 4% 23%  ACDPD 1% -11% 1% 
 Average 

 BBAREA EA WS 
MS 4% 3% 4% 

ACDPD 19% 1% -1% 

 

The results in Table 4.1 allow to make the following analysis: 

 As it was expected, changing only the sorting metric does not improve the compactness results for 

the Mask PC since the benchmark packing has almost perfect performance. For the EA and WS 

metrics, the average color error is reduced what suggests that it is possible to improve the packing 

performance by reducing color error (in this case, at the cost of a map size increase). 

 Klimt Statue has the particularity that there are four extremely large patches and the remaining ones 

are truly small compared to the first ones. This basically means that the packing map width will 

always be determined by the user defined parameter and the map height will correspond to the 

height of the tallest patch. Therefore, as expected, the map size does not change by changing the 

sorting metric. The color error differences show that it is possible to improve the packing 

performance in terms of color variations without increasing the map size, namely with the WS sorting 

metric. 

 For Loot, it is possible to reduce the map size without compromising significantly the color error with 

the WS metric.  

 For Red and Black, the map size is not reduced but the color error performance was improved with 

the EA metric. 

 For Soldier, the map size always increases with the new sorting metrics; this was expected since 

the benchmark has a very good packing compactness.  

 On the other hand, for Longdress, the benchmark lacks compactness, and this does not change 

with the new metrics for the same reason explained for Statue Klimt. 

 On average, none of the absolute sorting metric alternatives allows improving the packing results; 

in practice, only WS showed a color error reduction but at the cost of a map size increase, which is 

not desirable. 

B. Bounding Box Close Space Packing Algorithm 

The packing performance results for the BBCSP packing algorithm with various absolute sorting 

metrics are presented in Table 4.2. From Table 4.2, the following conclusions may be derived: 
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 Since the BBCSP packing algorithm aims at compactness, it is expected that it performs better than 

V-PCC in terms of packing map size. For Mask, this is not true due to the benchmark’s high 

compactness performance. For Klimt Statue, the map size reduces by approximately 30% for all the 

tested metrics, suggesting that the BBCSP algorithm is very effective for this type of PCs. However, 

the average color error is increased since the smaller patches are now not packed together as they 

were for the V-PCC packing benchmark, see Figure 4.3. 

 For Loot, packing map size can be reduced by 4% for BBAREA and EA, better than the size 

reduction obtained before by changing the sorting metric and still using the Top-Left packing.  

 With this new packing algorithm, the Red and Black packing map can also be improved in terms of 

image size as well as in terms of color error. 

 As expected, the changes for Soldier do not provide improvements since the benchmarking V-PCC 

packing performs almost perfectly. With the new BBCSP packing algorithm, the map size gets worse 

since the new packing solution does not bring any value for this type of PCs. This is mainly because 

the Soldier final packing map height does not correspond to the height of the taller patch. 

Consequently, the patches bounding box increases horizontally until the user-defined width is 

reached and thus the space in the right side of the map will be filled. This is the opposite of what 

happens with Klimt Statue, for example, where it is possible to spare the rightmost space used by 

the Top-Left algorithm.  

 As expected, for Longdress, the map size also reduces a lot since the small patches may be 

positioned in the left part of the map, thus reducing the map width. 

 The average results for the BBCSP packing algorithm are very promising since the packing map 

size can be reduced except for the WS criterion. Further, in a closer analysis, it is possible to notice 

that the sorting metric performing positively for the most PCs is the BBAREA, notably for Klimt 

Statue, Loot, Red and Black and Longdress. 

Table 4.2 - Packing performance results in terms of percentage variations regarding V-PCC for the BBCSP 
packing algorithm with different absolute sorting metrics. 

 Mask   Klimt Statue 
 Height BBAREA EA WS   Height BBAREA EA WS 

MS 10% 29% 4% 9%  MS -29% -29% -31% -30% 
ACDPD -2% 31% 14% -4%  ACDPD 12% 32% 36% 29% 

 Loot   Red and Black 
 Height BBAREA EA WS   Height BBAREA EA WS 

MS 19% -4% -4% 40%  MS 0% -4% 6% -6% 
ACDPD 19% 14% 11% 34%  ACDPD 1% -6% -11% -6% 

 Soldier   Longdress 
 Height BBAREA EA WS   Height BBAREA EA WS 

MS 10% 7% 17% 10%  MS -23% -23% -20% -23% 
ACDPD 14% 15% 13% 20%  ACDPD -16% -10% -12% -4% 

 Average 
 Height BBAREA EA WS 

MS -2% -4% -5% 0% 
ACDPD 5% 13% 9% 12% 

4.4.3. Rate-Distortion Performance Assessment 

In this section, the RD performance results are presented for the two packing algorithms, Top-Left 

and BBCSP, adopting different absolute sorting metrics. The RD performance is measured in terms of 

Bjontegaard Delta-Rate using as benchmarking the MPEG V-PCC packing solution; a negative 
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Bjontegaard Delta-Rate percentage implies that the novel solution saves a certain rate percentage while 

keeping the same average quality. The Bjontegaard Delta-Rate scores are computed for the D1 and D2 

geometry quality metrics and PSNR Y, U and V color quality metrics. The rate is always the overall 

coding rate. 

A.  Top-Left Packing 

The RD performance assessed as BD-Rate scores for the simple Top-Left algorithm with the various 

absolute sorting metrics is presented in Table 4.3. In the next tables, the RD performance improvements 

are signaled in green boxes while small RD losses are shown in blue and high RD losses are highlighted 

in red.  

Table 4.3 - RD performance as BD-Rate for the Top-Left packing algorithm with different absolute sorting 
metrics. 

 Mask   Klimt Statue 
 BBAREA EA WS   BBAREA EA WS 

D1 1,23% 0,79% 0,51%  D1 -0,91% -2,01% 0,75% 
D2 1,39% 0,74% 0,45%  D2 -2,34% -2,81% -0,40% 

PSNR Y 1,52% 0,06% -0,59%  PSNR Y 0,59% 0,43% 1,52% 
PSNR U 1,39% -0,44% 0,86%  PSNR U -0,36% -1,88% -0,84% 
PSNR V 1,24% -1,32% 0,50%  PSNR V 1,02% 0,24% 0,87% 

 Loot   Red and Black 
 BBAREA EA WS   BBAREA EA WS 

D1 -0,65% 0,19% 1,12%  D1 1,27% 0,56% 1,50% 
D2 -0,88% -0,08% 0,26%  D2 0,61% -0,74% 1,14% 

PSNR Y -0,20% -0,22% -0,22%  PSNR Y 0,33% 0,50% 1,36% 
PSNR U -0,82% -3,87% 2,81%  PSNR U -1,14% -1,93% -1,26% 
PSNR V 1,77% -1,23% 0,07%  PSNR V -0,06% -0,59% 0,89% 

 Soldier   Longdress 
 BBAREA EA WS   BBAREA EA WS 

D1 0,60% 0,25% 1,43%  D1 0,55% 0,57% 1,72% 
D2 0,84% 0,45% 1,62%  D2 -0,15% 0,24% 0,30% 

PSNR Y 0,46% 0,19% 0,63%  PSNR Y -0,06% -0,32% -0,10% 
PSNR U 1,10% -3,01% 0,89%  PSNR U -1,52% -0,73% -0,91% 
PSNR V 0,96% -1,60% 0,67%  PSNR V -0,78% -0,32% -0,97% 

 Average 
 BBAREA EA WS 

D1 0,35% 0,06% 1,17% 
D2 -0,09% -0,37% 0,56% 

PSNR Y 0,44% 0,11% 0,43% 
PSNR U -0,23% -1,98% 0,26% 
PSNR V 0,69% -0,80% 0,34% 

 

The following conclusions may be deduced from Table 4.3: 

 For Mask, as expected, there are no relevant RD performance improvements since the map size 

has increased. For the WS criterion, the Y RD performance has improved.  

 For Klimt Statue, the geometry performance has improved (BBAREA and EA) but the PSNR Y 

performance is always worst. 

 Since it was possible to reduce the map size for Loot, the RD performance results show 

improvements both for color and geometry, namely with the BBAREA sorting metric.  

 For Red and Black, the results are not that satisfactory as the map size could not be reduced. 

 As it could be anticipated, the results for Soldier are mainly negative due to the map size increase.  

 For Longdress, the map size does not change resulting in a poorer geometry RD performance. On 

the other hand, the color RD performance is more satisfactory. 
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 For the most relevant RD performance scores, notably for D1 and PSNR Y, the average variation 

is towards a poorer RD performance. This was expected since the packing performance was also 

poorer, always in comparison with the benchmark V-PCC. 

B. Bounding Box Close Space Positioning 

The RD performance assessed as BD-Rate scores for the simple BBCSP algorithm with the different 

absolute sorting metrics is presented in Table 4.4. 

Table 4.4 - RD performance as BD-Rate for BBCSP packing algorithm with different absolute sorting metrics. 

 Mask   Klimt Statue 
 Height BBAREA EA WS   Height BBAREA EA WS 

D1 0,58% 1,94% 1,22% 1,26%  D1 -1,58% -0,73% -2,29% -0,92% 
D2 0,55% 2,01% 1,29% 1,40%  D2 -2,30% -1,48% -2,73% -1,26% 

PSNR Y -0,22% 0,59% 1,84% -0,69%  PSNR Y -1,33% -0,78% -1,07% -0,95% 
PSNR U 1,45% 1,97% 1,19% 1,18%  PSNR U -1,95% -3,88% -4,56% -3,21% 
PSNR V 1,40% 2,85% 1,81% 0,91%  PSNR V 0,57% -1,48% -1,89% -1,03% 

 Loot   Red and Black 
 Height BBAREA EA WS   Height BBAREA EA WS 

D1 1,69% -2,44% 0,28% 4,47%  D1 1,25% 0,00% 1,27% 0,52% 
D2 1,25% -2,08% 0,22% 3,03%  D2 0,08% 0,24% 1,28% 0,69% 

PSNR Y 0,70% -1,10% 0,02% 3,16%  PSNR Y 0,51% 0,46% 1,47% 0,54% 
PSNR U 0,14% -1,74% -0,66% 5,73%  PSNR U -0,23% 0,14% 0,65% -0,42% 
PSNR V 1,05% -2,36% -2,59% 1,56%  PSNR V -0,08% 0,22% 1,09% 0,23% 

 Soldier   Longdress 
 Height BBAREA EA WS   Height BBAREA EA WS 

D1 1,57% 1,08% 2,50% 2,05%  D1 -1,93% -3,58% -0,42% -1,93% 
D2 2,03% 1,22% 2,20% 2,58%  D2 -2,10% -2,59% -0,91% -1,89% 

PSNR Y 1,71% 0,85% 2,01% 1,68%  PSNR Y -1,23% -1,63% -0,95% -1,22% 
PSNR U 2,83% -0,56% 2,41% 2,01%  PSNR U -1,69% -1,44% -1,02% -1,65% 
PSNR V 3,73% 0,08% 1,90% -0,54%  PSNR V -1,53% -1,75% -0,41% -1,57% 

 Average 
 Height BBAREA EA WS 

D1 0,26% -0,62% 0,43% 0,91% 
D2 -0,08% -0,45% 0,23% 0,76% 

PSNR Y 0,02% -0,27% 0,55% 0,42% 
PSNR U 0,09% -0,92% -0,33% 0,61% 
PSNR V 0,86% -0,41% -0,02% -0,07% 

 

By inspection of Table 4.4, it is possible to derive the following conclusions: 

 For Mask, the RD performance still does not improve mainly due to the incapacity of reducing the 

map size.  

 On the other hand, for Klimt Statue, there are RD performance improvements since the map size 

was much reduced. While the color packing performance is not that great, the RD performance 

results are positive suggesting that the map size is the most relevant packing performance metric. 

 For Loot, using the BBAREA criterion, the RD performance results are very good both for geometry 

and color. BBAREA is also the metric that loses less with Red and Black although none of the results 

for this PC are satisfactory. 

 Since the map size got worst with the new packing algorithm, also the RD performance results got 

poorer for Soldier.  

 On the other hand, the RD performance results for Longdress are extremely positive due to the 

significant reduction of the map size. 

 On average, the BBCSP packing algorithm with the BBAREA sorting metric brings RD performance 

gains both for geometry and color. This positive behavior was expected since both the algorithm 
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and metric used are related to the final area. The algorithm uses a bounding box area based search 

to position the patches and the metric is area based. Consequently, the most expected map size 

reduction is achieved and RD performance gains also follow. This is a first clear improvement to the 

benchmark V-PCC packing algorithm. 

4.5. Absolute Sorting – Relative Positioning Packing 

Solutions Performance Assessment 
This section presents the performance results using the SP algorithm with several different sorting 

and positioning metrics. In terms of positioning metrics, several combinations of the metrics were tested 

with results reported here. The conclusions indicated that the key positioning metric should be ES and 

thus three positioning solutions are assessed in this section always taking ES as the first metric and 

other metrics for successive layers of tie-breaking, notably: ES; ES with HCBL for tiebreak and ES with 

HCBL and CLDE for tie-break in this order. In fact, considering the possible range of values for ES, 

HCBL and CLDE, the probability of having ties is rather high.  

The reason to use ES as main positioning metric is that this is the metric most related to the map 

size which it is targeted to be reduced; however, it leads to a high number of tie breaks and thus the 

need for additional tie-breaking metrics. If a color-based metric would be used as the first positioning 

metric, almost no tie breaks would occur since the color metric may take a large range of values. 

However, the CLDE criteria would create larger maps since the packing positions would be driven mainly 

by color. It is relevant to say that for ES and HCBL, the tie break probability is very high, notably for the 

small patches positioning. This is explained by the fact that two close positions for a patch are very likely 

to produce not extended maps (ES equal to zero) and left/right pixels all have neighbors from previously 

positioned patches, i.e. HCBL is twice the height of the patch.  

Since several positions tested may provide the same ES, HCBL and CLDE, each of the presented 

positioning solutions, always uses a final tie break metric based on the x and y positions, giving privilege 

to the most top-left positions. If all the previous metrics used are tied, this final positioning metric always 

chooses the position with lowest y (horizontal coordinate) and, if there is still a tie, the one with lowest x 

(vertical coordinate) is chosen. The motivation for this final metric is the V-PCC packing algorithm, since 

this algorithm positions the patches in the most top-left position. 

4.5.1. Packing Results Visual Assessment 

To enable the visual assessment of the final packing results, this section visually presents relevant 

packing examples for the three positioning metrics combinations introduced above (ES, ES+HCBL and 

ES+HCBL+CLDE) while varying the absolute sorting metrics. 

A. ES Metric Positioning 

For the ES tie-breaking positioning metrics case, the most relevant result is shown in Figure 4.5 and 

correspond to the usage of EA sorting metric for Mask. This packing solution corresponds to the best 

one for Mask in terms of compactness. 
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Figure 4.5 - (left) V-PCC Mask benchmark packing with height sorting metric; (right) SP Mask packing with EA 
sorting metric and ES positioning metrics. 

From Figure 4.5, it is possible to observe that, for Mask, the compactness obtained with the SP 

algorithm and the metrics indicated seems to be very similar to the V-PCC compactness. This packing 

example is highly relevant since the results so far indicate that it is very tough to do better than V-PCC 

in terms of compactness for Mask. In terms of color, it is not possible to extract any conclusion from the 

visual results since the distribution of colors is very similar for the two cases. 

B. ES+HCBL Metrics Positioning 

Figure 4.6 presents the most relevant visual results when ES+HCBL is used as positioning metric, 

notably associated to the BBAREA and EA sorting metrics for the Loot and Longdress PCs, respectively. 

For Loot, this is a relevant packing example since it is a very peculiar one where the patches are 

positioned vertically instead of horizontally. For Red and Black, this corresponds to the most compact 

packing (-13% in map size).From Figure 4.6, the following main conclusions may be derived: 

 For Loot, it is evident that the new packing is very different from the V-PCC one. The highest patches 

are aligned vertically and not horizontally due to the BBAREA based sorting order. The first packed 

patch is not the one with the highest height and, thus, the position that reduces the map size is not 

aligned horizontally. In terms of overall compactness, the two packing results do not seem to vary 

significantly. However, for color, since the main patches are not aligned vertically, the packing 

seems to perform worst.  

 For Red and Black, the novel packing is way more compact since the SP algorithm can reduce a lot 

the empty space at the bottom of the V-PCC packing map. In terms of color, the only downgrade 

observed is related to the darkest patches that were side by side and now are in different parts of 

the packing map. On the other hand, there are two legs side by side with no small patches between 

them. This singularity did not happen for V-PCC. 
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Figure 4.6 - (top-left) V-PCC Loot benchmark packing with height sorting metric; (top-right) SP Loot packing 
with BBAREA sorting metric and ES+HCBL positioning metric; (bottom-left) V-PCC Red and Black benchmark 

packing with height sorting metric; (bottom-right) SP Red and Black packing with EA sorting metric and ES+HCBL 
positioning metric. 

C. ES+HCBL+CLDE Metrics Positioning 

Figure 4.7 illustrates the visual results for the ES + (HCBL+CLDE) tie-breaking positioning metrics 

combination when EA sorting metric is used for Soldier. This is a relevant case since this Soldier packing 

is the one that compacts more the final map (-4% map size) so far. 

 

Figure 4.7 - (left) V-PCC Soldier benchmark packing with height sorting metric; (right) SP Soldier packing with 
EA sorting metric and ES+HCBL+CLDE positioning metrics. 

From Figure 4.7 it is possible to derive that for Soldier, the compactness is better (-4% map size) 

although the V-PCC packing is also very compact. This improvement is expected since few empty 

spaces still exist on the bottom of the V-PCC packing map and this new packing strategy explicitly tries 

to reduce the map empty spaces by reducing the map size (ES criteria). 
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4.5.2. Packing Performance Assessment 

This section presents the packing performance results for the SP packing algorithm when using the 

four absolute sorting metrics and the three positioning metrics combinations presented above. 

A. ES Metric Positioning 

Table 4.5 describes the packing performance results when the ES metric is used for positioning. 

Table 4.5 - Packing performance results for the SP packing algorithm presented as percentage variations 
regarding V-PCC for various absolute sorting metrics and ES positioning metric. 

 Mask   Klimt Statue 
 Height BBAREA EA WS   Height BBAREA EA WS 

MS  19% 4% 1% 10%  MS -29% -31% -31% -30% 
ACDPD -13% 14% -4% 8%  ACDPD 2% 8% 15% 1% 
 Loot   Red and Black 

 Height BBAREA EA WS   Height BBAREA EA WS 
MS -8% 1% -3% -5%  MS -4% -10% -12% -5% 

ACDPD 18% 48% 30% 9%  ACDPD 1% -10% 2% -9% 
 Soldier   Longdress 

 Height BBAREA EA WS   Height BBAREA EA WS 
MS 3% -1% -2% -1%  MS -24% -23% -24% -23% 

ACDPD 16% 5% 3% 12%  ACDPD -1% -11% -3% -9% 
 Average 

 Height BBAREA EA WS 
MS -7% -10% -12% -9% 

ACDPD 4% 9% 7% 2% 

 

From Table 4.5, the following conclusions may be derived: 

 With the SP algorithm and ES positioning metrics, the results for Mask do not show improvements. 

Still, the best results up to now are obtained with the EA sorting metric as it was already expected 

after the inspection of Figure 4.5. For this sorting metric, the average color error is reduced 

suggesting again that the algorithm may improve the color performance with a very low map size 

increase. 

 For Klimt Statue, the results show that the map size is reduced for all metrics but the color error 

increases. BBAREA and EA present the largest map size reductions although the differences for 

Height and WS are not that significant. 

 Loot also performs positively in terms of compactness except for BBAREA where the map size 

increases by 1%. However, the color error performance is poor for the four sorting metrics when 

compared to the V-PCC benchmark.  

 For Red and Black, the compactness performance is positive for all the sorting metrics. For the 

color, the performance is better than V-PCC for BBAREA and WS sorting metrics. 

 For Soldier, the map size is reduced when comparing with V-PCC for the first time. This reduction 

happens for three out of the four sorting metrics, thus suggesting that the SP algorithm is highly 

responsible for these improvements. However, this map size reduction happens at the cost of a 

color error increase. 

 For Longdress, the packing performance achieves the best results against the V-PCC benchmark 

with map size reductions around 20%. These reductions are expected since they already happened 

for the previously analyzed packing algorithm (BBCSP). For color, the performance is also positive 

for all sorting metrics. 
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 On average, the sorting metric that seems to offer the best packing performance is the EA sorting 

metric if the map size is taken as the most relevant criteria. This metric provides positive results for 

all PCs except Mask. Overall gains also happen for WS and BBAREA, although the later does not 

reduce the map size for Loot. 

B. ES+HCBL Metrics Positioning 

Table 4.6 shows the packing performance results when ES+HCBL are used as positioning metrics.  

Table 4.6 - Packing performance results for the SP packing algorithm presented as percentage variations 
regarding V-PCC for various absolute sorting metrics and ES+HCBL positioning metric. 

 Mask   Klimt Statue 
 Height BBAREA EA WS   Height BBAREA EA WS 

MS 19% 4% 7% 4%  MS -29% -31% -31% -30% 
ACDPD -18% 4% 149% -8%  ACDPD 25% 52% 56% 11% 
 Loot   Red and Black 

 Height BBAREA EA WS   Height BBAREA EA WS 
MS -8% 1% -4% -5%  MS -4% -7% -13% -9% 

ACDPD -1% 14% -6% 1%  ACDPD -1% -18% -14% -19% 
 Soldier   Longdress 

 Height BBAREA EA WS   Height BBAREA EA WS 
MS -1% -1% -2% -1%  MS -24% -23% -24% -21% 

ACDPD 13% 52% 11% 21%  ACDPD -2% 10% 7% -14% 
 Average 

 Height BBAREA EA WS 
MS -8% -9% -11% -10% 

ACDPD 3% 19% 34% -1% 

 

The results in Table 4.6 allow to make the following analysis: 

 For Mask, changing the metrics and the packing algorithm still does not improve the compactness 

results since the benchmark packing has a very good performance. For the WS sorting metric, the 

average color error is reduced suggesting again that it is possible to improve this type of color 

performance by accepting a small map size increase. 

 For Klimt Statue, it is possible to observe a reduction of the map size for all the sorting metrics. 

However, the color performance suffers a very significant reduction. 

 For Loot, this packing solution also performs positively in terms of compactness. However, for the 

BBAREA metric, the compactness gets worse due to the characteristics explained when presenting 

Figure 4.6. The color packing error also increases significantly, thus suggesting that this is indeed 

the worst packing case between the four metrics for this PC.  

 For Red and Black, the packing performance shows improvements for both compactness and color, 

for all the sorting metrics. The best one seems to be EA sorting where the map size achieves the 

larger reduction. 

 For Soldier, it is possible to reduce the map size when comparing with V-PCC just like for the ES 

positioning solution. This reduction happens for all the four sorting metrics. However, this map size 

reduction happens at the cost of a color error increase. 

 For Longdress, the packing performance still provides impressive improvements against the 

benchmark. Compared to the previous ES positioning, the main difference is the reduction of color 

error performance due to the tie break decisions. 
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 On average, the sorting metric offering the best packing performance is the EA sorting metric. As 

happened for ES positioning, this metric provides positive results for all PCs except Mask. For ES 

positioning, the average map size reduction was -12% (with +4% for Mask), and for this ES+HCBL 

combination, the average is -11% (with +1% for Mask) suggesting that both provide good results, 

with this last one being more adaptable since it performs better for Mask that is the most difficult 

map to beat. 

C. ES+HCBL+CLDE Metrics Positioning 

Table 4.7 presents the packing performance results when the ES+HCBL+CLDE metrics are used for 

positioning with HCBL+CLDE tie-breaking. The following conclusions may be deduced from Table 4.7: 

 With the SP algorithm and ES+HCBL+CLDE positioning metrics, the results for Mask still do not 

show improvement. However, the results for WS sorting are the best obtained until now. For this 

sorting metric, the average color error increases in opposition to what happened for the ES+HCBL 

case with EA sorting. 

 For Klimt Statue, the results show the same behaviour as for the previous ES positioning solution 

since this packing solution can reduce the map size for all sorting metrics but the color error 

increases. This color error increase is not expected since the patches are positioned using a color 

metric for tie-breaking. These tie breaks may produce very different results and a decision in a 

certain step strongly influences the packing results for the next steps. Thus, it may not be possible 

to have very good results in terms of color error. 

 For Loot, this packing solution also performs positively in compactness just like the previous packing 

solution. The color error performance for the four sorting metrics decreases when compared to the 

V–PCC benchmark except for the Height sorting metric, thus suggesting that this is the best sorting 

metric for this type of positioning for Loot since it is also the one with higher map size reduction.  

 For Red and Black, the compactness performance is the best so far. Compared to ES positioning, 

the map size decrease is slightly higher, and the color error performance does not change 

significantly. Except for Height, all the other sorting metrics result in very satisfying map size results 

together with positive results for the color error. The WS sorting metric seems to be the one with 

better overall performance with a decrease of 12% in map size and 18% in color error. 

 Also for Soldier, this new positioning metrics combination seems to be better than the previous ones 

with a 4% map size decrease for the EA metric although at the cost of some color error increase. 

 For Longdress, the map size packing performance is again highly positive for all the sorting metrics. 

Compared to the previous ES+HCBL positioning, the color performance is increased except for EA 

sorting. 

 On average, the sorting metric offering the best packing solution for ES+HCBL+CLDE positioning 

is the EA sorting metric, if the map size reduction is taken as the most relevant performance criterion. 

However, the color error is too high when compared with the other sorting metrics. This 

characteristic suggests that it may be more appropriate to consider BBAREA and WS as the best 

sorting metrics for this ES+HCBL+CLDE positioning. However, this positioning metrics combination 
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is the one that offers the worst packing performance results between the three. The metrics 

combination with the best packing performance is ES+HCBL positioning with EA sorting. 

Table 4.7 - Packing performance results for the SP packing algorithm presented as percentage variations 
regarding V-PCC for various absolute sorting metrics and ES+HCBL+CLDE positioning metrics. 

 Mask   Klimt Statue 
 Height BBAREA EA WS   Height BBAREA EA WS 

MS 19% 4% 8% 2%  MS -29% -31% -31% -30% 
ACDPD -13% -6% 141% 8%  ACDPD 54% 84% 82% 184% 
 Loot   Red and Black 

 Height BBAREA EA WS   Height BBAREA EA WS 
MS -8% 1% -2% -5%  MS -3% -10% -13% -12% 

ACDPD -6% 19% 17% 13%  ACDPD -3% -20% -6% -18% 
 Soldier   Longdress 

 Height BBAREA EA WS   Height BBAREA EA WS 
MS -1% -3% -4% 1%  MS -23% -24% -24% -23% 

ACDPD -4% 2% 13% -1%  ACDPD -14% -16% 7% -12% 
 Average 

 Height BBAREA EA WS 
MS -7% -11% -11% -11% 

ACDPD 2% 11% 42% 29% 

4.5.3. Rate-Distortion Performance Assessment 

This section presents the RD performance results for the SP packing algorithm when using the four 

absolute sorting metrics with the three positioning metrics combinations already used in the previous 

sections. 

A. ES Metric Positioning 

Table 4.8 presents the RD performance gains regarding V-PCC for the SP packing algorithm with 

the various absolute sorting metrics combined with ES positioning.  

Table 4.8 - RD performance as BD-Rate over V-PCC for the SP packing algorithm when using different 
absolute sorting metrics for the ES positioning metric. 

 Mask   Klimt Statue 
 Height BBAREA EA WS   Height BBAREA EA WS 

D1 0,48% -0,19% -0,30% 1,27%  D1 -0.51% -2.07% -2.30% 0.94% 
D2 0,51% -0,14% -0,18% 1,29%  D2 -1.43% -3.04% -3.31% -0.21% 

PSNR Y 0,97% 0,54% -1,75% 0,43%  PSNR Y -0.78% -1.57% -1.86% -0.63% 
PSNR U -0,07% -0,21% 0,02% 0,89%  PSNR U -2.23% -2.86% -3.00% -0.98% 
PSNR V 0,73% 0,94% 0,08% 1,42%  PSNR V -1.22% -0.16% -0.75% -0.80% 

 Loot   Red and Black 
 Height BBAREA EA WS   Height BBAREA EA WS 

D1 -0,25% -0,25% -0,44% -0,36%  D1 -0,77% -1,08% -0,19% -1,06% 
D2 -0,38% -0,70% -0,68% -1,23%  D2 -0,56% -1,41% -1,23% -0,83% 

PSNR Y -0,27% -0,22% -0,67% -0,41%  PSNR Y -0,13% -0,77% -0,95% -0,05% 
PSNR U 3,86% 2,97% 2,68% -2,06%  PSNR U -1,13% -2,27% -0,73% -2,02% 
PSNR V 0,68% 5,03% -0,77% 0,01%  PSNR V -0,59% -0,43% -1,46% 0,08% 

 Soldier   Longdress 
 Height BBAREA EA WS   Height BBAREA EA WS 

D1 1,36% -0,05% 0,74% 1,06%  D1 -1,89% -1,10% 1,07% -1,22% 
D2 1,62% 0,26% 0,90% 1,26%  D2 -2,27% -1,84% -1,43% -2,89% 

PSNR Y 0,86% 0,35% -0,17% 0,87%  PSNR Y -1,64% -2,02% -1,16% -1,59% 
PSNR U 1,36% -0,06% 0,07% 1,38%  PSNR U -1,22% -2,14% -1,84% -1,49% 
PSNR V 0,32% -0,94% -0,80% 0,81%  PSNR V -0,77% -2,15% -2,29% -1,92% 

 Average 
 Height BBAREA EA WS 

D1 -0.26% -0.79% -0.24% 0.10% 
D2 -0.42% -1.14% -0.99% -0.43% 

PSNR Y -0.17% -0.62% -1.09% -0.23% 
PSNR U 0.10% -0.76% -0.47% -0.71% 
PSNR V -0.14% 0.38% -1.00% -0.07% 
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The results in Table 4.8 allow to extract the following conclusions: 

 For Mask, there are RD performance gains with EA sorting for D1, D2 and PSNR Y. These gains 

are related to the reduction of the color error with an increase of just 1% in the map size. The color 

error reduction should make the bitrate lower since HEVC needs less bits to code adjacent samples 

and thus the final RD performance naturally increases. 

 For Klimt Statue, the metrics offering the best RD performance results are EA and BBAREA. These 

metrics are also those performing better in terms of map size reduction. Height also provides 

significantly good RD performance gains although not as large as those for EA and BBAREA.  

 For Loot, it is possible to say that all the metrics offer good RD gain as it was expected since the 

packing performance was also positive. 

 Similar results are obtained for Red and Black as it was also expected based on the packing 

performance. This are the best results for Red and Black so far since there are gains for both D1 

and PSNR Y for all the sorting metrics. 

 For Soldier, no metric clearly wins against the V-PCC benchmark. While BBAREA wins slightly for 

D1 but loses for PSNR Y, EA wins for PSNR Y but loses for D1. 

 For Longdress, results show RD performance gains for all the metrics as expected from the previous 

packing performance. The only sorting metric that does not perform well for geometry is EA although 

the packing performance indicated gains. 

 For this ES metric positioning solution, it was expected that the EA sorting metric would produce 

the best results when considering the packing performance results. This forethought has been 

confirmed since BBAREA and EA are the sorting metrics producing the best RD performance 

results. With EA, the geometry RD performance is not as efficient as desired mainly due to the 

Longdress D1 performance reduction. In a closer look to the RD performance results, it can be 

noticed that, for EA, the D1 and PSNR Y results are positive for all PCs except for Soldier where D1 

loses significantly and for Longdress where D1 also loses by a significant amount. These overall 

gains also appear for BBAREA except for Mask and Soldier, the most difficult packings to beat. 

 The ES positioning with BBAREA and EA sorting are the two best packing combinations so far. The 

best one seems to be BBAREA since the average RD performance results are more balanced (D1 

and PSNR Y have similar values for performance improvement) with a significantly good RD 

performance. 

B. ES+HCBL Metrics Positioning 

Table 4.9 presents the RD performance assessed as BD-Rate scores regarding the V-PCC 

benchmark for the ES+HCBL positioning metric and various absolute sorting metrics. By inspection of 

Table 4.9, it is possible to derive the following conclusions: 

 For Mask, the RD performance is improved regarding V-PCC for the BBAREA and WS sorting 

metrics but mainly for WS since D1, and PSNR Y metrics improve more. This gain is related to the 

reduction of color error without increasing a lot the map size. 

 For Klimt Statue, the sorting metric offering better RD Performance is BBAREA. WS also provides 

good RD performance although the geometry results decrease in efficiency. These two sorting 
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metrics offer the best RD performance, as expected, since those are the ones also obtaining the 

largest map size reduction. 

 For Loot, it is possible to say that all the sorting metrics offer good RD gains as it was expected 

since the packing performance was also positive. 

 The same happens for Red and Black as it was also expected based on the previous packing 

performance. 

 For Soldier, the only metric providing noticeable RD improvements is EA. This improvement is 

related to the fact that this sorting is the one that performs better for both color and map size. 

 For Longdress, the results show RD performance gains for all the sorting metrics as expected from 

the packing performance. The only one that does not perform well for geometry is EA since the 

packing performance on color also showed performance reductions. 

 For this ES metric positioning solution, it was expected that the EA sorting metric would produce 

the best results when considering the previous packing performance results. However, the best 

results, on average, happen for the BBAREA sorting metric since although the Loot PC packing 

results suggested a less efficient packing, the RD performance gains were the best. In a closer look 

over the RD results, it can be noticed that the D1 and PSNR Y results for BBAREA are positive for 

all PCs except for Soldier where the D1 metric loses with a small performance reduction. In 

summary, the ES+HCBL positioning with BBAREA sorting combination leads to the best RD 

performance so far since the average RD performance is slightly better than the one obtained for 

ES with BBAREA/EA and also due to the gains obtained for 5 PCs (with ES it only happened for 4 

PCs). 

Table 4.9 - RD performance as BD-Rate over V-PCC for the SP packing algorithm when using different 
absolute sorting metrics for the ES+HCBL positioning metrics. 

 Mask   Klimt Statue 
 Height BBAREA EA WS   Height BBAREA EA WS 

D1 1,19% -0,09% 0,59% -0,40%  D1 2.75% -1.38% 0.74% 1.19% 
D2 1,34% -0,03% 0,55% -0,30%  D2 1.74% -2.55% -1.03% 0.85% 

PSNR Y 0,55% -0,02% 1,19% -0,10%  PSNR Y -1.43% -1.40% -1.46% -0.86% 
PSNR U 1,56% 0,13% 2,00% 1,59%  PSNR U -1.52% -3.11% -3.37% -3.04% 
PSNR V 0,89% -0,04% 1,49% 1,63%  PSNR V -0.45% 0.23% -0.46% -2.87% 

 Loot   Red and Black 
 Height BBAREA EA WS   Height BBAREA EA WS 

D1 -0,76% -1,24% -0,36% -0,61%  D1 -0,71% -1,29% 0,33% 0,04% 
D2 -1,25% -2,09% -0,81% -0,85%  D2 -0,59% -1,13% -0,60% 0,12% 

PSNR Y -1,05% -0,82% -0,59% -0,10%  PSNR Y -0,29% -0,38% -0,27% -0,14% 
PSNR U 2,23% 3,19% 2,06% -0,63%  PSNR U 0,05% 0,62% -1,96% -1,04% 
PSNR V 4,03% 4,58% 1,61% -0,01%  PSNR V -0,93% -0,73% -0,40% -0,11% 

 Soldier   Longdress 
 Height BBAREA EA WS   Height BBAREA EA WS 

D1 1,01% 0,07% -0,19% 4,03%  D1 -1,58% -1,11% 0,83% -2,44% 
D2 1,75% 0,42% 0,03% 4,97%  D2 -2,27% -2,86% -1,53% -1,63% 

PSNR Y -0,13% -0,19% -0,73% 0,75%  PSNR Y -1,50% -1,51% -1,00% -1,48% 
PSNR U -0,29% -0,48% 0,08% -0,75%  PSNR U -1,34% -1,33% -1,41% -1,62% 
PSNR V -2,72% -2,28% -0,03% -1,85%  PSNR V -1,20% -1,43% -1,43% -1,35% 

 Average 
 Height BBAREA EA WS 

D1 0.32% -0.84% 0.32% 0.30% 
D2 0.12% -1.37% -0.57% 0.53% 

PSNR Y -0.64% -0.72% -0.48% -0.32% 
PSNR U 0.12% -0.16% -0.43% -0.91% 
PSNR V -0.06% 0.05% 0.13% -0.76% 
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C. ES+HCBL+CLDE Metrics Positioning 

Table 4.10 presents the RD performance gains regarding V-PCC for the SP packing algorithm with 

the various absolute sorting metrics combined with the ES+HCBL+CLDE positioning metrics. 

Table 4.10 - RD performance as BD-Rate over V-PCC for the SP packing algorithm when using different 
absolute sorting metrics for the ES+HCBL+CLDE positioning metrics. 

 Mask   Klimt Statue 
 Height BBAREA EA WS   Height BBAREA EA WS 

D1 1,64% -0,07% 1,16% 0,45%  D1 1.16% 1.26% 0.46% 1.34% 
D2 1,49% 0,05% 1,09% 0,33%  D2 0.52% 0.05% 0.25% 0.60% 

PSNR Y 0,31% 0,05% 0,39% 0,17%  PSNR Y -0.74% -0.54% -0.57% -1.49% 
PSNR U 0,89% 0,84% 0,65% -0,28%  PSNR U -2.64% -3.42% -3.43% -2.34% 
PSNR V 1,79% 0,46% 1,42% 1,58%  PSNR V 0.29% -1.38% -1.27% -0.85% 

 Loot   Red and Black 
 Height BBAREA EA WS   Height BBAREA EA WS 

D1 -0,58% -0,77% 0,02% -0,74%  D1 0,80% 0,30% 0,50% -0,27% 
D2 -0,79% -0,80% -0,28% -1,14%  D2 0,47% 0,64% 0,72% 0,12% 

PSNR Y -1,36% 0,07% 0,20% -0,93%  PSNR Y 0,23% -0,14% -0,04% -0,23% 
PSNR U 0,80% 3,92% 1,24% -0,76%  PSNR U -2,52% -1,78% -2,66% -2,16% 
PSNR V 0,03% 5,70% 1,13% -2,52%  PSNR V -1,00% -1,25% -0,62% -1,75% 

 Soldier   Longdress 
 Height BBAREA EA WS   Height BBAREA EA WS 

D1 0,83% -0,39% -0,14% 1,95%  D1 -2,70% -1,53% 0,47% -0,99% 
D2 0,89% 0,45% -0,13% 2,32%  D2 -1,58% -2,06% -1,67% -1,40% 

PSNR Y 0,51% -0,04% -0,28% 1,22%  PSNR Y -2,14% -1,31% -1,05% -1,30% 
PSNR U 1,99% -0,69% -3,02% 2,51%  PSNR U -2,06% -1,45% -1,95% -1,41% 
PSNR V -0,70% 1,28% -3,19% 0,45%  PSNR V -2,08% -2,37% -1,77% -1,35% 

 Average 
 Height BBAREA EA WS 

D1 0.19% -0.20% 0.41% 0.29% 
D2 0.17% -0.28% 0.00% 0.14% 

PSNR Y -0.53% -0.32% -0.22% -0.43% 
PSNR U -0.59% -0.43% -1.53% -0.74% 
PSNR V -0.28% 0.40% -0.72% -0.74% 

 

From Table 4.10, the following conclusions may be derived: 

 Unlike the previous combinations, for Mask, the RD performance is not improved for any of the 

sorting metrics. This is expected since the packing performance is also poor. 

 For Klimt Statue, the only sorting metric offering a residual RD performance improvement is EA, 

that improves the color (PSNR Y) by 0.57% and loses for geometry (D1) by 0.46%. This is the 

sorting metric performing better in terms of map size reduction, tied with BBAREA that, however, 

does not provide good RD performance results. This analysis indicates that a better balance should 

be achieved in terms of packing since just reducing as much as possible the map size may not 

necessarily lead to the best RD performance.  

 For Loot, the Height and WS sorting metrics offer the best RD performance results as it was 

expected since these are the metrics performing better in terms of map compactness. 

 For Red and Black, a RD performance decrease may be observed compared to the previous metrics 

combinations. Although it is possible to observe significant positive packing performance results for 

Red and Black with the ES+HCBL+CLDE combination, the only sorting metric providing good RD 

performance results is WS. 

 On the other hand, the RD performance for Soldier improves compared to the previously presented 

combinations, namely for the BBAREA and EA sorting metrics. These two metrics are those with 

the higher reductions on map size, and thus the RD performance results follow this trend. 
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 For Longdress, the results show RD performance gains for all the metrics as expected from the 

packing performance. The only metric not performing well for geometry is EA although the packing 

performance has indicated that this should lead to good packing. 

 For this ES+HCBL+CLDE metrics positioning solution, the average RD performance results also 

show positive results, namely for BBAREA.  However, this packing solution does not offer as good 

results as the previous positioning metrics combinations and there is no overall gain since it only 

wins for D1 and PSNR Y for Soldier and Longdress.  

 Over the three tested relative positioning solutions, the ES+HCBL positioning with BBAREA sorting 

is the one offering the best RD performance results. It is then possible to conclude that by adding a 

new tie break criterion (CLDE), the small patches will be more scattered along the final map, and 

thus a cost on bitrate is added since the HCBL and CLDE errors may be lower in positions far from 

the most top-left available one (as selected by V-PCC).  

 In terms of the sorting metrics, those performing better on packing and RD performance are EA and 

BBAREA. This behavior is expected since these are the two metrics that are more closely related 

to the main goal of the packing algorithm, this means reducing the map size. 

4.6. Relative Sorting – Relative Packing Solutions 

Performance Assessment 
This section presents the performance results for the SP algorithm with some sorting metrics and the 

best positioning metrics combination from the previous section, notably the ES+HCBL combination. 

Regarding the relative sorting metrics, HCBL+ES and ES+HCBL will be tested. The motivation for the 

HCBL+ES metric has to do with the main goal of minimizing the map size and thus the wasted map 

space. If the ES metric would be used as the main metric for sorting, the first patches to be packed 

would be the smaller ones. This would lead to larger final maps since the first patches to be packed to 

reduce the image size should be the largest ones due to the empty spaces that those create for the 

smallest ones to fit after. On the contrary, the ES+HCBL metric is aimed at reducing the map size by 

forcing the map to grow very fast at the beginning as ES tends to produce packing results where the 

first patches to be packed are those occupying more space, this means the largest ones. Again, the final 

tie break used is the metric based on the x and y as explained in Section 0. For both combinations, one 

of the following absolute sorting metric must be used to choose the first patch to pack, notably Height, 

BBAREA, EA and WS. While this absolute sorting is only used once, it has a rather significant impact in 

the following packing where the sorting is then performed in a relative way. 

4.6.1. Packing Results Visual Assessment 

To enable first a visual assessment of the final packing results, this section presents the visual results 

for the two relative sorting metrics combinations also varying the absolute sorting metric for the first 

patch. 
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A. HCBL+ES Relative Metrics Sorting 

Figure 4.8 presents the most relevant visual results for Mask when using the HCBL+ES relative 

sorting solution and the Height absolute sorting metric for the first patch. This Longdress packing is truly 

relevant since it is the one compacting more the final map so far (-25% regarding V-PCC). 

 

Figure 4.8 - (left) Longdress V-PCC benchmark packing ; (right) Longdress SP packing with HCBL+ES relative 
sorting metrics combination and Height absolute sorting metric for the first patch. 

From Figure 4.8, it is possible to conclude that, for Longdress, the packing is way more compact than 

for V-PCC since the SP packing algorithm can reduce a lot the empty space at the bottom of the V-PCC 

packing map. In terms of color analysis, the new map may be less efficient since the two largest patches 

are not well aligned, notably in the bottom part. 

B. ES+HCBL Relative Metrics Sorting 

For the ES+HCBL relative sorting metrics combination, the most relevant results are shown in Figure 

4.9 and correspond to EA absolute sorting metric for Mask. This packing corresponds to the best one 

so far for Mask in terms of compactness (-1% than V-PCC). From Figure 4.9, it is possible to conclude 

that, for Mask, the compactness with the SP packing algorithm is rather similar to V-PCC. Indeed, the 

final map size is very similar but with a slight size reduction (-1%). This packing is highly relevant since 

the results so far indicate that it is very tough to win in compactness against V-PCC for Mask and this is 

the first packing solution that accomplishes that target. In terms of color, it is not possible to derive any 

conclusion from the visual results since the color distribution is very similar. 

 

Figure 4.9 - (left) Mask V-PCC benchmark packing; (right) Mask SP packing with ES+HCBL relative sorting 
metrics combination and EA absolute sorting metric for the first patch. 
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4.6.2. Packing Performance Assessment 

This section presents the packing performance results for the SP packing algorithm when using the 

two combinations for relative sorting metrics and the four absolute sorting metrics described above for 

the first patch. 

A. HCBL+ES Relative Metrics Sorting 

Table 4.11 shows the packing performance results when HCBL+ES is used as the relative sorting 

metrics combination. 

The results in Table 4.11 allow to make the following analysis: 

 With the introduction of HCBL+ES relative sorting metrics combination, the SP algorithm does not 

improve the compactness performance for the Mask PC since the V-PCC benchmark packing is 

almost perfect. The map size increase for this solution is high for every absolute sorting metric, 

getting worst when compared to the previous solutions. However, the color error performance is 

always better, and these are the best results so far for Mask in terms of color error. 

 For Klimt Statue, it is possible to observe that the SP packing algorithm can reduce the map size 

for all sorting metrics. The largest reduction happens for BBAREA, although it is also for this 

absolute sorting metric that the color error results are the worst, even worse than the V-PCC 

benchmark. 

 For Loot, the results are positively in terms of map compactness at the cost of a color error increase. 

BBAREA and EA are the metrics offering the best performance in terms of map size and color 

performance. 

 For Red and Black, the compactness performance is also positive while the color performance 

decreases slightly. As for Loot, BBAREA and EA offer the best performance in terms of 

compactness and color error. 

 For Soldier, the packing performance is not satisfactory both for map size and color error. This 

performance reduction is residual, but still it is relevant since the previous solutions were able to 

improve the performance against the V-PCC benchmark. 

 For Longdress, the packing performance is better than V-PCC both in terms of compactness and 

color error. For all absolute sorting metrics, including EA, these are the best gains seen so far in 

terms of map size reduction. This comes with positive color error results for all absolute sorting 

metrics. 

 On average, the metrics offering the best packing performance are the BBAREA and EA absolute 

sorting metrics, with EA in advantage since the color error performance is better. Taking a broader 

perspective, it is possible to observe that for all PCs with the exception of Soldier and Mask, the 

compactness gains are always positive for all absolute sorting metrics. This balance (small 

variations between performance improvements from the four absolute sorting metrics) indicates that 

the packing algorithm is playing a main role here, as expected, since the absolute sorting metrics 

only choose the first patch to be packed. Although the average results are more balanced, the 

previous solutions offered better packing performance. 
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Table 4.11 - Packing performance results for the SP packing algorithm presented as percentage variations 
regarding V-PCC when using HCBL+ES relative sorting metrics combination and various absolute sorting metrics 

for the first patch. 

 Mask   Klimt Statue 
 Height BBAREA EA WS   Height BBAREA EA WS 

MS 13% 13% 11% 13%  MS -29% -31% -29% -30% 
ACDPD -20% -20% -17% -20%  ACDPD -2% 26% -4% -6% 

 Loot   Red and Black 
 Height BBAREA EA WS   Height BBAREA EA WS 

MS -2% -6% -6% -2%  MS -2% -3% -3% -2% 
ACDPD 34% 15% 15% 35%  ACDPD 4% 3% 3% 4% 

 Soldier   Longdress 
 Height BBAREA EA WS   Height BBAREA EA WS 

MS 3% 3% 3% 3%  MS -25% -25% -23% -25% 
ACDPD 1% 1% 2% -1%  ACDPD -7% -8% -9% -7% 

 Average 
 Height BBAREA EA WS 

MS -7% -8% -8% -7% 
ACDPD 2% 3% -2% 1% 

B. ES+HCBL Relative Metrics Sorting 

Table 4.12 describes the packing performance results when using the ES+HCBL metrics combination 

for relative sorting. 

Table 4.12 - Packing performance results for the SP packing algorithm presented as percentage variations 
regarding V-PCC when using ES+HCBL relative sorting metrics combination and various absolute sorting metrics 

for the first patch.. 

 Mask   Klimt Statue 
 Height BBAREA EA WS   Height BBAREA EA WS 

MS 8% 8% -1% 10%  MS -31% -31% -31% -30% 
ACDPD -19% -13% -10% 8%  ACDPD 14% 26% 18% 22% 

 Loot   Red and Black 
 Height BBAREA EA WS   Height BBAREA EA WS 

MS -6% -8% -8% -6%  MS -6% -6% -7% -6% 
ACDPD 3% -3% -3% 9%  ACDPD -5% -13% 2% -12% 

 Soldier   Longdress 
 Height BBAREA EA WS   Height BBAREA EA WS 

MS 6% 6% 6% 6%  MS -25% -25% -23% -25% 
ACDPD 8% 8% 10% 9%  ACDPD -16% -17% -9% -18% 

 Average 
 Height BBAREA EA WS 

MS -9% -9% -11% -9% 
ACDPD -3% -2% 1% -1% 

 

From Table 4.12, the following conclusions may be derived: 

 With ES+HCBL sorting metrics, the results for Mask finally show some (residual) improvement in 

terms of compactness. This improvement happens for EA as it was already expected after the 

results shown in Figure 4.9. For this absolute sorting metric, the average color error is also reduced 

suggesting that the packing algorithm may improve the color error performance with a slight map 

size reduction. 

 For Klimt Statue, the results show the same behaviour as for the previous HCBL+ES relative sorting 

metrics combination as the packing algorithm reduces the map size for all absolute sorting metrics. 

The main difference regards the increase in terms of color error and some minor compactness 

improvement, namely for Height and BBAREA. 
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 For Loot, the compactness performance is also positive just like for the HCBL+ES combination, and 

these performance gains increase significantly. The best results in terms of map size reduction 

occur for BBAREA and EA also with a positive performance in terms of color error.  

 For Red and Black, the compactness performance is identical to the HCBL+ES combination, and, 

as for Loot, the performance gains are larger than those for HCBL+ES. For the color error, the 

results get better as they are now positive for this relative sorting metrics combination for all absolute 

sorting metrics except for EA. 

 For Soldier, the results get worse both in terms of map size and color error. This means that for 

Soldier the packing performance is better with absolute sorting metrics than with this and the 

previous relative sorting metrics combinations. 

 For Longdress, the packing performance still provides impressive improvements against the V-PCC 

benchmark. Compared to the HCBL+ES combination, the main difference is the improvement in 

terms of color error performance. 

 On average, the metric offering the best packing performance solution is the EA absolute sorting 

metric, if the map size is taken as the most relevant criterion. This metric provides positive results 

for all PCs except Soldier. This HCBL+ES solution performs significantly better than the previous 

ES+HCBL solution since the average results get better for all the absolute sorting metrics and it is 

possible to have map size reductions for 5 PCs (only 4 for HCBL+ES). In fact, this is the best solution 

in terms of packing performance since all the metrics have map size reductions higher than 8% and 

the color error is reduced for all the metrics except EA that only loses 1%. 

4.6.3. Rate Distortion Performance Assessment 

This section presents the RD performance results for the SP packing algorithm when using the two 

relative sorting metrics combinations and four absolute sorting metrics for the first patch. The rate 

considered is always the total (geometry+color+etc) rate. 

A. HCBL+ES Relative Metrics Sorting 

Table 4.13 presents the RD performance assessed as BD-Rate scores for HCBL+ES relative sorting 

with the various absolute sorting metrics for the first patch when using as reference the V-PCC solution. 

By inspection of Table 4.13, it is possible to derive the following conclusions: 

 For Mask, the RD performance for PSNR Y is improved while the geometry RD performance 

decreases compared to V-PCC. The color gains are related to the reduction of the packing color 

error and the geometry loss follows the increase on the map size. 

 For Klimt Statue, the metrics offering better RD performance are EA and WS. For these two absolute 

sorting metrics, the gains are expected since the packing performance was also positive. For Height 

and BBAREA, the map size reduction is equally large as for EA and WS, but the color error is not 

as low, thus justifying the loss in RD performance. 

 For Loot, Height and WS offer good results as it was expected since the map size reduction was 

also positive. However, for BBAREA and EA, the map size reduction is even larger, but the final RD 

performance is reduced for geometry (D1). 
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 Although it is possible to observe a map size reduction for Red and Black, the only sorting metric 

providing relevant good RD performance results is Height. The losses and residual performance 

increases for the other three absolute sorting metrics are explained by the increase on color error. 

 For Soldier, no metric provides RD performance improvement; this has to do with the fact that the 

packing performance is not satisfactory for both color error and map size. 

 For Longdress, the results show high RD performance for all the absolute sorting metrics as 

expected from the packing performance. The only metric not performing as well as the others is EA 

since it showed less significant map size reduction. 

 From the average packing performance, it is highly difficult to select one specific absolute sorting 

metrics as the best in terms of RD performance since the results are very similar. This similarity of 

results may be explained by the fact that only the choice of the first patch changes between the 

various absolute sorting metrics. In fact, all the absolute sorting metrics provide positive RD results 

except BBAREA that has a minor loss for geometry (0.03%). The metric offering better RD 

performance results is WS as it is the one performing better, with HCBL+ES, on average. Compared 

to the best solution from Section 0 (ES+HCBL with BBAREA), this HCBL+ES solution shows similar 

gains for D1 and PSNR Y, see Table 4.9. Considering this tie, the PSNR U, V may be analyzed to 

break the tie. For the absolute sorting and relative positioning ES+HCBL solution, PSNR U wins by 

-0.16% and PSNR V loses by 0.05%. For this new HCBL+ES relative sorting and relative positioning 

solution and with WS absolute sorting metric, PSNR U wins by -0.60% and PSNR V wins by -0.88%, 

suggesting that this last one is indeed the best solution so far, on average. However, taking a 

broader perspective, it is possible to observe that the HCBL+ES relative sorting combination only 

performs better for D1 and PSNR Y than the V-PCC benchmark for 3 out of 6 PCs while the 

absolute-relative ES+HCBL solution had 5 wins out of 6. As this is significantly better, the best 

solution overall in terms of RD performance is still the previously presented absolute sorting and 

relative positioning ES+HCBL solution. 
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Table 4.13 - RD performance as BD-Rate over V-PCC for the SP packing algorithm when using HCBL+ES 
relative sorting metrics combination and various absolute sorting metrics for the first patch. 

 Mask   Klimt Statue 
 Height BBAREA EA WS   Height BBAREA EA WS 

D1 0,20% 0,32% 0,40% 0,32%  D1 1,55% 1.75% -1,80% -2.08% 
D2 0,07% 0,19% 0,39% 0,19%  D2 0,36% 0.52% -2,52% -2.64% 

PSNR Y -0,64% -0,86% -0,22% -0,86%  PSNR Y -1,41% -1.56% -1,81% -2.49% 
PSNR U 0,78% 1,29% 1,72% 1,29%  PSNR U -1,97% -2.52% -2,75% -2.30% 
PSNR V 1,01% 1,08% 1,97% 1,08%  PSNR V -0,04% 0.08% -1,04% -2.51% 

 Loot   Red and Black 
 Height BBAREA EA WS   Height BBAREA EA WS 

D1 -0,35% 0,30% 0,24% -0,50%  D1 -0,19% 0,09% 0,00% -0,62% 
D2 -0,28% -0,20% -0,25% -0,42%  D2 0,10% -0,12% -0,43% -0,40% 

PSNR Y -0,10% -0,58% -0,50% -0,16%  PSNR Y -0,05% 0,07% -0,03% 0,12% 
PSNR U 2,93% -0,18% 1,82% 1,98%  PSNR U -1,86% -1,80% -1,39% -1,21% 
PSNR V 1,60% 1,22% 2,36% 1,56%  PSNR V -0,62% -0,69% -1,18% -1,10% 

 Soldier   Longdress 
 Height BBAREA EA WS   Height BBAREA EA WS 

D1 0,32% 0,32% 0,69% 0,88%  D1 -2,58% -2,60% -1,11% -2,93% 
D2 0,43% 0,43% 0,88% 0,55%  D2 -2,28% -2,30% -0,59% -2,53% 

PSNR Y 0,79% 0,79% 0,87% 0,71%  PSNR Y -2,09% -2,11% -1,36% -2,07% 
PSNR U 0,51% 0,51% 0,85% -1,21%  PSNR U -1,46% -1,95% -0,70% -2,15% 
PSNR V -1,59% -1,59% 0,08% -2,12%  PSNR V -2,19% -1,73% -0,96% -2,21% 

 Average 
 Height BBAREA EA WS 

D1 -0,17% 0.03% -0,26% -0.82% 
D2 -0,27% -0.25% -0,42% -0.88% 

PSNR Y -0,58% -0.71% -0,51% -0.79% 
PSNR U -0,18% -0.78% -0,07% -0.60% 
PSNR V -0,31% -0.27% 0,20% -0.88% 

B. ES+HCBL Relative Metrics Sorting 

Table 4.14 presents the RD performance assessed as BD-Rate scores for ES+HCBL relative sorting 

with the various absolute sorting metrics for the first patch when using as reference the V-PCC solution.  

Table 4.14 - RD performance as BD-Rate over V-PCC for the SP packing algorithm when using ES+HCBL 
relative sorting metrics combination and various absolute sorting metrics for the first patch. 

 Mask   Klimt Statue 
 Height BBAREA EA WS   Height BBAREA EA WS 

D1 0,57% 1,01% -0,08% 0,85%  D1 -3,15% 1.75% 0,25% -1.90% 
D2 0,40% 0,97% 0,23% 0,80%  D2 -4,09% 0.52% -0,93% -1.90% 

PSNR Y 0,95% 1,13% -0,88% 1,37%  PSNR Y -3,09% -1.56% -0,75% -0.81% 
PSNR U 1,01% 0,53% -1,21% 0,64%  PSNR U -3,17% -2.52% -0,61% -3.02% 
PSNR V 0,73% 1,52% -0,51% 1,04%  PSNR V -0,98% 0.08% 0,41% -1.58% 

 Loot   Red and Black 
 Height BBAREA EA WS   Height BBAREA EA WS 

D1 0,80% -1,85% -1,85% 0,22%  D1 0,76% 0,42% -0,09% 0,10% 
D2 -0,86% -2,10% -2,10% -0,61%  D2 -0,12% 0,00% -0,29% 0,28% 

PSNR Y -0,74% -1,05% -1,05% -0,55%  PSNR Y 0,48% 0,56% 0,40% 0,74% 
PSNR U 1,45% -3,20% -3,20% 3,77%  PSNR U -0,77% -0,68% -0,43% -1,66% 
PSNR V 2,62% 0,09% 0,09% 4,38%  PSNR V -0,51% -0,63% -0,16% -0,30% 

 Soldier   Longdress 
 Height BBAREA EA WS   Height BBAREA EA WS 

D1 1,91% 2,02% 1,88% 1,74%  D1 -2,72% -2,84% -0,57% -2,36% 
D2 2,11% 2,22% 1,96% 1,95%  D2 -1,86% -2,02% -2,32% -2,06% 

PSNR Y 1,10% 1,17% 0,94% 0,90%  PSNR Y -1,90% -2,08% -1,53% -2,24% 
PSNR U 1,51% -0,97% 1,85% 1,15%  PSNR U -1,67% -2,12% -1,53% -2,02% 
PSNR V 2,15% -0,67% -0,86% -1,06%  PSNR V -1,89% -2,37% -1,55% -1,89% 

 Average 
 Height BBAREA EA WS 

D1 -0,31% 0.08% -0,08% -0.23% 
D2 -0,74% -0.07% -0,57% -0.25% 

PSNR Y -0,53% -0.31% -0,48% -0.10% 
PSNR U -0,27% -1.50% -0,86% -0.19% 
PSNR V 0,35% -0.33% -0,43% 0.10% 
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The results in Table 4.14 allow to make the following analysis: 

 For Mask, the RD performance improves regarding V-PCC with EA for both D1 and PSNR Y. This 

gain is related to the map size and color error reductions. 

 For Klimt Statue, the metric offering better RD performance is Height. Unlike the previous metrics 

combination, this sorting metric is also the one performing better in terms of map size and color 

error reductions. WS also provides significantly good RD performance although not as good as for 

Height.  

 For Loot, the absolute sorting metrics offering the best RD performance are BBAREA and EA as 

expected from the corresponding map size and color error reductions. 

 Although good packing results have been achieved for Red and Black, the RD performance results 

do not follow the same trend. In fact, there is no absolute sorting metric that wins against the V-PCC 

benchmark. This effect is a reminder that the selected packing performance metrics may not be the 

best ones in terms of relation with the final RD performance. 

 For Soldier, the RD performance drops if compared with the previously assessed metrics 

combination as no absolute sorting metric wins against the V-PCC benchmark. This was expected 

since the packing performance results also lose significantly. 

 For Longdress, there are RD performance gains for all the absolute sorting metrics as expected 

from the packing performance. As for the HCBL+ES combination, the only metric not performing as 

well as the others is EA since this was the one with the smaller map size reductions. 

 The packing performance results for this relative sorting metrics combination were the best so far 

and thus it was expected the RD performance results to follow these gains. However, the RD 

performance results are far from being the best. Although it is true that, on average, all the absolute 

sorting metrics provide RD performance gains, the improvements are not as high as expected. This 

is mainly due to the RD performance results for Red and Black and Soldier which are really negative. 

In fact, these are the worst RD performance results for these two PCs among the various solutions 

with the SP algorithm since for both of the PCs there is no absolute sorting metric that wins against 

the benchmark. The best absolute sorting metric for this combination seems to be Height since it 

has the largest gains for D1 and PSNR Y.  

Table 4.15 shows the RD performance results for the best solutions averaged over the 6 PCs. 

Table 4.15 - RD performance results measured as BD-Rate over V-PCC for the best solutions. 

  
Absolute Sorting and Absolute 

Positioning 
Absolute Sorting and Relative 

Positioning 
Relative Sorting and Relative 

Positioning 

  
BBCSP (BBAREA absolute 

sorting) 
ES+HCBL positioning 

(BBAREA absolute sorting) 
HCBL+ES relative sorting (ES+HCBL 
positioning and WS absolute sorting) 

D1 -0,62% -0.84% -0.82% 
D2 -0,45% -1.37% -0.88% 

PSNR Y -0,27% -0.72% -0.79% 
PSNR U -0,92% -0.16% -0.60% 
PSNR V -0,41% 0.05% -0.88% 

From Table 4.15 and from previously presented results it is possible to derive the following 

conclusions: 

 When the BBCSP algorithm is introduced, the results are significantly better than the benchmark 

for both D1 and PSNR Y. With this solution it is possible to win for 3 out of 6 PCs. This is a rather 

disappointing aspect since only 50% of the dataset has gains. 
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 When relative positioning is introduced with the SP algorithm, the results show high 

improvements for ES+HCBL relative positioning metrics combination both for geometry and color. 

With this solution it is possible to win for 5 out of 6 PCs thus also in this aspect it is an improvement 

from the BBCSP solution (with BBAREA absolute sorting metric). 

 Introducing relative sorting allows a small average increase compared with absolute sorting and 

relative positioning ES+HCBL solution mainly due to the increase on PSNR U and PSNR V. 

However, it is only possible to win for 3 out of 6 PCs, representing a big decrease compared to 

the ES+HCBL positioning solution with BBAREA sorting. 

After analyzing all the solutions, the one offering the best overall results is the absolute sorting and 

relative positioning with ES+HCBL positioning metrics and BBAREA sorting metric. Although it slightly 

loses on average against the best from relative sorting and relative positioning, the enormous increase 

on percentage of PCs that win against the benchmark makes this solution the best one. 

4.7. Complexity Performance Assessment 
To make a more complete assessment, it is relevant to also evaluate the computational complexity 

performance of the proposed algorithms. The computational complexity will be assessed in the form of 

running times obtained using an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-3770 CPU @ 3.40GHz-3.90GHz (32 GB RAM) 

with Windows 10 Home 64-bit OS. The running times values to be presented just provide a qualitative 

indication since the software was not optimized.   

Since the BBCSP will take approximately the same time to run as the Top-Left algorithm, only the 

running time differences between the V-PCC packing algorithm (Top-Left) and the proposed SP 

algorithm will be assessed. Table 4.16 shows the packing only running times for the Top-Left algorithm 

with the Height sorting metric and two SP based solutions, notably the SP algorithm with absolute sorting 

and relative positioning (EB+CBL+CODE positioning with Height for absolute sorting) (SP1) and the SP 

algorithm with relative sorting and relative positioning (EB+CBL for positioning and CBL+EB for relative 

sorting with Height for the first patch choice) (SP2). Moreover, the percentage running time increases 

regarding the Top-Left algorithm are shown. These results have been obtained for the Red and Black 

and Longdress PCs. The motivation to choose these PCs is that Red and Black and Longdress are the 

PCs generating more and less patches in the test set, respectively.  

Table 4.16 – Packing only running times performance for: Top-left algorithm with Height sorting; SP algorithm 
with EB+CBL+CODE positioning and Height absolute sorting; SP algorithm with EB+CBL positioning, CBL+EB 

relative sorting and Height for the first patch. 

 Running time (seconds) 
 Red and Black Longdress 

Top-Left (Height sorting) 0,13 0,092 
SP1 8,166 (+6182%) 0,928 (+909%) 
SP2 152,54 (+117238%) 38,77 (+42041%) 

 

Table 4.16 allows to derive the following conclusions: 

 The SP algorithm introduces heavy processing with minimum running time increases of more 

than 900%. This is expected since the SP algorithm does not stop when finding the first 

available position, keeping the search for better positions. Moreover, the metrics have to be 

computed multiple times. 
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 When relative sorting is introduced, the running times increase substantially. This is again 

expected since relative sorting involves positioning all the (yet) non-packed patches at each 

iteration. 

 As expected, Red and Black takes more time to run the SP algorithm than Longdress since 

it generates more patches to be packed. More patches to pack means more iterations and, 

for relative sorting, it also means more positionings to perform at each iteration. 

However, since the packing module is only one part of the V-PCC coding process, Table 4.17 shows 

the full running times for the V-PCC algorithm (with Top-Left) as well as for the V-PCC algorithm when 

improved with the novel packing solutions mentioned above. The percentage differences regard now 

the overall running time increase against the V-PCC algorithm. 

Table 4.17 - Computational complexity performance for: V-PCC benchmark; V-PCC with SP algorithm,  
EB+CBL+CODE positioning and Height absolute sorting; V-PCC with SP algorithm, EB+CBL positioning, 

CBL+EB relative sorting and Height for the first patch. 

 Running time (seconds) 
 Red and Black Longdress 

V-PCC 192,85 219,35 
V-PCC with SP1 202,60 (+5%) 223,69 (+2%) 
V-PCC with SP2 349,39 (+81%) 264,12 (+20%) 

 

Table 4.17 allows to derive the following conclusions: 

 In terms of the overall coding time, the running time percentage differences are still positive, 

but they are now much lower than when just talking about the packing algorithm since other 

(more heavy) processing modules are accounted.  

 The complexity performance for the SP algorithm with absolute sorting is now more 

acceptable. However, when the relative sorting is introduced, the V-PCC running time 

increases +81% for Red and Black and +20% for Longdress, what is a rather significant 

increase, notably considering the obtained RD performance gains presented in previous 

sections. While this RD performance versus complexity trade-off may not be acceptable for 

real-time applications, it may still be acceptable for off-line coding when the running time is 

not a major issue.   

 The running time differences between Red and Black and Longdress are now, naturally, less 

visible, especially for the SP solution with absolute sorting. However, for relative sorting, the 

differences are still substantial since the positioning at each iteration is rather heavy. 

In summary, it may be concluded that the computational complexity introduced by the novel packing 

solutions is substantial, especially for relative sorting where the RD performance gains are more 

interesting. Naturally, looking to the overall V-PCC running times, the increases are less impactful, 

namely for the absolute sorting and relative positioning solution. This is positive since the best packing 

solution from the RD performance point of view was also the absolute sorting and relative positioning 

solution. Finally, it is important to remind that the proposed algorithms have not been optimized and no 

effort has been made to parallelize the processing steps involved in this algorithm, since the focus of 

this Thesis is on compression efficiency. Naturally, the metrics computation and SP algorithm could 

have been optimized and even parallelized. 
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Chapter 5 

5. Conclusions and Future Work 
In this chapter, the main conclusions are highlighted to better understand the value of the work 

developed in the context of this Thesis. On top of it, suggestions for future work are made, notably to 

further boost the impact of the technical solutions already proposed.  

5.1. Summary and Conclusions 
The main contributions of this Thesis are related to the review of the state-of-the-art and 

advancement of solutions in the patch packing field in the context of PCC. 

In Chapter 2, the most relevant PCC solutions in the literature are reviewed, thus allowing to conclude 

that several high performing solutions are already available. However, it can be noticed that most of 

these solutions are not yet fully optimized since most of them are also very recent. Consequently, there 

is much room for improvement, what was precisely the target of this Thesis. It is also important to 

highlight that the most impactful coding solutions are the recent MPEG PCC standards, notably V-PCC 

which is based on state-of-the-art video coding standards, notably HEVC. Naturally, this does not mean 

that the other PCC solutions are not relevant; in fact, their most interesting tools may be identified to 

improve the performance of the MPEG or other standards. 

In Chapter 3, the proposed packing solutions are presented, notably the involved metrics and 

algorithms. For both the metrics and algorithms, it is possible to conclude that there is already significant 

literature addressing the patch packing problem, namely in the automatic puzzle solving domain, and 

research continues in this domain. The novel technical contributions made in this Thesis also bring value 

to that research field. 

Chapter 4 presents the performance of the proposed patch packing solutions, after integration in the 

V-PCC codec, and the corresponding analysis and conclusions. The results obtained show clear gains 

regarding the V-PCC standard benchmarking solution by using appropriate performance metrics. In fact, 

performance improvements are obtained with the three types of assessed patch packing solutions. 

Regarding the packing performance, the results are very positive with reductions on the map size of 

around 10%. However, the packing performance gains do not seem to directly control the RD 

performance behavior as map size reductions do not necessarily imply RD performance improvements. 
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With the absolute sorting and no positioning metric packing solutions, the RD performance gains 

over V-PCC are positive but still not very significant, with average (over the dataset PCs) BD-Rate gains 

around 0.62% (geometry) and 0.27% (color) for the BBCSP algorithm and the BBAREA sorting metric. 

With this solution, 3 out of 6 PCs show RD performance improvement. For the absolute sorting and 

relative positioning packing solutions, the same gains over V-PCC are now more significant with 

values of 0.84% for geometry and 0.72% for color, when using ES+HCBL as relative positioning metric 

and BBAREA as absolute sorting metric. With this solution, 5 out of 6 PCs offer BD-Rate improvements 

against V-PCC thus also in this aspect it wins against absolute sorting and no positioning metrics. The 

relative sorting and relative positioning packing solutions show a residual increase in RD 

performance, notably reaching the same gains over V-PCC of 0.82% for geometry and 0.79% for color, 

when using HCBL+ES as relative sorting metric and WS as absolute sorting metric. With this solution, 

only 3 out of 6 PCs offer BD-Rate improvements against V-PCC thus it shows an efficiency decrease in 

this aspect against the absolute sorting and relative positioning. These results indicate that the adoption 

of a relative approach for the metrics is important, although more critical for the positioning than for the 

sorting as the additional gain is residual for the second case. Since the best performance results occur 

for the solutions with a relative approach, it is fair to say that the SP packing algorithm is a crucial 

component for the improvements. Naturally, the absolute sorting metrics adopted are also important 

since the results vary depending on the selected metrics as shown in Chapter 4.  

While it is true that the absolute sorting metrics play an important role in the packing solution, these 

metrics have less influence in the final results for relative positioning since it is possible to reach 

performance gains for every selected sorting metric. This means that the SP algorithm is less dependent 

on the absolute sorting metrics than the V-PCC solution. 

In summary, the absolute sorting and relative positioning solutions offer the best RD performance 

since they offer better results than V-PCC 5 times out of 6 PCs. 

Finally, this Thesis may also bring important contributions to the field of patch packing algorithms, 

since the obtained map size reductions seem to be interesting to the patch packing field. 

5.2. Future Work 
The work reported in this Thesis may evolve in the future in the following directions: 

 An overall analysis of the existing packing solutions: 

o Analyze the overall results for the existing solutions, targeting identifying possible 

patterns (e.g. color, positioning) providing better RD performance results. The 

establishment of relationships between certain packing results, like the map size, and 

the final RD performance is of most importance; 

o Analyze the distribution of the bitrate budget between geometry, color and side 

information. This should enable a clearer analysis on how the packing characteristics 

affect each of these bitrate components;  

 Studies targeting a deeper analysis of the current solutions: 
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o Associate to each PC the packing solution that offers the best RD performance for that 

specific PC; this should provide information on how each packing solution may be 

better suited for a certain type of content; 

o Subjective tests comparing the V-PCC solution with the proposed alternative solutions 

to understand to what extent the PC visual quality is being also improved; 

o Assess additional combinations of relative metrics combinations that could not be tried 

yet; 

 Design of technical improvements for the current SP algorithm:  

o Deep analysis of the HEVC codec to understand how its tools may be better exploited 

by the packing algorithm to improve the RD performance. This is a very important study 

since HEVC is responsible for the 2D coding of the depth and texture maps and thus 

it is essential to understand how to reduce the bitrate without losing quality; 

o Design of new metrics for the SP algorithm and for packing evaluation. The most 

important metrics would be those related to the packing performance since those 

already proposed may not be the best as stressed before; 

 Compare the V-PCC and the proposed alternative solutions against the G-PCC codec and 

understand whether it makes sense to use the dynamic solutions in static content. 
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